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Editorial Note

Brady Collins
University of California, Los Angeles

After celebrating our 20th anniversary the year prior, the Editorial Board of Critical Planning 
decided it an opportune moment to revise the mission statement of the journal. While our 
theme last year, “The Future”, sought new perspectives on the future of urban planning 
and design, our intention this year was to reframe our goals within these new and emerging 
debates. 

Following much discussion and reflection, we have decided on four core values: 1) advanc-
ing non-traditional analyses of contemporary issues, 2) encouraging criticality of the sta-
tus quo, 3) elevating underrepresented voices, and 4) connecting individuals to the global 
movement for social justice. At the same time, we did not want to limit ourselves to typical 
research articles, and thus emphasized that Critical Planning is a departure from most aca-
demic journals in that we actively seek out other modes of knowledge and representation, 
from op-eds and fictional narratives to photo essays and visual art. The journal is thus not 
only a space for planning scholars and academics, but also activists, organizers, and others 
who take “the city”, however defined, as their object of inquiry. Guided by this vision, all of 
the works contained in Volume 21 were carefully selected in the hopes that this new mis-
sion statement can provide a platform from which the journal can evolve.

We open Volume 21 with a thought-provoking op-ed from Holli Fajack who critically assess-
es the UN’s controversial Agenda 21, and in particular the political turmoil it has caused, 
through the lens of democratic planner. “License to Ride”, by Derek Galey, our Edward Soja 
award winner this year, examines Estonia’s unprecedented launching of free municipal pub-
lic transport for residents. While hailed by many on social and environmental grounds, Galey 
dissects the political motivations behind the city’s policy and places it within the larger 
context of inter-urban competition. In Elena Bixel’s “Sustainability or Connectivity” and Scott 
Humphrey’s “Contemporary Urban Renewal”, the authors similarly scrutinize dominant dis-
courses of public participation, sustainability, and connectivity, which often conceal the real 
motivation behind a project. Together, these articles ask that we not divorce urban policy 
from its political context, or we may mistake “progressive” policy making for the logic of 
neoliberalism. 
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However, “Costa del Sol”, a short documentary film made by Chema Segovia Collado and 
Jesús Quintanilla Azzarelli (reproduced here with a series of stills from the film and short 
explication), both humanizes and historicizes the impact of global urban restructuring. The 
film tells the stories of a number of people whose lives were changed by the arrival of 
tourism in one of Spain’s most idyllic coastlines. By juxtaposing their personal narratives 
against the area’s failed--almost absurd--attempt at urban redevelopment, the film draws 
our attention to the plurality of experience and perception of place. 

Perhaps the most crucial part of planning is its projective component: crafting the ideas and 
models that will shape the future. Coming to us from the innovative research and planning 
consultants at Human Impact Partners, “Where Health, Planning, and Community Empow-
erment Meet” calls attention to the important intersection of public health and urban plan-
ning, a growing crossroads for two disciplines that have for too long overlooked one another. 
By making explicit the gap between stakeholder participation and reality, the authors seek 
to address it by proposing a model for conducting Human Impact Assessments in a way that 
is both timely and meaningful. Our other policy paper comes from a group of UCLA Mas-
ters and Doctoral students of urban and regional planning. The students spent their spring 
break in Detroit touring the city, meeting with policy makers, and gathering data in order to 
document and analyze how the city is changing in the aftermath of the Great Recession. 
The article “Transit in Detroit” and infographic on the role of the Detroit Land Bank Authority 
document the findings of their study trip. 

While last year’s volume had the most international list of authors of any Critical Planning 
journal, Volume 21 has several notable works from scholars and artists working around the 
world. Sean Kennedy’s article, “Eco-certification of Natural Rubber”, explores the emer-
gence of new environmental controls in Indonesia, which, he argues, represent the move 
towards a form of private global governance driven by consumers in the global North, a 
serious threat to democracy in low-income countries. “A Forgotten Dimension” by Carolyn 
Abrams and Ana Luna, analyzes how gendered power dynamics influence the experiences 
of Bangladeshi women in public space, the household, and the workplace Bangladesh. By 
challenging Western definitions of the household, equity, and empowerment, the authors 
offer a series of recommendations that may both improve policy in Bangladesh while also 
shifting the public’s attitudes toward women. Touching on similar themes, Marcia Rose 
Hale’s photo essay, “The Reurbanization of Çatalhöyük”  transports us to one of the first 
cities in the history of human civilization, and offers a complex meditation on the meaning 
of work, home, and equality. We conclude Volume 21 with reviews of the most recent books 
from three of our esteemed faculty members at UCLA: Susanna Hecht, Michael Storper, 
and Edward Soja.

I would be remiss to present this year’s volume of Critical Planning without commenting on 
the context within which we are publishing it, for there is a lot facing the City of Los Angeles 
in 2014. As alluded to by the cover, California is in the midst of one of the most severe 
droughts on record. In January, Governor Brown declared a drought State of Emergency and 
directed state officials to take all necessary actions to prepare for water shortages. As sprin-
klers continue to feed the lawns of much of Los Angeles, just north of the city along the 5, 
farmers have posted signs on their dried up land, calling for the end of the “Congress-made 
drought”.  Mayor Garcetti has announced that he will take steps to raise the city’s minimum 
wage to 13.25, and yet LA remains the wage-theft capital of the US, with violations amount-
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ing to $1.4 billion annually. As many of the authors of this volume would tell us, political 
context is everything. 

With that said, it is my hope that with Volume 21, we have paved a strong future for Criti-
cal Planning, as an inclusive forum and alternative voice to the many issues facing cities 
around the world. I would like to thank everyone who has worked on putting together this 
year’s journal. Here’s to another 20 years!

Brady Collins
Managing Editor
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Agenda 21:
Pathway to a Better Tomorrow or Global 
Conspiracy to Subjugate Individual Rights?

Holli Fajack, MURP '14
University of California, Los Angeles

Agenda 21 is a United Nations (UN) action plan designed to provide a practical framework 
for implementing the sustainable development model, which has been defined by the UN 
as “development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability 
of future generations to meet their own needs” (World Commission on Environment and 
Development 1987). Although it is not a legally binding treaty, the 178 countries (includ-
ing the United States) that participated in the 1992 Earth Summit unanimously adopted 
Agenda 21.  In doing so, they signaled their commitment to promoting consideration of the 
environmental and social impacts of development decisions at the national, regional, and 
local levels.

From a practical standpoint, implementing the sustainable development model at the lo-
cal level means prioritizing conservation of natural resources and sensitive environmental 
land, and developing urban areas in ways that discourage sprawl, promote mixed-use build-
ings and neighborhoods, and maximize the efficient transportation of people and goods. 
While the value of preserving the planet for future generations is generally acknowledged 
to be a worthwhile pursuit, acceptance of the sustainable development model is far from 
universal. Here in the United States, a small but extremely passionate minority view Agenda 
21 as an elaborate and subversive scheme orchestrated by the UN to erode individual free-
doms and assume control over sovereign nations (and their resources). Conservative com-
mentator Glenn Beck summed up this sentiment, saying that “sustainable development 
is just a really nice way of saying centralized control of all of human life on planet Earth.”1

Groups and individuals affiliated with the Tea Party and the property rights movement are 
determined to fight against what they see as serious threats to individual rights and the 
American way of life.  Because many U.S. communities are adopting Agenda 21 at the local 
level through city and regional plans (including climate action plans, regional transportation 
plans, and general plans), local planning commission meetings, design charrettes, and city 
council chambers have become the front line for this ideological battle. Although it might

1 “Agenda 21” The UN’s diabolical plan to for the world is explained on the Glenn Beck Show, YouTube 
video, 3:06, posted by “Steve Kemp,” June 23, 2011, http://youtu.be/esJY2SK_4tE.

http://youtu.be/esJY2SK_4tE
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be tempting to dismiss these groups as isolated pockets of misguided, irrational conspiracy 
theorists, it is important for planners to take a closer look at their claims and try to under-
stand the basis of their opposition to Agenda 21.

Propaganda or Progress?
According to opponents, in order to convince people to go along with Agenda 21’s develop-
ment model, the UN has orchestrated “the biggest public relations scam in the history of 
the world.”2  The scam starts by promoting the idea that we should feel guilty for living our 
“super-sized” American lifestyles—defined by our big suburban houses, gas-guzzling cars, 
and rampant consumerism.  Next we are told that our sins can be forgiven if we accept our 
new identity as global citizens and commit to reducing our impact on the earth. We are told 
that we should “redefine progress” in terms of what we are able to sacrifice for the greater 
good as opposed to what we are able to acquire for ourselves.3 Opponents characterize 
this as a kind of “social engineering” that serves to convince citizens to willingly forfeit their 
fundamental rights to privacy, property, and individual choice.4   

For this reason, opponents of sustainable development like to characterize much of the 
sustainability-related terminology, messaging, and advocacy as propaganda designed to 
brainwash communities into thinking that they want to live in dense urban environments 
and prefer to travel on public transit. The sustainable development model goes by many 
names such as “smart growth,” “new urbanism,” “walkable communities,” and “transit-ori-
ented development,” all of which have been enthusiastically adopted by planners, commu-
nity groups, active transportation advocates, and others. But many Agenda 21 opponents 
consider these terms insultingly “antisuburban” and unfairly biased against the American 
Dream of single-family homeownership (Mencimer 2011). 

Critics also react strongly against the idea that environmentally sensitive areas should be 
set aside and protected from further development. Much of the backlash against Agenda 
21 has come from rural landowners who are convinced that the UN’s long-term plan (to 
be enacted by local governments) is to acquire, through eminent domain, all of the rural 
lands surrounding densely populated megacities and designate them as protected areas 
that humans will be restricted from entering.5 The “Wildland Project” map, which shows the 
United States with a handful of specific “human habitation zones” surrounded by “restricted 
biodiversity conservation corridors,” is widely circulated to drum up opposition to the UN 
and Agenda 21 (Melton 2013).

Community Manipulation  
The fact that Agenda 21 is a nonbinding, voluntary framework does not diminish oppo-
nents’ concerns. In fact, they feel that this only enhances its subversive nature because 
people are made to believe that they have been given a choice and a role in the decision-
making processes that impact their respective communities. Many opponents believe that 

2 Agenda 21 – Behind the Green Mask – Rosa Koire, YouTube video, 1:43:33. Posted by “QarenAnn,” 
September 27, 2012, http://youtu.be/GoMaYJwLyu4.
3 Ibid.
4 Ibid.
5 Michael Shaw: Agenda 21, “The Ultimate War: Globalism vs. America”, part 1, YouTube video, 
54:33. posted by Steve Kemp, September 30, 2011, http://youtu.be/h_o8JJSNN6g.

http://youtu.be/h_o8JJSNN6g
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communities are being systematically manipulated using something called the Delphi Tech-
nique, which is a method for directing a group to reach a consensus in which the outcome 
has already been predetermined.  As opponents explain, “facilitators,” who have been 
specially trained to use psychological manipulation techniques and social pressure, are 
brought in to run planning meetings and community-visioning workshops for the purpose of 
artificially manufacturing community support for smart growth principles and plans (Burns 
2005).6, 7 Opponents challenge the legitimacy of the public participation process because, 
they argue, by the time community meetings and public hearings take place, general plans 
have already been altered and communities re-zoned to ensure that “stack and pack” de-
velopment is approved. Therefore, the community input process is just a tool for minimizing 
dissent.

Opposing Ideals
When it comes to mapping out an ideal future for our communities, it is difficult to see how 
a compromise can be reached between supporters and opponents of Agenda 21’s sustain-
able development model because the two viewpoints seem to be fundamentally incompat-
ible on several levels. On the one side are those who believe that the deterioration of the 
ecosystem is the defining challenge of our time and that our survival as a species demands 
that we move collectively towards a new way of life. Additionally, many in this camp are gen-
uinely enthusiastic about the idea of transforming our cities into more compact, connected, 
efficient places that can be easily navigated without the need for a personal vehicle.  On the 
other side are those who believe that the threat of environmental collapse is exaggerated 
and is being used as a fear tactic to establish a new world order where individual rights are 
subordinate to the will of a centralized international government.  Their view of develop-
ment based on urban density and transit- oriented design is that of a dystopian future in 
which all people are corralled into overcrowded cities where their mobility will be restricted 
and their right to privacy denied.

Regardless of where one stands on this issue, the reality is that the global population is 
projected to grow to more than nine billion people before the year 2050, according to the 
U.S. Census Bureau, and it is essential that we adopt long-term strategies for addressing 
additional demand for resources and housing (U.S. Census Bureau 2012). America’s popu-
lation alone is projected to increase by more than 40% by 2050 (U.S. Census Bureau 2012) 
and as the President of the American Planning Association recently put it, “What I want to 
hear from opponents of sustainable development is where are you going to put 50 million 
new housing units over the next few decades? So far, I haven’t gotten an answer to that 
question” (Mencimer 2011).

What Can Planners Do?
The role of planners is to envision and implement strategies that make communities health-
ier, safer, more prosperous, and more equitable for current and future generations. But 
what are planners to do when the communities we are working to make more sustainable 
see us as part of the problem? There is no easy answer to this question. However, when it 

6 See also UN Agenda 21 Exposed with Rosa Koire, YouTube video, 39:29, posted by “corbettreport,” 
October 20, 2012, http://youtu.be/L7T7ulzNG7o.
7 See also Agenda 21 – Behind the Green Mask – Rosa Koire, YouTube video, 1:43:33. Posted by 
“QarenAnn,” September 27, 2012. http://youtu.be/GoMaYJwLyu4.

http://youtu.be/L7T7ulzNG7o
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comes to working with Agenda 21 opponents, there are several things that planners should 
consider. 

First, if there is to be any hope for a productive dialogue, we should resist the urge to vilify 
suburbanites for choosing a way of life that, lest we forget, planners had a role in creat-
ing. Promoting the importance of environmental protection and the benefits of compact, 
connected communities can be done without harping on the destructive nature of sprawl—
which only serves to implicate and alienate those who call the suburbs home.

Second, planners should make every effort to understand the concerns of these commu-
nity members by researching their arguments and recognizing the implications of planners’ 
authority in the process.  While some opponents claim that Agenda 21 is part of a larger 
plot to establish centralized government control of society, others are more concerned that 
sustainable development policies will negatively impact economic growth and housing af-
fordability.  It may be tempting to disregard all opposition voices as part of a misguided con-
spiracy theory, yet by doing so planners may fail to legitimize and respond to real concerns 
of community members. Planners should endeavor to be as informed as possible about the 
implications and limitations of land-use and zoning regulations so that they can both defend 
their merits and dispel misconceptions related to property rights. 

Finally, planners should remain ever vigilant about improving and enhancing the public par-
ticipation process. While the notion that our profession involves manipulating community 
members may sound ridiculous to those of us in the field, we should recognize that these 
are very real concerns of some members of the public. Such preconceptions demonstrate 
the need for more transparent, collaborative, and representative public involvement in the 
planning process. Finding an ideological middle ground on the government’s role in creat-
ing sustainable communities is a challenge that should not be underestimated. Neverthe-
less, these suggestions may be helpful as a first step in discovering a shared vision for the 
future.■
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License to Ride:

WINNDER OF THE 2014 ED J. SOJA PRIZE

Free Public Transportation for Residents of 
Tallinn

Derek Galey, JD/MUP
Harvard University

The City of Tallinn, capital of Estonia, with a population of 420,000, recently became the 
world’s largest municipality offering free public transportation. Tourists still have to pay to 
ride the city’s bus, trolley, and tram network, but registered residents—including a large 
population of Russian-speaking non-citizens—only have to tap their municipal transit cards 
once onboard. 

Tallinn’s leadership has justified the policy on environmental and social grounds—namely, 
reducing carbon dioxide emissions and providing equal rights to freedom of movement. 
Although only 26% of trips in Tallinn utilize private cars, private transportation accounts for 
60% of the city’s carbon dioxide emissions. Public transportation, which provides 40% of 
trips in Tallinn, accounts for only 6-7% of the city’s total emissions. On an annual municipal 
public transport satisfaction survey from 2010, 49% of the respondents were most unsatis-
fied with fares, followed by crowding (29%) and frequency (21%). (Cats, Susilo, and Eliasson 
2012, 3-4) The city’s government responded by calling a March 2012 referendum, in which 
75% of voters supported free public transportation. 

In contrast with past experiences with free public transportation in other cities, preliminary 
results indicate a “relatively small increase in passenger demand” of only 3% citywide in 
the three-month period after implementation (Cats, Susilo, and Reimal 2014, 5). Notably, 
however, passenger counts increased 10% in Lasnamäe, a populous and dense housing 
district with a price-sensitive population and many Russian-speaking residents.

Since the policy took effect January 1, 2013, assisted by the Registreeru Tallinlaseks cam-
paign, the city has registered over 10,000 additional residents, more than triple the previ-
ous year. Estonia’s tax system compensates Tallinn for the funding shortfall with additional 
income tax transfer payments. Local autonomy provisions of the Estonian Constitution pro-
tect the fiscal arrangement from the opposition to free public transportation by the National 
Estonian Government. 

The elimination of fares for municipal residents was the central issue of the 2013 mayoral 
campaign, rewarding Mayor Edgar Savisaar’s incumbent Centre party with two additional 
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council seats. Understanding the complex political impetus behind the free public transpor-
tation scheme requires examination of the divergent compositions of the polities of the City 
of Tallinn and the Republic of Estonia. 

At Estonia’s independence from the Soviet Union, Russians—constituting half of Estonia’s 
population—were denied national citizenship based on the legal principles of historical con-
tinuity and jus sanguinis (Smith 2003; Yiftachel 2006). Asserting several decades of Soviet 
rule as an illegal occupation, the doctrine of historical continuity justified the automatic re-
instatement of the laws of the Estonian Republic. Because millions of forced and voluntary 
migrants could not trace their lineage to the Republic, and had not been legally assimilated, 
the Estonian state justified the imposition of strict “repatriation tests,” including Estonian 
language requirements and residency restrictions (Smith 2003). Post-Soviet privatization 
and Estonian austerity policies have resulted in economic inequality and geographic seg-
regation (Ruoppila and Kährik 2003). After the Estonian Republic intervened in Tallinn to 
remove a Soviet-era statue, citywide rioting ensued (BBC News 2007).

All residents of the City of Tallinn, including noncitizens, have been eligible to vote in munici-
pal elections since Tallinn’s membership in the medieval Hanseatic League and adoption of 
Lübeck Law. As a result, Russian-speakers wield municipal political power as a core Centre 
Party constituency. In Tallinn, the question of free public transportation implicates the right 
of access to the center of political and social life—the configuration of local autonomy. Free 
public transportation at once challenges the privatization inherent in motorization and the 
maintenance of an ethnic democracy.

Context informs the manner of implementation and frames the political signification. In 
Sweden, the Planka activist group engages in civilly disobedient fare-dodging (with a shared 
pot to pay the fines) to promote free public transportation. By way of contrast, free public 
transportation was hardly a grassroots demand in Tallinn, where the referendum on making 
public transportation free came as a surprise to residents, with correspondingly low turnout.

Urban policies are “qualitatively transformed” through networks of policy transfer, requiring 
an interrogation of contextually specific political configurations (Brenner, Peck and Theo-
dore 2010). A “copy-and-paste” approach to free public transportation neglects important 
questions: How many and what kind of additional riders to expect? How is it paid for? Who 
will support/benefit from the policy?  What kind of good is public transportation? Who gets 
to decide?

This article presents a qualitative account of the world’s largest free public transporta-
tion experiment to date. The results challenge and inform the conventional measures and 
objectives of transportation experts.  The analysis is meant to complement the existing 
literature surveying free public transportation experiments and evaluating transportation 
pricing schemes.

The following section of this article reviews lessons learned from a sampling of fare-free 
experiments attempted around the world, discusses rationales offered for imposing a fare 
obligation on public transportation passengers, and considers the nature of public trans-
portation as a good by comparing market mechanisms with democratic values. The next 
section discusses the political context for, and the social meaning of, the implementation of 
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free public transportation in Tallinn. The account reveals the important role of local auton-
omy in constituting the relationship between the City of Tallinn and the Government of the 
Estonian Republic. The article concludes by suggesting legal reform to promote inter-urban 
cooperation, rather than competition, in the provision of public transportation services.

Free Public Transit and the Use of Fares

A variety of experiences with free public transportation in smaller cities has preceded Tal-
linn’s adoption. Free networks range in service area; some eliminate the farebox altogether 
while others target specific populations for free passes. In each case, rider demographics 
have responded to the elimination of fares, while ridership counts have “always increased 
significantly” (Volinski 2012, 48). Past experiences reveal the importance of a broader pub-
lic transportation agenda, including investment in and promotion of the system. Not only 
must municipalities prepare for increased ridership, they can multiply the impact by simul-
taneously improving transit service, re-dedicating road space, and supporting pedestrians.

Fare-free service is most common in small cities, especially those with a strong institutional 
presence. Commerce, California has the oldest free transit system. It has been operating 
since 1962 with only eleven buses and a limited service area. Other cities and regions 
that have experimented with free transit include Amherst, Massachusetts (Perone 2002); 
Austin, Texas (Volinski 2012); Hasselt, Belgium (Cats et al. 2012); the Aubagne region of 
France (Cats et al. 2012); London; and universities served by Flemish operators in Belgium 
(Cats et al. 2012).

Providing free public transportation eliminates a barrier to mobility and broader participa-
tion of otherwise priced-out transit riders. In the case of Aubagne, the barrier’s elimination 
resulted in a more “convivial” experience for 80% of surveyed riders (Pays d’Aubagne 2010). 
In Austin’s case, it granted a deeply marginalized population access to the center. This ex-
periment was discontinued after reports of problem riders and graffiti (Perone 2002). The 
discomfort with which this confrontation was received reveals the degree of alienation sown 
by a constellation of exclusionary practices. Analysis of the local government framework in 
which Tallinn is embedded reveals the reasons for the limitation of free public transporta-
tion to Tallinn’s residents, and its implications for civic responsibility. 

Fares play four roles in public transportation. First, they are a form of demand manage-
ment, preventing marginal trips. Fares can prevent overcrowding given a fixed system ca-
pacity (Volinski 2012; Shampanier, Mazar, and Ariely 2007). Second, fares raise funds for 
transportation providers. Whether considered a “user fee” or a regressive tax, fares can 
raise revenue for the provision of public services. Third, fares may exclude the sort of “prob-
lem riders” observed during the Austin experiment. Finally, fares can function within an 
integrated scheme to reorganize travel behavior through price barriers (Cats et al. 2014; 
Volinski 2012).

The elimination of fares places transit in the same category of services as schools, librar-
ies, community parks, and even elevators. In some cases, public transportation has been 
advanced as a right, for which the collection of a fare would be inappropriate. 
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Nevertheless, the hegemonic approach to public transportation management applies mar-
ket principles. The proposal “to sell off the [New York City] subway system line by line over a 
period of about five years” is one example (Ramsey 1987, 99).

This type of approach has been applied to an expanding range of goods, services, and 
(previously held-in-common) resources, at least since the violent enclosure movement in 
England (Perelman 2000). Although the use of force and state police power necessarily 
accompanied early acts of displacement, the situation persists by continuously reconstruct-
ing homo economics—fragmented individuals, excluded from common access to resources, 
normalized to market and competitive interaction (de Angelis 2004). Such normalization is 
evident in Chicago Mayor Rahm Emmanuel’s political gaffe, when he declared that those 
unhappy with public transportation fare hikes could simply “make that choice” to drive 
instead (Byrne 2012).

This is a line of thinking consistent with the regulation of a good by exit rather than voice. 
And the fare hike represents an exclusionary approach to provisioning the good. Ramsey 
(1987) and Emmanuel’s (Byrne 2012) perspective reflects an understanding of public 
transportation as a market, rather than political, good. 

This mindset explains the conventional use of the farebox recovery rate, or the portion of 
total system costs shouldered by riders, as a public transportation cost-effectiveness met-
ric, rather than the average cost per rider, as suggested by some experts (Hodge, Orrell, 
and Strauss 1994). By the latter measure, Austin’s experiment was highly successful, with 
the average cost per rider declining from $2.51 to $1.51 (Perone 2002). It also informs the 
value placed by transportation experts on “choice riders”—those who would have otherwise 
driven a private vehicle for the trip in question (Perone 2002). According to reports issued 
by KTH Royal Institute in Stockholm, commissioned by Tallinn to evaluate the proposal, 
converting drivers is “the most desired effect” (Cats et al. 2012, 4). 

How to think about enhanced mobility for budget-conscious or low-income riders turns on 
whether public transportation is conceived as a business venture or a political good, a 
commodity or a commons. Elizabeth Anderson declares that political goods must be (1) 
regulated by voice rather than exit (2) distributed in accordance with public principles rather 
than unexamined wants, and (3) provided on a non-exclusive basis. She elaborates, “Every-
one, not just those who pay, has access to them” (Anderson 1995, 159).

To provision such goods through market mechanisms is to undermine principles of frater-
nity and democratic freedom. There is an ethical cost associated with putting a price on 
something (Sandel 2012). There is also “a psychological cost associated with the fare-
box” specific to the confusion and inconvenience of fare collection and verification (Volinski 
2012, 13).

Many transit users do not have the choice to drive instead. For them, exiting the market 
means not visiting a friend or fully participating in city life, suggesting a restraint on their 
freedom of association. According to Anderson’s analysis, depriving low-income individu-
als of mobility through the farebox undermines the common cooperative project of self-
government. And yet, the attempt to foster fraternal relations can backfire when many such 
deprivations have already fragmented the population beyond mutual comprehensibility, as 
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in the case of Austin. These values transcend the narrow expertise of transport economists. 
No wonder that the “the most frequent initiators of fare-free public transit service have 
been the elected city or county council” (Volinski 2012, 24).

An Account of Tallinn

Tallin’s transportation system received a major shock at independence from the Soviet 
Union in 1991, with increased motorization, sprawling development patterns, and funding 
constraints resulting in congestion and segregation. A rail link to St. Petersburg, completed 
in 1870, assisted Tallinn‘s development from a “small, provincial town” into “an industrial 
centre” (Raid 2011, 13). Tallinn’s tram system was inaugurated in 1888, during the period 
of trade-oriented industrialization. The tram system has since survived eight political re-
gimes (Varemaa 1998). Last expanded under Soviet supervision in 1955, the system has 
lately benefitted from renewed investment, though buses continue to dominate the city’s 
public transportation system. In response to concerns that the private bus monopoly OÜ 
Mootor was not serving unprofitable but socially important routes, Tallinn city government 
began providing municipal bus service in 1937 (Nerman 2007).

Only with independence from the Soviet Union has private vehicle use come to dominate 
the space of the city. In the last two decades, the country’s motorization rate has more than 
doubled, to 425 cars per 1,000 residents in 2012 (Cats et al. 2012). Experts attribute the 
problematic increases in motorization to a post-Soviet mentality in which cars function as 
a status symbol. “Comparatively luxuriant” with respect to the boxy Soviet-produced cars, 
Peugot, Toyota, and Volkswagen have been the top-selling models (Haas 2006).

Situated on a narrow isthmus between the Baltic Sea and Lake Ülemiste, Tallinn faces 
significant physical constraints that limit the expansion of road capacity through the use 
of multilane roads (Aas 2013). Since the mid 1990s, Tallinn has experienced 2 km/h de-
crease in peak hour traffic speeds annually (Harjo 2013).

During the same period, the share of trips taken by public transportation has decreased 
dramatically. However, transit retains a favorable mode split of 40%, followed by walking 
(30%), and private car (26%) (Cats et al. 2014). The city’s 2009 development plan empha-
sizes the importance of public transportation to improving the availability of urban space 
and slowing the growth of vehicles. This analysis has led to a prioritization of public trans-
portation by top city officials (Harjo 2013).

The introduction of free public transportation follows a series of reforms to make the capital 
city less car-oriented. In 2005, the city unveiled a new terminal for city (not regional) buses. 
The Department of Transportation has been developing a “network of public transportation 
priority corridors” (Harjo 2013). Seventeen km of bus-only lanes have been introduced, 
including 8 km in 2012 alone. Additionally, traffic signals have been reprogrammed at thirty 
intersections to prioritize bus travel speeds, and real-time bus arrival information has been 
made available online and on displays at stations. Symbolically, Freedom Square, in the 
heart of the city, which formerly served as a parking lot, has been reclaimed as a pedestrian 
plaza. 
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Expert Ambivalence
However, the elimination of transit fares for city residents diverges from the path conceived 
by transportation experts. Four aspects of Tallinn’s public transportation scheme are dis-
cordant with conventional transportation wisdom. First of all, from the expert perspective, 
free public transportation is more directly associated with enhanced mobility than with the 
improvement of traffic flow. As discussed above, transportation planning has conventionally 
seen the latter as its mandate. Together, the extent of preexisting subsidy in the system 
(67%) already targeting price-sensitive riders, the size of the system, and ridership trends 
showing consistent decline from Soviet-era highs made Tallinn a poor candidate for conges-
tion reduction through free transportation.

Second, free public transportation had the effect of encouraging shorter trips. Gauging 
preliminary data, Tallinn’s free public transportation program appears to have reduced av-
erage trip lengths by 10%, suggesting the substitution of public transportation for walking 
trips (Cats et al. 2014). Shorter trips tend to cause intermittent overcrowding, while, from 
the standpoint of efficient utilization of assets, planners would prefer consistent ridership 
levels along the entire length of a route (Harjo 2013).

Third, expert analyses of free public transportation cite cost savings attributed to the fore-
gone expense of fare collection as a primary benefit. Tallinn’s system, however, has no such 
advantage. Riders are still required to swipe a public transit smart card for each ride. Tal-
linn’s residents are provided with “green cards” that enable free travel, while nonresident 
Estonians and tourists must still pay the fare. The preexistence of an EU Civitas grant for 
an upgraded fare collection system was offered as a partial explanation for the continued 
use of fareboxes despite the introduction of free public transportation (Development Plan 
2008).

Fourth, the city’s planners have come to recognize that public transportation is best un-
derstood as a regional service, while Tallinn’s free public transportation program is limited 
to residents of the central city. The city’s 2009 development plan encourages “developing 
a single ticket system for Tallinn and Harjumaa County” (encompassing the surrounding 
communities) and providing transportation infrastructure on the “principle of conurbation” 
(Development Plan 2008, 12, 22).

The policy’s explanation lies beyond the confines of transport expertise.  Without quantifi-
able impacts of modal shift, traffic congestion reduction, decreased emissions, or even 
widespread ridership increases, Tallinn’s free public transportation program must be quali-
tatively evaluated on the basis of its political foundations.

Urban Politicization
Free public transportation in Tallinn was first suggested by the Social Democratic party in 
2005 (Aas 2013). However, the seemingly sudden introduction of a public referendum on 
the relatively unknown subject, and the Centre Party’s rapid implementation of free public 
transportation ahead of municipal elections, no doubt reinforced the suspicions of a dubi-
ous public. In this sense, Tallinn’s administration manifests the tendency for the “fear of 
politicization” to be dealt with through “an elitist and secretive approach” to local economic 
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initiatives (Eisenschitz and Gough 1996, 448).

A tide of public resentment has arisen in response to the policies discouraging car use, 
including drivers flouting bus lanes (though steep fines ultimately proved decisive). Many 
residents are skeptical of Mayor Edgar Savisaar, who has been a prominent and controver-
sial political figure since playing a role in Estonia’s independence from the Soviet Union. 
Opposition to the mayor is so strong in some circles that many residents oppose the admin-
istration’s initiatives out of hand (Rikken 2012).

Savisaar’s Centre Party is a populist centrist party whose base includes pensioners and Tal-
linn’s large Russian-speaking population. Although many Russian-speakers are disenfran-
chised at the national level, all Tallinn residents are eligible to vote in municipal elections, 
including noncitizens (Mäeltsemees2013). Centre Party politicians have been accused of 
patronage politics and graft. In the words of Centre Party parliamentarian Kadri Simson on 
the Estonian Public Broadcasting program Foorum, “the ideology of Centre Party is ‘Centre 
Party’” (Simson 2012).

Deputy Mayor for Transportation TaaviAas has declared the threefold intentions of the pol-
icy: promoting modal shift from private car to public transportation, increasing the mobility 
of unemployed and low-income groups, and increasing the tax base by registering addi-
tional residents. Additionally, Tallinn has focused many of its city planning efforts around an 
application for EU Green Capital status in 2018 (Aas2013). Of course, successful reelection 
could not have been far from the responsible politicians’ minds.

A comparative analysis conducted by local scholars suggested a relatively high degree of 
politicization resulting from Tallinn’s urban governance structure. Voters in Tallinn elect a 
large city council, which in turn appoints members of the city government. The city’s ad-
ministration is then directly managed by the Mayor and several Deputy Mayors, resulting in 
a “symbiosis of collective political management characteristic of the Nordic countries and 
apolitical administrative management exercised by Estonia’s southern neighbors” (Lõhmus 
and Tõnisson 2006, 72). The city administration is highly subject to the management of 
council appointees (Lõhmus and Tõnisson 2006). To this arrangement Mikk Lõhmus and 
Illar Tõnisson attribute a high degree of political sensitivity alongside the potential for in-
stability. Tallinn’s city government is driven to initiate populist experimentation, such as the 
free public transportation program, to shore up voter support. 

National Government Opposition
Ambitious transportation initiatives have repeatedly been prevented by opposition from the 
Estonian central government. With respect to the marginalized population in Lasnamäe, 
the city has long sought to expand the tram network in their direction (Harjo 2013). While 
a capital project of this scale requires national assistance, the Estonian Republic is more 
interested in the expansion of roads. The national government also refused to allow the City 
of Tallinn to implement congestion pricing and repealed a previously authorized municipal 
sales tax after the Tallinn City Council decided to make use of the provision to increase 
transportation funding (Harjo 2013).
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In 2011, Estonia sold 45 million euros’ worth of carbon credits to Spain, using the income 
to buy fifteen trams for Tallinn (Teesalu2012). Before implementation, Minister of Economic 
Affairs Juhan Parts (former Prime Minister of the far-right party, Union of Pro Patria and Res 
Publica) threatened to attach strings to the city’s receipt of money from the sale of carbon 
credits “so that [Tallinn] would invest more into improving public transportation and focus 
less on offering free rides to local residents” (Teesalu 2012). Former Reform Party Prime 
Minister Andres Ansnip called for an end to free public transportation in Tallinn soon after 
its introduction (Commons 2013).

Estonia has been offered as a model by advocates of austerity (Greeley 2012). Estonia 
began a privatization program in 1991, virtually eliminating Tallinn’s vast public housing 
supply in favor of privatized debt financing and urban tenements. The proportion of fami-
lies in extreme poverty (income per household member below minimum wage) tripled from 
1994 to 1999 (Ruoppila and Kährik 2003). Estonia’s laissez-faire Reform Party has since 
managed to cut the rate on the country’s flat income tax while abolishing corporate taxation 
altogether. Suffice it to say that Estonian leaders need not be cajoled into market-oriented 
restructuring. 

Labeled as an “ethnic democracy,” the notion of homeland inflects Estonian national poli-
tics. Social policies in the era of Soviet empire produced Russian migration into Estonia 
(Yiftachel 2006). According to David Smith (2003, 8), “the ability to initiate radical econom-
ic ‘shock therapy’ during the early 1990s rested partly upon the political marginalization of 
the Russian-speaking settler population.” Although as many as 70,000 Russian-speakers 
have left Tallinn alone, many more remain disenfranchised in Estonia. The privileging of 
Estonian as the language of the public sphere has been understood as a process of “Es-
tonianization” (Ruoppila and Kährik2003). By 1999, Russians were concentrated in the 
two peripheral high-rise housing-estate districts while detached housing was homogenously 
Estonian (Greeley 2012).

Since achieving independence from the Soviet Union, cultural tensions have several times 
arisen over culturally divergent interpretations of historical events. One contentious space 
existed at Tõnismägi, a public square in Tallinn, which contained a Soviet-era monument 
commemorating a Nazi defeat. Owing to the ethnic sensitivity of the issue, Tallinn had es-
tablished a representative commission to determine the fate of one of the city’s prominent 
public places (Aas 2013).

Nevertheless, the Riigikogu (Estonian parliament) passed the War Graves Protection Act, 
granting jurisdiction over war graves to the Estonian Ministry of Defense and authorizing 
reburial. Defense Minister JürgenLigi appointed Eerik-NiilesKross (both of the Union of Pro 
Patria and Res Publica) to the Estonian government’s War Graves Commission, which pro-
ceeded to recommend removal.

The ensuing riots “caused city officials to launch a range of appeasing statements and 
policies” (Yiftachel 2009, 95); the free public transportation policy may be understood as 
consistent with such policies. With the assistance of geographic concentration and a favor-
able municipal legal structure, the Russian-speaking population has developed substantial 
influence in Tallinn. Their “rights-based politics” have demanded the “integration of non-
citizens into the polity” (Yiftachel 2006, 32).
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The city’s large Russian-speaking population relies disproportionately on public transporta-
tion. Thus, the elimination of fares had the substantive effect of improving Russian integra-
tion and access to the center. This political context explains the outlier result from the KTH 
analysis: “The highest increase of more than 10% occurred in the north-eastern district of 
Lasnamäe which is the most populous and dense district and characterized by higher un-
employment rates and a predominantly Russian speaking population” (Cats et al. 2014, 7).

Eerik-Niiles Kross, formerly of the War Graves commission, ran as a 2013 mayoral candi-
date against Edgar Savisaar. At the final debate of the campaign, he said that so-called free 
transport was not actually free but a cost ultimately passed on to taxpayers. The Reform 
Party candidate, Valdo Randpere, criticized the program for its failure to significantly boost 
transit ridership or reduce congestion. Despite these highly public criticisms, in an election 
widely viewed as a referendum on free public transportation, the Centre party amassed 
52.65 percent of the votes in Tallinn, increasing its outright majority in the city council. 

Savisaar used the opportunity afforded by the final mayoral debate to criticize the Estonian 
government, suggesting problems with a deal in which Tallinn pays a state-owned light rail 
company to allow passengers to ride for free within city limits. The City of Tallinn and Elron, 
the nationally owned train company, agreed immediately after the election to waive train 
tickets for trips within Tallinn for city residents.

Now that the policy’s adoption has proven popular, former Defense Minister and current 
Minister of Finance JürgenLigi was quoted by Estonia’s oldest daily newspaper, the Posti-
meemes, admitting that “free public transport has been surprisingly successful . . . maybe 
it’s even prudent”(2013). The city’s power to initiate the free transportation program de-
spite national objections provided the narrow space in which public opinion could be mar-
shaled to promote a counter-hegemonic regulatory experiment.

The Role of Local Autonomy
In the hundreds of years since Tallinn’s Danish establishment, the city has been subject to 
a succession of sovereigns, squeezed between imperialist ambitions. Given this tumultu-
ous history, the degree of legal continuity maintained by Tallinn resulted in part from the 
city’s continuing struggle to maintain independence and reassert Lübeck rights. The storied 
struggle between Toompea, the site of the old Rävalian fort and continuing seat of sover-
eign power, and the Lower Town of Tallinn is evident, for example, in a 1310 order issued by 
the Danish King Erik VI Menved, sending a special envoy to oversee “with great precision” 
the defenses to be built between the two (Kala 1998, 27).

The structure of the Lübeck charter provided extensive local autonomy, giving rise to a po-
litical realm of the city that has frequently contested central authority (Kala 1998). Three 
observations about Lübeck Law inform Tallinn’s contemporary political situation. First of all, 
Tallinn exercised a great deal of control over all spheres of city life. In addition to extensive 
regulation of commercial activity, Tallinn was given power over matters that modern jurists 
consider to be outside the sphere of local autonomy. Tort law, defense, and foreign rela-
tions, for example, were all entrusted to city governments (Kala 1998).
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Secondly, the rat (city council) was neither feudal nor democratic as the term is understood 
today. As the culmination of the city’s merchant guilds—in which membership was compul-
sory for aspiring tradesman—the rat was a hierarchical and ostensibly meritocratic institu-
tion (Kala 1998).

Third, Lübeck Law understood the public-private distinction in a manner quite unlike mod-
ern legal systems. Above and beyond the above-mentioned intricacy of economic regula-
tion, Lübeck Law generally confined the private sphere to the hereditary estate, or erve, 
understood as a tangible space.

Although the sphere of local autonomy has been considerably circumscribed alongside the 
rise of liberal democratic nation-states (Frug 1999), the City of Tallinn continues to use 
available tools to advance its institutional empowerment. The European Charter of Local 
Self-Government enshrines the values of democracy, autonomy, and subsidiarity. As op-
posed to the principle of ultra vires that predominates in Great Britain and under the United 
States Constitution, the European Charter grants general competence to local governments. 

A base level of fiscal autonomy is guaranteed to Tallinn by the Estonian Constitution, in-
terpreted by Estonia’s Supreme Court to incorporate substantially the European Charter 
Article 9 protections for independent municipal budgets (Judgment of the Supreme Court 
of Estonia en Banc 3-4-1-8-09, 16 March 2010, Petition of the Tallinn City Council of 2 April 
2009). As articulated in § 154 of the Estonian Constitution, “All local issues shall be re-
solved and managed by local governments, which shall operate independently pursuant to 
law.” Estonia provides for municipal remuneration predominantly through the flat national 
income tax, of which a fixed portion accrues to cities. The availability of deductions results 
in the wealthy paying a lower percentage of their income (Mäeltsemees and Lõhmus 2008).

Due to this fiscal structure, Tallinn receives a direct financial benefit from attracting new 
residents. The free public transportation program in Tallinn was introduced along with a 
well-publicized citizen registration campaign, Registreeru Tallinlaseks, contributing to the 
perception of politicization discussed above. The slogan, plastered on the sides of buses, 
prompted backlash against perceived corruption and pandering to voters. In the adver-
tisement, residents are shown using their municipally issued “green cards” to access the 
free transit system. Estonians do not miss the obvious chromatic allusion to Tallinn’s en-
trenched Centre Party.

Tallinn has more than paid for lost fares by attracting over 10,000 new residential regis-
trants since the program’s debut. The city has found itself with a budget surplus, of which a 
substantial portion will be used to expand public transportation. While the free transport is 
now funded by a regressive income tax, it is less regressive than the use of fares, which tax 
disproportionately poor riders and exclude the even poorer infrequent or non-riders.

This accounting imperative largely explains the limitation of free public transportation to 
city residents despite the benefits that could accrue from cooperation (Aas 2013). Despite 
the concentration of wealth in the “Golden Circle” of municipalities surrounding Tallinn, 
the suburban areas have been reluctant to cooperate with Tallinn in public transportation 
finance (Mäeltsemees and Lõhmus 2008). Even limiting free public transportation to resi-
dents, Tallinn continues to subsidize the regional travel of nonresidents. As long as “legal 
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obstacles hinder cooperation between [Estonian] towns and cities [in] the organization of 
public transportation” (Mäeltsemees and Lõhmus 2008, 131), Estonian local government 
law will enable Tallinn to forgo farebox exclusion only through its replacement with exclusion 
along jurisdictional lines. 

Interurban Competition in the European Union
David Harvey ascribes to the Hanseatic League the unenviable status of having initiated 
(with the Italian City-States) “civic boosterism and urban entrepreneurialism” (1989, 15). 
Harvey argues that the recent resurgence of interurban competition has brought urban gov-
ernance more in line with “the naked requirements of capital accumulation.” (15) The grant 
of autonomy over only local issues and the hollow practice of subsidiarity at the very least 
reveal the absence of any authentic urban politics capable of participating in the central 
questions of self-government.

At independence, fears of “ostracism by the West” and a backlash of the Russian popula-
tion prompted the 1991 drafting of an inclusive law on citizenship by the party led at the 
time by Edgar Savisaar (Smith 2003, 13). When these fears failed to materialize, amidst 
Europe’s greater concerns with economic growth, a more restrictive citizenship law passed 
in February 1992. In the hands of an internal, right-wing “legal restorationism” movement, 
the principle of historical continuity provided cover for Estonia to disenfranchise a large 
portion of the Russian-speaking population, while also ensuring the continuity of the histori-
cally evolved legal structure that predated the Soviet regime. 

The obligation of a city to provide for all of its residents was among these well-established 
legal norms, traceable through Lübeck Law, Baltic Private Law, and the 1920 Constitution 
of the Estonian Republic, now enshrined in § 156 of the Estonian Constitution. Thus, the 
adherence to the notion of legal continuity simultaneously disenfranchised many Russian-
speakers at the Estonian national level and ensured their inclusion in Tallinn’s self-gov-
ernment. Tallinn continues to be constituted as a contradictory political space, servant of 
sovereign and citizen.

European Union policies of “immigrant multiculturalism” curtailed Estonian ethnic territo-
rialization through Russian Cultural Councils and protections for local autonomy. However, 
the insistence of European Union leaders on a project of integration within the frameworks 
of “immigrant multiculturalism” and “local self-government” is contradictory in the sense 
that “the western ‘project’ towards the post-socialist East. . . is founded on the contention 
that the only viable course open to the former communist countries is to adopt the politi-
cal values and economic system of the West” (Smith 2003, 3). Although the Estonians are 
expected to adopt a legal framework that grants the Russian-speaking minority a right to 
the center, the European Union decision-making structure castigated the Eastern European 
region and associated values to the periphery. The European regulatory apparatus was 
limited to narrow political rights violations in Eastern Europe because of member states’ 
concern that a more far-reaching positive rights policy would destabilize their own societies 
(Smith 2003).

Indeed, the neoliberalism of the post-Maastricht European Union is inconsistent with ethno-
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cratic state territorial regulation. In the words of the European Commission’s 2002 Progress 
Report on Estonia, “in order to have equal access to the Estonian labour market, it is essen-
tial for Russian-speakers to have a good command of the Estonian language. It is therefore 
important to ensure that Estonia has a sufficient number of qualified bilingual teachers in 
schools” (33). To the extent that linguistic hegemony obstructs the supply of labor or threat-
ens to disrupt ethnopolitical stability, the European Union has taken steps to establish a 
normalized market predicated on wage relations and private property.

Just as European law protects the freedom of Russians to sell their labor in Estonia, it has 
allowed Estonian and Latvian workers to work for Finnish or Swedish companies despite 
collective bargaining agreements negotiated by trade unions. The International Transport 
Workers’ Federation v. Viking Line ABP and Laval un Partneri Ltd v. Svenska Byggnadsar-
betareförbundet decisions have been characterized as “explicit attacks against collective 
labor with the undisputed outcome of creating a race to the bottom in worker standards 
across the European Union” (Nicola 2012, 1343). For subjects of the European Union, the 
right to relocate for an employer trumps the right to organize for better employment. 

The concepts of EU free movement and the right to mobility implemented in Tallinn have 
markedly distinct impacts on migration and transportation. While free public transportation 
provides the resources for residents to move where they like, EU free movement coerces 
workers—whose labor is devalorized by the extended labor market—to uproot in service of 
the spatial logic of capital accumulation.

However, the two concepts play a fundamentally consistent role in securing the social condi-
tions for the accumulation of capital. The EU project of neoliberal empire “constructs the 
city as a strategic node in a network designed to maximize capital accumulation” (Purcell 
2008, 105). State privatization of urban space produces individuals normalized to market 
forces, limits the political power of residents, and ordains the balancing of rights in favor of 
exclusion. Viewed through the lens of EU free movement and global neoliberal rule regimes, 
the right to mobility in Tallinn merely expands the catchment area of shopping malls.

Conclusion

The distinctive political considerations at play in Tallinn’s introduction of free public trans-
portation emphasize that the fare question must be explored anew in each political con-
text—not as abstract analysis, divorced from reality. Tallinn’s free public transportation ini-
tiative diverges from the path conceived by transportation experts, trained to improve traffic 
flow. The project was motivated instead by political considerations. 

The city’s legal continuity informs the relations between municipality and sovereign, the 
structure of urban society, and the scope of private activity. Regime change has also deter-
mined migration flows, resulting in the parallel national disenfranchisement and municipal 
empowerment of Estonia’s Russian-speaking population. 

Tallinn’s pursuit of free public transportation is enabled by constitutional protections for 
local government fiscal capacity. The specific elaboration of local government law appli-
cable to Tallinn operates to promote political sensitivity and the public provision of goods 
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important to city residents. In this sense, the municipality fulfills its fiduciary duty to support 
the freedom of association of all residents. But this is nevertheless undertaken in the spirit 
of interurban competition, as epitomized by the limitation of free public transportation to 
residents of Tallinn. Supranational institutions typified by the EU free movement policy and 
“Maastricht criteria” promote broader neoliberalism that profoundly constrains Tallinn’s ca-
pacity and exacerbates exclusion. 

The interplay can be seen in Tallinn’s economic concentration in Internet services. Although 
incubated in Tallinn and a source of Estonian pride, Skype was sold to Microsoft for $8.5 
billion in 2011. The corporate headquarters was subsequently relocated to Luxembourg to 
take advantage of low tax rates.  And Microsoft’s shareholders, the beneficiaries of Tallinn’s 
investment in the social conditions for entrepreneurial development, are yet more far flung.

Constituted differently, the city’s autonomy could be harnessed to promote interurban co-
operation, rather than competition. Sulev Mäeltsemees advances a mandatory collabora-
tion model for public transport and other city services, modeled on Helsinki (Mäeltsemees 
and Lõhmus 2008). He exalts Harju County’s (surrounding Tallinn) Public Transport Centre, 
formed as a “collaborative institutional format” and suggests a revision in Estonian law. But 
the role of the Association of Estonian Cities’ Brussels office, founded in 2005 to promote 
the interests of Estonian local self-government units in EU policy, should not be discounted 
(Mäeltsemees 2012). In the marginal role of outside lobbyist, Tallinn has little capacity to 
participate in shaping the larger rule regime that enframes local capacity, although this is 
what local autonomy demands.

“Linnaõhk teeb vabaks,” goes the popular Estonian expression, referring to the feudal-era 
compromise in which serfs who escaped to the city, if not captured by their lord within a year 
and a day, were free to remain. “City air makes you free.”

For now, at least the buses are free. ■
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A Forgotten Dimension
The Significance of Power Dynamics 
in Assessing Female Employment and 
Empowerment in Urban Bangladesh

Carolyn Abrams & Ana Luna, MURP
University of California, Los Angeles

Abstract: Through the lens of female formal employment, this paper aims to highlight the 
complex lives of female garment factory workers in urban Bangladesh and subsequently 
challenge the theoretical foundations of current policies that seek to empower them. Based 
on the assumption that employment guarantees empowerment, we identify the significant 
power imbalance that exists between men and women at all levels of Bangladeshi society. 
In doing so, this paper provides a more complex understanding of how socio-cultural struc-
tures significantly impact women’s experience of space, and ultimately provides practical 
and theoretical recommendations to help inform effective policy development.

Through the lens of female formal employment, this paper aims to highlight the complex1 
lives of female garment factory workers in urban Bangladesh, and subsequently challenge 
the theoretical foundations of current policies that seek to “empower” them. In this regard, 
it is important to note the multiplicity of meanings and interpretations that accompany the 
idea of empowerment throughout disciplines, movements, and social contexts. It is this 
variability that makes empowerment difficult to measure and hard to predict. In an effort to 
create a more comprehensive and accurate understanding of what constitutes empower-
ment, we begin with the idea that female empowerment removes the social, political, and 
economic limitations placed on women, and ultimately strengthens their ability to exercise 
power over their own lives. With the understanding that this concept changes depending on 
the specific context of development, the key component in this effort is maintaining a criti-
cal analysis of what empowerment means. Keeping this in mind, our paper provides a more 
complex understanding of how socio-cultural structures significantly impact the ability of 
policies to elevate the status of women. Following our analysis of development frameworks 
and their limited ability to capture women’s experiences, this paper provides a set of indi-
cators that can be used to inform a more accurate understanding and analysis of female 
empowerment. These indicators acknowledge the risks and vulnerabilities experienced by 
women, draw attention to the gendered power imbalances that exist, and challenge the as-
sumption that employment guarantees empowerment. 

1 We use complex to refer to the historical, cultural, economic, political, and spatial components that 
influence women’s experiences.
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In the developing world, programs focused on gender did not materialize until the 1970s, 
following the “first decade of development” when women and gender issues were typically 
neglected and misunderstood (Kabeer 1994). During this time, women were conceptual-
ized in limited capacities (e.g., housewives, caregivers, dependents, mothers, etc.) and the 
majority of the development agenda emphasized poverty as the main indicator of social 
disparity (Cornwall, Harrison, and Whitehead 2007). Over the past thirty to forty years, ma-
jor shifts in development work have taken place, and today, gender is commonly integrated 
into programming and policy development (Ibid.). Although this shift has allowed for a re-
conceptualization of women that extends beyond previously limited identities, current de-
velopment frameworks and assumptions remain simplistic and problematic (Van Santen 
2009; Buvinic 1983).

At the same time, significant changes have taken place within the global economy. With the 
increased flexibility of capitalism emerging in the 1970s, industries began to reorganize 
and adopt practices of subcontracting, outsourcing, and creating multiple production sites 
(Storper 1997). This vertically disintegrated production process and social division of labor 
has created a major shift in the urban landscape that we observe (Soja 2000). These new 
dynamics of labor market formation are propelling the global economy, and thereby pro-
vide spatial, political, and economic context as we examine female workforce participation 
(Alam, Sattar, and Chaudhury 2010; Salway, Jesmin, and Rhman 2005; Amin 1998).

In the context of South Asia, global economic restructuring has led to increased special-
ization and clusters of production. A prime example is the garment factory industry in the 
urban region of Dhaka, which currently serves as Bangladesh’s largest export sector. This 
particular industry has experienced significant gender shifts in labor participation, with 48% 
of the workforce now comprised of women (Amin 1998; Kabeer 1994). As similar changes 
take place at the regional level, Bangladesh provides an ideal point of analysis for under-
standing the social and economic phenomena taking place on a global scale. 

As women move from informal to formal sectors of production, development experts and 
policymakers conclude that working women are empowered (Ibid.). However, these assump-
tions do not reflect the reality of women’s lived experiences, and in fact, critical scholars 
and practitioners continue to note high levels of female vulnerability and risk within urban 
production spaces, such as home, work, and public space (Ibid.). Therefore, while empower-
ment policies predict an elevation in women’s status, these policies, upon further examina-
tion, fail to recognize the fundamental drivers of gender inequality. Through an analysis of 
women’s spatial experiences in the household, in public, and in the workplace, this paper 
aims to highlight the complexity of gendered power relationships and ultimately provides 
recommendations to inform effective policy development that acknowledges the realities of 
true female empowerment. 
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Limitations of Development and Policy

Western Models Fail to Capture the Household Reality

For over a decade, the impact of formal employment on women’s household and societal 
status (Buvinic 1989; Duveen and Lloyd 1990; Sharma 1986; Standing 1991; Salway et al. 
2005) remains a key topic of interest for scholars, practitioners, and policymakers. The con-
cept of formal employment leading to empowerment is not a new construct. Yet, in recent 
years, the causal statement that formal employment guarantees empowerment (or gender 
equality) has emerged as a key assumption used by policymakers, development practitio-
ners, and scholars today. It is therefore through the use of flawed household-level models 
and limited development frameworks that problematic assumptions about empowerment 
remain. Within this section, we demonstrate how oversimplified household models of the 
past continue to reinforce and influence models and approaches of today. Additionally, de-
velopment approaches rooted in researcher bias lead to policy frameworks that ultimately 
fail to encapsulate women’s interactions and experiences.2 

Historically a highly contentious issue, the applicability and limitations of using theoretical 
modeling to predict, indicate, and frame household behavior have been frequently voiced 
(Salway et al. 2005; Folbre 1986; Cornwall et al. 2007). Many critics of modeling take the 
positive view (Harvey 1969), believing that modeling exists as a reductive tool that should 
only be used to frame unchanging and replicable phenomenon (Ibid.). Other critiques high-
light researcher-derived shortcomings, which continue to manifest today.3 In 1986, Folbre, 
in “Heart and Spades: Paradigms of Household Economics,” noted the powerful effect of re-
searchers’ pre-existing expectations and assumptions (Folbre 1986; Young, Wolkowitz, and 
McCullagh 1984). Arguing that “even the most scientific disciplines are drawn from ‘un-test-
able circular assumptions,’” Folbre (1986, 246) emphasized the significant influence that 
researcher bias has on the expectations, perceptions, and limitations of economic theory. 

According to Folbre and others, the most popular paradigm in household modeling is the 
“altruistic” paradigm. Model variations derived from this paradigm typically view house-
holds as cooperative environments, where the male head of household acts in the best 
interest of the family unit (Folbre 1986; Salway et al. 2005). Such assumptions reinforce 
neoclassical economists’ view of “the market” as an “equalizer” (Folbre 1986; Salway et 
al. 2005; Amin 1997). Noting widespread critiques that question how the altruistic model 
could explain un-altruistic household anomalies, neoclassical economists and scholars ra-
tionalize characteristics like selfishness through “joint utility” functions (Amin 1997; Folbre 
1986). Through this approach, children are identified within the household as “free riders,” 
while the male power holder is the altruist (Standing 1991; Folbre 1986). In this context, 
issues such as selfishness, working women, and marital conflict are kept within household 
boundaries. Critiques of this paradigm concede that, while neoclassical economists and 
scholars attempt to reason through anomalies, the altruistic model ultimately fails to ad-
dress issues that exist in households but can’t be explained by “the market.”4 Therefore, 
rather than engaging with the role of gender inequality, domination, alienation, or tension 

2 In the workplace, household, and urban landscape.
3 Opponents of modeling in reading.
4 Critique of neoclassical household models.
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within the household, traditional household modeling  historically dismisses such dimen-
sions as “outliers.”

Noting the failure of the neoclassical altruistic paradigm to incorporate issues of politics 
and struggle, the Marxist tradition explains household dynamics by emphasizing conflict, 
exploitation, and tension (Hartman 1979). While the Marxist perspective incorporates over-
looked characteristics posed by the altruistic model, the Marxist tradition tends to oversim-
plify experiences by attributing struggles and conflict to class divisions (Ferguson 1979). In 
this sense, the Marxist paradigm, like the neoclassical one, does not view family members 
as individuals (with their own preferences and relations) and fails to address gender in-
equality and power structures within the household (Hartman 1979; Cornwall et al. 2007). 
Both the Marxist and neoclassical perspectives on household interactions struggle to ad-
dress real-life household dynamics, including increases in female income, shifting power 
dynamics, health, and well-being within the family unit (Whitehead and Kabeer 2001; Ka-
beer 1994). Although these were prominent paradigms in the late 1980s, both approaches 
failed to encompass and emphasize intra-household dynamics, with particular attention to 
gender inequality. 

Both Marxist and neoclassical models sought to explain household-level dynamics and im-
pacts on productivity, yet they struggled to view households as units that contain uneven 
power relations and individual preferences. Constrained by their own disciplines,5 the per-
ceptions of Marxist and neoclassical economists “impacted what they hoped for, and what 
they saw” (Folbre 1986; Young et al. 1984). Limited by methodological bias, both paradigms 
overemphasize the capital market and fail to root their understandings of households in the 
context of the developing world, where power, politics, inequality and cooperation meld to-
gether and cut traditional economic boundaries. This failure to recognize and acknowledge 
developing contexts and culture due to researcher bias continued well into the 1990s, and 
has manifested in development approaches today.

Fundamental Drivers of Inequality
Noting the marginalization of women in the developing world, donors and practitioners over 
the last decade have pushed to integrate women into development. According to Cornwall 
and Whitehead, development policy began to incorporate gender dimensions into program-
ming initiatives following external pressure (Cornwall et al. 2007; Whitehead and Kabeer 
2001). Emphasizing inequalities and efficacy issues in public space, the household, and 
the workforce, numerous organizations shifted their focus to women’s issues.6 Additionally, 
during this time, large-scale data shattered the image of the “altruistic household,” dem-
onstrating that unearned income controlled by women is associated with large-scale im-
provements in child health and nutrition (Thomas 1990); greater fertility reduction (Schultz 
1981); increased shares of household budgets allocated to health, education, and housing 
(Thomas 1993); increased equity regarding gender preference in children; and a greater 
probability that children will attend school and receive medical attention (Cornwall et al. 
2007). Until this time, supporters of the altruistic paradigm dismissed prior observations 
and findings as anecdotal or feminine (Folbre 1986). Thus, noting major shifts in women’s 
5 Neoclassical theorists primarily seeing cooperation, and Marxists emphasizing conflict.
6 CARE, World Bank, UN
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roles in the developing world (particularly regarding workforce participation), development 
experts and policymakers focused on the impact of formal employment on women’s em-
powerment.7 While such initiatives mark a significant shift in development policy and plan-
ning by attempting to incorporate women into development, approaches and models con-
tinue to reinforce gender stereotypes derived from historically flawed paradigms, and most 
findings remain based on Western history and processes.

Widespread political and academic initiatives that incorporate women’s issues may have 
stemmed from well-meaning intentions, but poor definitions of “equality,” “equity,” “par-
ticipation,” and “empowerment” remain embedded in development policy and have led to 
gender generalizations, myths, and stereotypes. For instance, in an effort to rally support for 
women’s issues, organizations and practitioners “popularize simplistic labels,” (Van Santen 
2009, 3) thus reinforcing misrepresentations of gender, such as: “women are less corrupt 
than men…women [are] more concerned with the environment…[and] women are inher-
ently peaceful” (Ibid., 3). Simplistic slogans and the existence of myths not only create frus-
trations and disillusionment, but also lead to confusion and a lack of focus when it comes 
to action (Gujit and Kaul Shah 1998). By generalizing the experiences of individuals, it is 
commonplace for policymakers and practitioners to disregard the role of gender inequality, 
social hierarchy, and discrimination (Kabeer 1994). Furthermore, by reinforcing key asym-
metries in gender power dynamics, policies and programs ignore the various contexts, roles, 
and positions in which women interact. According to critics of gender generalization, failure 
to define key concepts, conditions, or characteristics of living in fact ignores the context 
specific nature of gender relations (Cornwall et al. 2007; Kabeer 1994). Nonetheless, in an 
effort to rally support, policymakers and practitioners argue that slogans and oversimplifi-
cation are necessary for getting ideas institutionalized. Additionally, multilateral entities,8 

nongovernmental organizations,9 and humanitarian aid groups10 play significant roles in de-
fining terms of development, allocating funds, and identifying agendas. Thus, development 
work is often constrained by the conventions and priorities of “big players in mainstream 
development” (Van Santen 2009, 2). Therefore, like the household models of the past, 
development experts sideline complex context-specific issues like gender inequality, social 
hierarchy, and discrimination. In this way, programs focused on gender in the developing 
world remain constrained by Western perceptions and assumptions.

Ultimately, in an effort to integrate gender into development, politicians and practitioners 
rely on flawed models of the past, Western processes, and gender stereotypes to assess 
women’s status in the developing world. Development frameworks reflect the Euro-centered 
processes of industrial capitalism and female emancipation (Standing 1991). Deriving from 
models of the past, practitioners and policymakers predicted that equality for women would 
be reached through their participation in the market as equal consumers and contribu-
tors (Standing 1991; Amin et al. 1997). Furthermore, models rest on assumptions about 
women’s primary commitments to families and dependence on male “breadwinners.” From 
these development assumptions, women are predicted to become equal consumers and 
equal participants within the household (following formalized employment). Such assump-
tions fail to acknowledge that processes of industrial capitalism are different in today’s 
7 In the household and public domain.
8 World Bank, IMF, Asian Development Bank, United Nations
9 Gates Foundation, Hewlett Packard, DFID, RAND
10 CARE, Oxfam, World Vision, Red Cross
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global economy. Additionally, models of the past presume that equal social and economic 
participation is guaranteed, like in western societies. Most importantly, they also assume 
that women enter the labor force, like men do, devoid of household constraints or respon-
sibilities. However, within the context of the developing world, and more specifically Bangla-
desh, highly contextual cultural traditions, politics, and economic manifestations impact the 
experience and status of working women. 

Development and Policy Limitations Drive Inequality

Comparing On-the-Ground Reality with Theoretical Frameworks 
and Policy
Noting the power imbalance between men and women in urban Bangladesh, and the pre-
sumed relationship between female empowerment and employment, this section aims to 
explore the spatial experiences of working women and compare these realities with the 
theoretical foundations previously discussed. Specifically, this section explores the connec-
tion between Bangladeshi women’s economic and socio-cultural subordination (within the 
context of urban Dhaka) and their disadvantages within the garment factory labor force. 

Recognizing the household as a site for economic processes and political struggle, Folbre 
(1986) has observed and emphasized structural influences on bargaining power, distribu-
tion of resources, and division of responsibilities. Specifically within the context of Ban-
gladesh, cultural subordination is a key component of women’s household experience. As 
a popular topic of study in Bangladesh, risk and vulnerability derived from household in-
equality are well documented and discussed in social scientist literature (Cain, Khanam, 
and Nahar 1979; Folbre 1986). Despite data that documents this ongoing reality, altruis-
tic models maintain that “women and children volunteer, relinquish rest, education, and 
food” for the benefit of the family unit (Standing 1991). Juxtaposed against the reality that 
women in Bangladesh frequently lack economic power, scholars highlight the limitations of 
women’s economic self-interest and the impacts of these limitations on women’s spatial 
experiences.

Exploring the real-life limitations of Bangladeshi economics, women frequently act contrary 
to “altruist” assumptions. Indeed, according to scholars, women frequently take on head-
of-household responsibilities, challenging the neoclassical paradigms that traditionally view 
men as “controllers” of the family unit (Hart 1997). The emergence of data that shows 
women as responsible heads of households, does not propose that women replace men 
within the altruistic unitary model. Rather, the emergence of women as significant contribu-
tors and complex actors highlights the issue that altruistic models fail to explore the drivers 
of household-level inequality (Shultz 1984). Using asymmetrical gender power relations as 
a way to assess the influence of employment on women’s empowerment, one must search 
for explanations of why unequal divisions of labor exist within the home (Mumtaz and Sal-
way 2005), and how these inequalities relate to formal employment. 

In an attempt to address inequalities experienced by women, many scholars point to for-
malized employment as a key indicator of “emancipation” or empowerment (Vasavi 1993; 
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Salway et al. 2005). However, scholars and practitioners tend to overlook the historical and 
social forces specific to the location of Bangladesh that influence the characteristics of 
women’s work experience. Through low-cost female labor, occupational segregation, and 
sexual wage differences (Hartman 1979; Rubery 1978), scholars observe male superiors 
continuing to dictate the circumstances of women’s work (Standing 1991). To explain dif-
ferences in women’s employment experiences, scholars from different disciplines provide 
a variety of “explanations.” Social scholars state differentiation in the labor market as 
the product of male laborers’ comparative advantage as earners (Standing 1991; Shar-
ma 1986). Marxists view discrimination in the workplace as a product of women being a 
reserve army of labor (Standing 1991; Mumtaz and Salway 2005), and feminists (Vasavi 
1993; Hartman 1979) connect gendered divisions of labor by highlighting women’s dual 
job.11 However, while social scientists, Marxists, and feminists all recognize asymmetries 
in workplace treatment, these explanations operate more as descriptions, applicable to 
contemporary Western Europe (Standing 1991) rather than urban Bangladesh.

Seeking to explain inequalities in the context of urban Bangladesh, spatial and historical 
dimensions play a significant role in dictating the conditions of women’s work. According 
to studies that document the conditions of women’s work, scholars describe low wages, 
lack of access to skills, constraints on production (due to harassing workplace conditions), 
and the unlikelihood of promotion as key disadvantages women experience in comparison 
to men (Mumtaz and Salway 2005; Young et al. 1984). In this way, women neither en-
ter the workforce equally, nor receive equal treatment as laborers (Standing 1991; Young 
et al. 1984). This discrimination differentiates women’s employment from men’s. While 
many scholars emphasize the exploitation of women’s labor in terms of wage discrimina-
tion (Salway et al. 2005; Amin 2007), this assumes women’s incorporation to be purely a 
result of “cheap labor.” On the contrary, the act of incorporating certain groups into low 
rungs of wage labor is a common phenomenon, one that is not entirely restricted to women 
(Amin 1998; Salway et al. 2005). In this case, the interplay between population groups (i.e., 
women) within the context of Bangladesh causes one to consider what prompted the entry 
of women into the workforce in this country. Why are women being incorporated into the 
workforce at this time? Workforce discrimination is not just a gender-specific matter. This 
point, made by Standing (1991), highlights the importance of recognizing femaleness and 
maleness as products of history and society. In other words, women’s designation today as 
cheap labor is not a product of their surplus, dual roles, or the comparative advantage of 
men; rather, women’s “cheapness” remains a product of social and historical constructions 
significant over space and time. It is therefore empirical that studies recognize gendered 
stereotypes as characteristic of cultural ideology, rather than biology (Ibid.). 

Noting the impact of historical and cultural ideology on workplace inequality, it is critical that 
scholars and practitioners understand the social and historical context that defines wom-
en’s status in the formal market (Mumtaz and Salway 2005; Salway et al. 2005). However, 
the failure of practitioners and policymakers to create frameworks and models that high-
light the roots of gender inequality ultimately underscores the significance of pre-existing 
urban Bangladeshi values. 

11 As a paid and unpaid worker, in the workplace, and in the home. 
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Beyond the Household: Urban Risk and Vulnerability 
In excluding country-specific dimensions from theoretical understandings, politicians and 
practitioners not only reinforce fundamental drivers of inequality, but also marginalize the 
urban risks and vulnerabilities experienced by working women. Indeed, when discussing 
gender and its relationship with Bangladeshi urban culture, it is important to note that gen-
der norms and expectations influence behavior within and beyond the household (Standing 
1991; Salway et al. 2005). In other words, gendered experiences, especially with regard to 
risk and vulnerability, should be examined through women’s spatial experiences beyond 
the home. 

Within the workplace, the most commonly reported exploitative practices include unpaid 
over-time, unequal wages, and hazardous working conditions (Siddiqui 2003; Vasavi 1997). 
Reacting to women’s reports, activists and scholars consistently focus on issues regarding 
equal pay and factory health and safety (Siddiqui 2003). Yet outside actors tend to overlook 
key vulnerabilities and risks, such as sexual harassment, rape, and verbal and physical 
abuse.  Issues such as these, although rarely reported to outsiders,12 are intimately tied to 
women’s production rates, health, safety, and equality in the workplace. 

When delving into issues regarding sexual harassment within the workplace, one observes 
the presence of household-level power dynamics and tensions. Despite assumptions by 
practitioners and policymakers who theorized that integration into the formal capitalistic 
system would “free” women (Elson 1999; Hart 1997; Folbre 1986), traditional norms and 
cultural beliefs are re-emerging in workplace environments. The continuation of uneven 
gendered power dynamics13 impacts women’s health, income, and job security in new ways 
and in new spaces. For instance, women alter their interpretations of female-specific seclu-
sion, or “purduh,”14 to enter the workforce.15 Indeed, in continuing to practice purduh, the 
boundaries of the factory replace that of the home, and women identify factory supervisors 
and managers as equivalent to family elders (Siddiqui 2003). Therefore, despite formal 
employment, women continue to align themselves with household level social norms and 
expectations. This clearly reflects the reality that men and women’s actions are largely dic-
tated by traditional gender roles, regardless of time and place. 

The extension of gendered roles and unequal power dynamics within the workplace not 
only reveals the persistence of female inequality and subordination, but also indicates the 
failure of formal employment to eradicate gendered vulnerabilities and risks. Although not a 
frequent topic of scholarly discussion, the presence of patriarchy poses extreme obstacles 
for women in the workplace. Attempting to resist male advances and harassment, women 
continue to rely on existing ideological beliefs about “good” Bengali women (Ibid.). Trying to 
avoid male attention, women wear borkhas, or large ornas, and refrain from “talking back” 
(Elson 1999; Siddiqui 2003). Aware of the social stigma associated with discussing sexual-
ity, women are generally reluctant to press charges for fear of being sexualized or further 
shamed (Siddiqui 2003; Dyson and Moore 1983). Women’s coping strategies of silence 

12 For fear of retribution or social shame.
13 In settings beyond the household.
14 Seclusion of women.
15 “Purduh” is a Muslim practice aimed at ensuring sexual purity, and requires women to stay within 
the confines of their home.
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and physical protection emphasize the carry-over of gendered power dynamics from the 
household.

In addition to the power dynamics typically found in the home, women must adapt to new 
manifestations of subordination and shame. Siddiqui (2003) finds that low-wage workers 
(like garment factory workers) are stereotyped as slothful, lacking sexual discipline, and 
“needing to get work out of them” (Siddiqui 2003, 8). Based on these stereotypes, abuse 
and sexual coercion fall in line with traditional disciplinary methods found in Bangladesh 
(Siddiqui 2003; Dyson and Moore 1983; Standing 1991). Experiencing multiple forms of 
physical and verbal harassment in working environments, women have reported common-
alities such as highly sexualized vocabulary, body language used to discipline, verbal abuse, 
physical abuse, and in some cases, rape (Siddiqui 2003; Salway et al. 2005). According 
to women workers, common practices such as these create work environments that are 
highly sexualized, intimidating, and hostile. Furthermore, in smaller factories, women work-
ers report higher levels of sexual coercion and intimidation. Night work is associated with 
higher rates of assault or rape, with smaller factory sites again being the most dangerous 
for women workers. Within factories where payments are irregular and privileges are lim-
ited, women report increased pressure to “succumb to the advances of men who are higher 
up than them” (Siddiqui 2003, 3), which blurs the line of consent and coercion (Salway et. 
al 2005; Standing 1991; Siddiqui 2003). Constrained by gender roles, expectations, and 
stereotypes, women enter and operate in the job market unequal to men. It should come 
as no surprise to scholars, practitioners, and politicians that hierarchies of gender related 
skills exist to maintain the status quo. Reinforcing the status quo not only solidifies the ex-
istence of gendered segregation and inequality, but also fosters the existence of gendered 
risk and vulnerability. 

Gender is not the only “…axis on which workers [experience] exploitation in their daily lives” 
(Siddiqui 2003, 7). According to first-hand accounts, women’s responses to verbal and 
sexual coercion depend on women’s workplace, job security, and economic circumstance. 
Indeed, Siddiqui (2003) notes that when jobs are more precarious, workers have less le-
verage and are therefore more likely to be subjected to sexual harassment. Additionally, 
economic and social deprivation greatly influences workers’ perceptions of their future and 
the likelihood of justice (Siddiqui 2003). However, despite the negative impact on industrial 
production efficiency, sexual harassment continues to run rampant. Therefore, it is incor-
rect to assume that women’s integration into the capitalist system will automatically “free” 
them of patriarchy and gendered inequalities. Through the observation of sexual harass-
ment in the workplace, the existence of gendered power imbalances remain obvious in the 
formal work system. 

Women in Public Space
Beyond the workplace, the continuation of gendered inequality can be observed through 
women’s experiences in urban space. Indeed, according to Bangladesh-specific scholars, 
the spatial agglomerations taking place in Dhaka (a product of globalization and the re-
structuring of industrial production) create and enable environments where gendered pow-
er dynamics manifest (Standing 1991). The public urban space of Dhaka, predominantly 
dictated by male preferences, interests, and needs, remains one of the most dangerous 
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sites for industrial workers (Siddiqui 2003; Salway et al. 2005). 

In Dhaka’s urban public spaces, women frequently experience physical, verbal, and sexual 
harassment. Like in the workplace, women attempt to resist harassment by avoiding eye 
contact, covering their bodies, and spending little time in public space (Siddiqui 2003). 
Place and time of day also play a significant role in determining women’s urban risk. Simi-
larly, differences in male and female “entitlements and rights” are apparent in public space, 
just as they are in the workplace and household (Siddiqui 2003). Where women remain 
restricted and fearful, males exert their right to “regulate mobility and sexuality.” Women’s 
personal restriction of movement, behavior, and dress also reflects high levels of inequality 
and vulnerability within the public environment. For this reason, it is important to note that 
women’s decision to enter public space is more often a reflection of necessity, rather than 
liberation or independence. 

Recommendations for Development and Policy

Thinking Strategically
Noting the need to complexify our understanding of female empowerment, we must criti-
cally examine and reevaluate the foundation of development strategies and priorities that 
guide policy formation. As previously explained, current development models provide overly 
simplistic economic norms and expectations grounded in Western theoretical assumptions. 
Furthermore, researcher bias often influences methods and analysis, and thus limits the 
accuracy of these findings. Finally, while power dynamics within the household remain in-
timately connected with those of the workplace and public space, they are conceptually 
separate. This inability of conceptual models to address or fully encompass the complex 
nature of women’s experiences in the workplace, household, and public arena is clearly 
problematic. That said, new methods of analysis must be employed to encompass these 
production spheres and evaluate the reality of true female empowerment. In doing so, the 
emphasis must be placed on the politics, history, culture, and spatial components that 
influence women’s experiences. Only through the integration of both the household and 
workplace production spheres will scholars and practitioners truly grasp the place-specific 
variables influencing women’s experiences in the context of formal employment.

On a practical level, we must also understand that tradeoffs exist in development work. 
The reality that policies have significant repercussions beyond their intended outcome high-
lights that we cannot view these issues in isolation. The following situations are examples 
of tradeoffs that warrant critical discussion and inquiry, prior to assuming policy outcomes:

When mothers are employed in the formal sector, their daughters are often pulled from 
school to take on household work (Rosenweig 1986; Kabeer 1994). We must therefore con-
sider the factors that pit women’s employment against girls’ education, and the relationship 
between workforce and household production. 
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• When considering issues within the household, it is important to note that female 
subordination often ensures social protection from the male head of household. 
Consequently, challenging this hierarchy is often at odds with women’s personal 
security and social status (Kabeer 1994). 

• Formal employment compounds women’s preexisting roles and responsibilities, 
and inevitably decreases leisure time (Folbre 1986). Multiple studies show that 
women work more hours than men on average (Kabeer 1994), and it is com-
mon that women’s work outside the home does not necessitate a redistribution 
of household tasks between males and females. As a result, market participation 
has different implications for women’s health and wellbeing than it does for men. 

• When skill acquisition is posed as an approach to make women more competitive 
in the labor market, this ignores the fact that high levels of female employment 
in the garment industry hinges on their supposed “cheapness” and disposability 
(Amin 1997; Salway et al. 2005). In this regard, improving women’s perceived 
labor-market disadvantage may actually conflict with women’s employability. 

These tradeoffs emphasize the importance of socio-cultural knowledge and awareness with 
regard to household dimensions, labor market conditions, and constraints of public space. 
By acknowledging the tradeoffs that accompany policy implementation, we argue that the 
complexity of women’s experiences be embedded in policy development. 

Indicators of Empowerment:  
In the specific context of female garment factory work in urban Bangladesh, we consider 
the idea of empowerment and the misconceptions that arise when analyzing women’s em-
ployment. As previously noted, when inaccurate frameworks are used to define an issue, 
policies are often designed using limited strategies and measured with false or incomplete 
indicators. In a world where development programs must appeal to donors and large institu-
tions, many argue in favor of “selling ideas through popular and simplistic language” (Van 
Santen 2009, 3), yet it is crucial that policies are based on reality. Keeping this in mind, we 
draw into question our own notions of empowerment. With the understanding that this con-
cept will continue to evolve and change depending on the specific context of development, 
the key component in this effort is maintaining a critical analysis of what empowerment 
means. In other words, we must consider: Who are the individuals being “empowered?” 
Who is defining “empowerment?” What are the assumptions of key players who are evalu-
ating “empowerment,” e.g., community-based or non-governmental organizations, intergov-
ernmental agencies, international institutions, etc. (Kabeer 1994)?

In an effort to supplement the currently limited notions of empowerment, we have con-
structed a set of indicators that can be applied when analyzing whether employment truly 
means empowerment. However, given that culture and space are extremely specific, we 
do not assume that these can fully predict individual outcomes and experiences across 
the board. Additionally, we recognize that these indicators are potentially biased given the 
limitations of methods based on Western notions of empowerment. Keeping in mind this 
complexity, we pose the following indicators. 
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Women’s employment is likely to be empowering when:

• Women control income and resources, and subsequently have more bargaining 
power and influence in family decision-making, e.g., resource allocation and fertil-
ity decisions (Lim 2009).

• Women’s employment is fairly compensated and their income is a significant and 
recognized contribution to the family economic welfare. In turn, the opportunity 
costs of taking women out of the workforce and of women having children are 
higher, i.e., competing productive and reproductive roles (Ibid.).

• Women receive higher returns from participating in the workforce (e.g. self-worth, 
satisfaction, autonomy, bargaining power, economic security, etc.) than they do 
from not participating in the workforce, e.g., receiving the “protection” of the male 
head of household, long-term security as a result of cooperation, avoiding the 
risks associated with conflict, etc. (Kabeer 1994).

• Women’s employment has “income-earning capacity” that allows for economic 
and financial gain on an individual and household level.

• Women’s employment minimizes the need to have children in order to provide 
security in their old age or during unfavorable economic conditions (Cain et al. 
1979). 

• Women’s contribution to family prosperity is significant in a way that leads to a 
reduction in gender preference for children and more positive attitudes about 
daughters. Note: Son preference in South Asia stems from the perceived eco-
nomic liability of daughters (Cain et al. 1979; Lim 2009).

• In lower-income households, women’s employment leads to greater investment in 
girls’ education, and does not impose the expectation that daughters must fill the 
gap left by the mother, i.e., daughters are often pulled from school to complete 
household tasks (Kabeer 1994; Lim 2009). 

• Women’s employment increases the ability of women and girls to delay early-age 
marriage and pregnancy (Lim 2009).

• Women can navigate public space without posing a threat to their personal safety 
or social status (Siddiqui 2003). 

• Women maintain and have greater access to extra-household networks and rela-
tionships (Kabeer 1994). 

Overall, these indicators serve to more accurately understand the complex interactions of 
women’s experiences and how these impact the reality of female empowerment. 
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Next Steps: How Can Policy Be Improved?
It is crucial to note that this paper should not be used as an argument to deny women ac-
cess to the formal labor force, nor promote a single identity of women as exploited individu-
als. Rather, the complexities discussed throughout this paper are intended to improve policy 
development and emphasize that one solution cannot possibly be applied to everyone ev-
erywhere. As previously discussed, there will always be tradeoffs, but understanding the 
extent of these tradeoffs can help inform more effective policy development.  

Practical Recommendations: 

Conduct Needs-Based Interviews

Provided that policies and programs are most effective when informed by the audience they 
intend to serve, women garment factory workers should be consulted about how they envi-
sion empowerment (Kabeer 1994). This gender-conscious method would inform policymak-
ers about women’s needs. However, particular attention must be paid to both short-term 
and long-term needs. Since women’s immediate needs often outweigh more theoretical 
notions of gender equality, practitioners need to delve deeper and provide women with the 
opportunity to construct a vision of their own empowerment (Ibid.). Without the space to do 
this, many women may report their needs without considering the possibility of what gender 
equality could look like. Therefore, policies need to address short-term efforts that focus on 
current responsibilities, daily routines, and assigned roles, as well as long-term, transfor-
mative efforts that focus on elevating women’s status and ensuring empowerment (Ibid.). 

Conduct “Empowerment” Assessments

Researchers in the field need to properly identify gendered power imbalances and avoid 
the use of broad “empowerment” indicators. Since income-generation and employment in 
the formal sector do not automatically ensure the validation of women’s work or the safety 
and elevated status of the individual, the effects of employment must be critically exam-
ined (Whitehead and Kabeer 2001). In order to conduct this examination, it is crucial to 
develop appropriate research questions that prevent researcher bias. Constructing appro-
priate questions will help ensure accuracy and provide respondents with the opportunity to 
discuss the reality of their experiences. To guide the development of these empowerment 
assessments, ten sample questions are provided below:

1.) How much money do you make?

2.) How many hours per day or per week do you work?

3.) What portion of the family income do you contribute?

4.) How is income distributed in the household? Who manages the family’s finances?

5.) Who takes on your household roles and responsibilities when you’re working?
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6.) How is your non-paid work recognized as a contribution to household welfare? 

7.) What time of day do you travel to and from work?

8.) How would you describe your travel to and from work? Favorable, unfavorable, or neu-
tral? Please explain.

9.) What mode of transportation do you use to get to and from work? Do you travel alone 
or in groups?

10.) How do you cope with obstacles in public space or the workplace?

Mobilize Unions

There are currently not enough unions willing to organize on behalf of women. Addition-
ally, unions (like current “empowerment” frameworks) are often ineffective since they fail 
to engage with women’s workplace concerns and challenges. Finally, many workers are 
unaware of existing unions and workplace protections (Siddiqui 2003). Therefore, nongov-
ernmental or community-based organizations should be utilized to bridge the gap between 
labor unions and female workers. In doing so, the following factors should be considered:

• Women garment factory workers are considered disposable labor and are often at 
risk of losing their jobs (Ibid.). For this reason, women need to be included in and 
recognized by existing unions. 

• Union officials have the ability to inform women about current labor laws and work-
ers’ rights and should promote awareness through advocacy, seminars, or discus-
sions (Broadbent and Ford 2007). 

• Unions need to recognize sexual harassment as a legitimate issue within the 
workplace (Ibid.). Providing specific programs on sexual harassment would create 
awareness and foster safer workplace environments. 

Establish Confidential Harassment Reporting

Since women are typically unwilling to come forward about issues of sexual harassment 
for reasons of job protection and social dignity, creating confidential and safe-reporting 
processes for women in the workplace would help ensure protection and compensation for 
cases of harassment or sexual coercion.

Increase Workers’ Wages

Lower wages reinforce the notion that women’s work is less valuable than men’s, which 
further contributes to the perception that women do not significantly contribute to the eco-
nomic well-being of the household. This “perceived contribution” negatively impacts female 
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bargaining power. In other words, it is not enough that women hold remunerated, formal-
sector work; rather, this work must be visible and valued (Sen 1999; Kabeer 1994).

Theoretical Recommendations:

Challenge Current Policy Development

The people whom policies intend to help must be the key actors informing those policies. 
While many grassroots movements, community organizations, and social groups may fight 
to make their voices heard, this is not always enough (Kabeer 1994). It is essentially the 
responsibility of policymakers to genuinely listen by providing legitimate time, resources, 
and space for women to voice their concerns. This has the potential to encourage govern-
ment officials, policymakers, unions, and development organizations to understand these 
issues and serve as conscious allies (Ibid.). Ultimately, rather than developing policies for 
women, we must develop policies with women. In this effort, when policies are adopted to 
fill a “need,” policymakers must ask a series of questions (Ibid.): 

• Who determined that need? 

• What priorities and norms are being assumed to determine that need?

• How should that need be met? 

• What resources should be allocated to meet that need?” 

• Is equity being considered?

Understand “Cultural Imperialism”

Cultural imperialism involves imposing a foreign viewpoint on another culture or community 
(Ibid.). This is often a factor when forming development policies that involve changes to 
intimate and private components of people’s lives (e.g., the intra-household dynamics or 
power relations between men and women). However, there is a difference between cultural 
imperialism and social change. While culture and tradition must be respected and regarded 
as valuable components of people’s identities, we must understand the differentiated ways 
in which cultural norms affect people within a society (Ibid.). In other words, what may be 
viewed as a value or norm for one person (e.g., the male head of household), may in fact 
be experienced as a destructive force for another (e.g., a subordinated female). Therefore, 
cultural imperialism should not be used as an excuse for inaction, but as a point of consid-
eration to make conscious decisions. Most importantly, by engaging with the community in 
a participatory fashion (e.g., dialogue, consultation, etc.), policies can be developed with 
the community’s support to create social change.
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Shift Societal Attitudes About Women

Many policies require a shift in societal attitudes about women. While this reversal will 
not happen immediately, there are steps that can be taken to encourage this process. For 
example, researchers can help influence practices in the workplace by emphasizing the 
correlation between sexual harassment and low worker productivity (Siddiqui 2003; Sen 
1999). This would potentially provide an economic incentive for employers to change co-
ercive management practices and protect women. Additionally, practitioners can conduct 
gender sensitivity and awareness training for agencies responsible for protecting people’s 
rights, e.g., police officers, lawyers, judges, etc. (Ibid.). Since law enforcement is ineffective 
if the people enforcing the laws view women as “guilty” (e.g., in cases of harassment, sexual 
abuse, rape, etc.), then more gender-conscious law enforcement practices could help in-
crease social protections for women. These are only two examples, but they speak to the 
potential of small changes to influence larger shifts in societal attitudes and expectations 
about women. 

Keeping these recommendations in mind, it is important to recognize that we cannot truly 
understand the lived experiences of all women and the multiplicity of their identities. Thus, 
we challenge practitioners to be aware of their personal assumptions and projections when 
evaluating the effectiveness of these policies. 

Conclusion

Although understanding gender and female empowerment within the development realm 
can be a complex task, simplifying these ideas prevents practitioners and policymakers 
from developing a greater understanding of context-specific intricacies, and therefore leads 
to the failure of development policies (Van Santen 2009). In other words, it is better to strug-
gle with an idea and make progress, than maintain inaccurate expectations of how those 
ideas materialize in practice (Kabeer 1994; Van Santen 2009). By analyzing female gar-
ment factory workers in urban Bangladesh, this paper engages with this challenge. Through 
a discussion of theoretical frameworks, development assumptions, and policy approaches, 
this paper highlights the complexity of gendered power dynamics and their influence on 
women’s spatial experiences in the household, in public, and in the workplace. In doing so, 
readers have an opportunity to question notions of female empowerment, and researchers 
and practitioners are invited to further explore and scrutinize the fundamental drivers of 
gender inequality. We ultimately provide recommendations in an effort to inform effective 
policy development that addresses the reality of true female empowerment. Indeed, only 
through ongoing critical analysis of these issues will on-the-ground progress and transfor-
mation take place.  ■
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The Re-Urbanization of Catalhoyuk
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University of California Los Angeles

Çatalhöyük is the site of an ancient Turkish city that stands as a timeless reminder of so-
cial equality. I visited Çatalhöyük in September 2013, intent on exploring the city and its 
enduring legacy. What I found was an awe-inspiring Neolithic site that showed no signs of 
division of labor, specialization, or related social classes. There was also gender equality in 
Çatalhöyük and, perhaps even more compelling, an almost complete absence of violence 
during the roughly 1800 years that the city was inhabited.  

Çatalhöyük was first inhabited around 7500 BC and was occupied by up to 10,000 people. 
To put this into perspective, the next known city, Uruk in ancient Mesopotamia (modern-day 
Iraq), was built around 4000 BC. Therefore, Çatalhöyük and its population are about 3,500 
years older than the urban antiquity of Mesopotamia. 

Today’s urban scholars, however, contest Çatalhöyük’s city-status, and assert it to have 
been instead a rather large town, due to the absence of certain characteristics. For ex-
ample, monuments and temples, which are often factors used to classify settlements as 
cities, were both absent in Çatalhöyük. Streets were also absent; families accessed their 
homes through a hole in the roof that likewise served as the stove’s chimney. In addition, 
Çatalhöyük’s deceased were buried underneath their family’s floor, perhaps serving as both 
ancestral monument and connection to the spiritual. Some homes have twenty layers be-
neath them, with most, if not all, harboring ancestors. 

But equality is the factor that really compromises Çatalhöyük’s city-status. Urban scholars 
and archeologists alike use labor specialization as a key characteristic of cities, and yet 
there was no division of labor in Çatalhöyük. This is evidenced by the unique design and 
construction of each house, signifying that families built their own homes. In fact, each 
household seems to have been self-contained, the inhabitants building, hunting, gathering, 
and producing what they needed.  

Whether city or town, Çatalhöyük is an example of a society in which social status was not 
attached to one’s job or gender. In this sense, Çatalhöyük provides a profound opportunity 
to reflect on how we value human beings and our various contributions to society. 
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Not only was there no class distinction in Çatalhöyük, but there was no gender distinction 
either. Although women surely did have different jobs than men at some times, for example 
during pregnancy, their status in society and their potential for filling leadership roles was 
not inhibited as a result. Literally symbolizing heads of households, the bodies of leaders 
would be exhumed after death and their heads cut off and displayed in the home. A rela-
tively equal number of female and male heads have been found throughout excavations. 

Alongside equality, archeologists note what appears to be a complete absence of violence 
in Çatalhöyük, as evidenced in the many bodies that have been excavated, none of which 
show markings of violence or human-induced trauma. There are also no visual descriptions 
of violent or aggressive acts against humans in the many paintings that have been uncov-
ered at the site. 

Çatalhöyük thus implores us to consider the relationship between violence and equality. So 
much of our world, from the history we tell about it to justifications for our contemporary 
actions, is supported by a usually implicit belief that violence is inherent to human nature. 
Yet there was no violence at Çatalhöyük, and one has to wonder how this absence is related 
to the presence of social equality. 

But perhaps the most provocative question encouraged by Çatalhöyük is a reconsideration 
of why the nature of one’s contribution to society should be respected or valued more than 
another’s. This echoes the voices of Western women who work in the home and assert that 
they do not need to become a CEO to be equal to men. Feasibly, Çatalhöyük is most pro-
foundly an example of what a society founded on principles of equal value would look like. 

I was pondering these questions as I left Çatalhöyük and drove back towards the airport 
in Konya. The closest city to the site, Konya is the seventh most populous in Turkey with a 
population of around 1.1 million in the metropolitan area. Konya’s airport is a little over an 
hour from Çatalhöyük, but that transition is through both time and space. I captured this 
photo essay during the drive, as I was struck by how the area around Çatalhöyük has “re-
urbanized” in the last 9,500 years, as the land has transformed from agricultural plain to 
bustling city-space. 

Driving towards the modern city of Konya felt like a study in opposites. While Çatalhöyük 
was characterized by having no division of labor, the road from the site into Konya is like 
viewing an animated film about specialization. The fields around Çatalhöyük slowly give 
way to larger and grander homes as you approach Konya, which itself opens up to reveal a 
modern tapestry of various industries and social classes.

In Konya, a local told me that the city is the most religious in Turkey and in the several days 
that I was there, most if not all of the Turkish women that I encountered were shrouded in 
hijab, setting them apart from the men. I wondered if the hijab is Konya’s “CEO question.” 
Can women here occupy leadership roles in hijab? While so obviously different from their 
male counterparts, are they valued equally by society? 

Almost 10,000 years after it was first inhabited, Çatalhöyük remains as a whisper from the 
past of a way of life in which many people lived together, and did so without social classes, 
gender ascriptions, or violence. ■
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The entrance to Çatalhöyük

View of the North Site
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The shepherd inspiring the movement

A woman feeds geese by the community water tower
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Signs mark the way to Konya, as fewer fields and more houses appear

The shift from agricultural to urban space is gradual
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The next sign of urbanization is more modern and elaborate homes

But there are still signs of rural living
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Busses and multi-family apartment buildings signify city-space

Konya in motion with mixed-use development
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Konya from the sky
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Abstract: There has been a surge of interest in Health Impact Assessment (HIA) in the 
United States, contributing to a range of practices that vary in their effort, duration, and 
complexity. HIA is a systematic but flexible process used to increase discussion of impacts 
to human health in decisions, such as in planning, which traditionally would not consider 
mental, social, or physical health and well-being but can affect them. Stakeholder partici-
pation is a core element of HIA practice, yet research suggests a gap between the intention 
of including meaningful participation and its implementation. This is particularly true in 
what are known as rapid HIAs due to their especially short timelines and the resource-in-
tensiveness of meaningful community participation. We sought to address that gap, draw-
ing on standard HIA practice and a Consensus Conference approach from Denmark to 
develop a rapid Health Impact Assessment model that includes meaningful participation 
and fosters empowerment among impacted residents using limited resources and within 
a short decision-making timeline. This paper describes a 2012 piloting of the rapid HIA 
model on a proposed stadium development project and findings about the HIA’s impact, 
based on interviews with project stakeholders and a review of project outcomes. Findings 
indicated that the new model was successful: it contributed to a broader strategy that won 
a variety of health benefits and measures for the community; residents were engaged and 
felt empowered by the process; the rapid HIA helped organizations meet their goals; and 
the project contributed to changes in the stadium proposal that benefit health. The findings 
suggest that the model helps address a potential conflict practitioners and planners face 
between conducting a project with a short timeline and more fully engaging community 
stakeholders in the process. 
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Introduction

During the last decade, there has been a surge of interest in Health Impact Assessment 
(HIA) in the United States (Wernham 2012). Since 1999, approximately 300 HIAs have been 
completed or are currently in progress in forty states, authored by practitioners that range 
from city and regional agencies to nonprofit and community-based organizations to aca-
demics (Health Impact Project 2014). HIA is a systematic process used to increase discus-
sion of impacts to human health in decisions made during the planning stages of a proj-
ect or policy. Decision-makers traditionally have not considered mental, social, or physical 
health and well-being in assessing impacts, but all of these factors may affect the people 
living within the project or policy boundaries. 

In the United States, HIA is practiced at local, state, regional, and federal levels and is 
largely voluntary; however, increasingly, states like Massachusetts mandate it for making 
decisions in transportation planning or in places where there are no specific legal or regula-
tory requirements.  In California, HIA can be used to fulfill requirements in environmental 
laws for planning and development to analyze health impacts. 

Historically, and as documented in several published reviews (Bhatia and Wernham 2008; 
National Research Council 2003; Steinemann 2000; Davies and Sadler 1997), there has 
been limited and inadequate attention to health in environmental analyses even though it is 
required by federal regulations like the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 and simi-
lar state laws, like the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). HIA can be used within or 
in conjunction with the environmental review process to address affects on human health.    

HIA can be tailored to a particular decision-making context, a flexibility that has led to a 
range of practices. The HIA process typically includes six steps—screening, scoping, assess-
ment, recommendations, reporting, and monitoring/evaluation—but how and with whom 
each of those steps is carried out can vary. The types of HIA are categorized as rapid, inter-
mediate, and comprehensive, based on how they vary in effort, duration, and complexity 
(National Research Council 2011). Regardless of type, HIA often involves a variety of data 
sources and methods, including input from affected stakeholders. Guidance documents 
are clear that in all HIAs, stakeholder participation should “be maximized to the greatest 
extent possible in order to achieve more effective and equitable HIA results” (Stakeholder 
Participation Working Group 2011, 3), and many HIA practitioners see stakeholder partici-
pation as critical to the success of HIA. Here, stakeholders are “individuals or organizations 
who stand to gain or lose from a decision or process” (ibid.), often thought of as com-
munities of interest such as community-based organizations, residents, service providers, 
elected officials, businesses, public agencies, and others (Stakeholder Participation Work-
ing Group 2011). 

Stakeholder participation speaks to one of the core values of HIA, articulated as democracy, 
which in this context has been described as “emphasizing the right of people to participate 
in the formulation and decisions of proposals that affect their life” (Quigley et al. 2006, 3). 
HIA provides a set of tools communities can use to participate in the research process and 
potentially gain publicity for issues that normally would be ignored. Participation also can 
improve the results of a project through modifications that address stakeholder concern 
and input. In addition, public health research shows better health outcomes among citizens 
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who are more civically engaged and feel a sense of control over the decisions that impact 
their lives (Cave, Molyneux, and Coutts 2004). 

There is no single approach prescribed for stakeholder participation in HIA because what is 
appropriate varies with the context of a project and the interests, capacities, and cultures 
of potential stakeholders. Opportunities for stakeholder engagement in HIA are available 
throughout the six-step process and can be as in-depth or discrete as stakeholders have 
opportunity, interest, and capacity for, balanced with what is appropriate to reach decision-
makers (Stakeholder Participation Working Group 2011). Examples range from general 
oversight of the HIA to input on how widely to cast the net of HIA topics on which to focus 
to collecting data, determining or giving feedback on findings and recommendations, and 
sharing results of the process.  

Although stakeholder participation is a core strategy for advancing equity through HIA prac-
tice, reports in the past decade have documented a gap between the intention of HIA to 
include meaningful participation and its implementation (Parry and Wright 2003; Ross, 
Ornstein, and Botchwey 2014; Harris-Roxas, Simpson, and Harris 2004). Developing and 
maintaining participation can be time- and resource-intensive, potentially lengthening the 
timeline for each step of the HIA process (Harris-Roxas et al. 2011; Furber et al. 2007; 
Chilaka 2010). While detailed evaluations of the practice in the United States are forthcom-
ing, reflections on practice in the United Kingdom, New Zealand, and Australia, where HIA 
practice precedes that in the United States by a decade or more, are informative and align 
with preliminary evaluation findings in the United States. In a 2005 report on HIA practice 
in the United Kingdom, Wright, Parry, and Mathers (2005) describe a tension between what 
they call the participatory and knowledge-gathering dimensions of policy HIAs, with the par-
ticipatory aspect taking a back seat when it conflicts with what the project leads see as the 
ability to affect a policy decision, or when it is deemed too much of a challenge because of a 
short decision timeline (Wright et al. 2005). The same report describes “failures” in earlier 
attempts to match the ideal of community engagement in HIA with the practice of it, includ-
ing experiences in the Netherlands and Sweden. The authors note that even in supportive 
climates, the participatory and empowerment aspects of HIA are challenging to operation-
alize, largely due to time and resource demands. The current paper seeks to demonstrate 
how to achieve fuller participation in a project with an especially short timeline, known as 
a rapid HIA.

Rapid HIA is promoted when resources are constrained and decisions have short timelines 
(Harris-Roxas et al. 2011; Furber et al. 2007; Chilaka 2010). The National Research Council 
(NRC) states that “rapid HIAs may be completed in a short time (weeks to months), are often 
focused on smaller and less complex proposals, and generally involve primarily literature 
review and descriptive or qualitative analysis” (National Research Council 2011, 44). Typi-
cally, a rapid process is used to inform a decision that takes place in an especially short 
time frame and that can shape the future of a community, region, or state; for example, a 
rapid HIA in Oregon sought to inform a decision the legislature would make in three months 
about policies to address average annual distances residents travel by vehicle (Perdue et 
al. 2012). Data on prevalence of rapid HIAs are not available for the United States; however, 
in a recent survey of the United Kingdom, 42% of HIAs undertaken by respondents were 
rapid (Chilaka 2010). Information from New Zealand and Australia similarly highlights the 
prevalence of rapid HIAs; a 2013 study of HIAs between 2005 and 2009 found that of those 
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included in the study, half from New Zealand and one-third of those from Australia were 
considered rapid (Haigh et al. 2013). 

In contrast with the core values of HIA and the intention of the field—much like attempts 
for community engagement in other planning processes—practitioners find that a rapid HIA 
may in actuality include little to no public engagement. The NRC gives examples that in 
the past, practitioners prioritizing engagement under tight timelines have held a half-day 
workshop for stakeholders near the beginning of the HIA. By comparison, comprehensive 
HIAs span six months to one year. Although the steps are the same in both types of HIA, 
engagement typically is much fuller in a comprehensive HIA, as time permits stakeholders 
to be involved during every step. 

We therefore set out with the purpose of developing a model for rapid HIA that would mean-
ingfully engage and foster empowerment among impacted residents through a participatory 
approach in contexts with limited resources and under short decision-making timelines, 
and yet remain faithful to the practice by providing decision-makers with credible findings 
and recommendations to improve the impacts of a proposed decision on health. Empower-
ment here refers to a process that is multi-dimensional, social, involves a change in power, 
helps people gain control over their lives, and challenges assumptions about the ways 
things are and can be (Page and Czuba 1999; Israel et al. 1994; Rappaport & Seidman 
2000). Although empowerment is often a goal of HIA, achieving the community participa-
tion necessary to meet this goal is a persistent struggle, as it is in many aspects of planning 
work (Parry and Wright 2003). 

This paper: 1) describes the rapid HIA model developed and its goals, 2) describes a pilot 
project for the model on a proposed stadium development in downtown Los Angeles (LA), 
3) reviews process-related outcomes and changes to the proposed project, and 4) presents 
the strengths and limitations of this rapid HIA model. Findings from the HIA are available 
online in the final project report (Human Impact Partners 2012). 

Methods

About the Model
Human Impact Partners, a nonprofit organization in Oakland, California, developed a rap-
id HIA model (Table 1) that includes three in-person meetings with residents likely to be 
impacted by the decision (“impacted residents panel”), technical experts who bring rel-
evant domain-specific information to the process (“subject matter experts”), members of 
organization(s) leading the HIA (“HIA team”), and other stakeholders (e.g., decision-makers 
and/or project proponents can participate in the process, if appropriate). The model was 
piloted in 2012 on a Los Angeles development proposal. 

The model meets most HIA practice standards (Table 2) and adapts a Consensus Confer-
ence approach (North American HIA Practice Standards Working Group 2010). Consensus 
Conferences originated in Denmark to guide elected officials in science and technology de-
cisions, and to stimulate public discussion of the issues (Fischer 2000; Dept. of Health and 
Human Services 2012; Anderson and Jaeger 1999; Bhatia 2011). In the United States, the 
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Consensus Conference model has been used infrequently. The National Institutes of Health 
(NIH) used it to consolidate, solidify, and broadly disseminate recommendations for medi-
cal provider practice (National Institutes of Health 2012). Boston University researchers 
convened a Consensus Conference to consider issues related to the practice of measuring 
chemicals in peoples’ bodies, known as Human Biomonitoring (Nelson et al. 2009). 

Applying the Model: A Pilot Project from Los Angeles
Between April and June 2012, staff from Human Impact Partners and three organizations 
based in Los Angeles—Los Angeles Community Action Network, Physicians for Social Re-
sponsibility–Los Angeles, and the Legal Aid Foundation of Los Angeles—(collectively “the 
HIA team”) piloted the rapid model on a proposed stadium development known as Farmers 
Field. The purpose of the HIA was to work with residents who would likely be affected by a 
proposed football stadium to assess topics of concern, including potential impacts of the 
stadium that would contribute to health outcomes and were not already described in a Draft 
Environmental Impact Report (DEIR). The HIA team met in April to complete the screening 
activity described in Table 1, and decided to move forward with the HIA project.

About the Interviews Gathered Post-HIA
In August and September 2012, after the HIA was complete, Human Impact Partners inter-
viewed eight of twenty-one people involved (two HIA team partners including one author of 
this paper, four impacted residents, and two subject matter experts), using a convenience 
sampling strategy. The sampling strategy has limitations but fits our informal intent in the 
interviews. The aim was to improve future practice by quickly gathering feedback and doing 
so shortly after completing the project. It was not intended as a formal evaluation. Inter-
views lasted up to 60 minutes, were confidential, were completed either in person or via 
telephone, and were one on one between staff and the interviewee except when using 
an interpreter between English and Spanish as needed. Participants were not compen-
sated for their time. Interviewers asked about perceptions of resident participation and 
empowerment in the rapid HIA, value added to the decision-making process and outcomes, 
strengths of the model, and opportunities for improvement. Questions already developed 
by other researchers were used to assess perceptions of influence or control and, in turn, 
empowerment (Israel et al. 1994). 

Understanding Effects of the HIA
To assess process-related effects of the HIA, Human Impact Partners staff informally iden-
tified common themes described by interview respondents. For outcome-related effects, 
authors reviewed commitments announced by the project developer in November 2012. 
Long-term effects were not yet known due to the brief amount of time that had elapsed 
since completion of the HIA. In the interim, the stadium project has been put on hold af-
ter management changes within the company leading the stadium development, and the 
professional league has yet to commit a team to it—a condition for moving forward with the 
stadium development.
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Results

Project Description. The proposed development included a 72,000-seat expandable pro-
fessional football stadium, demolition and reconstruction of part of the existing Convention 
Center, and a parking garage in downtown Los Angeles. Various stakeholders in the area 
argued that decision-makers were not considering potentially significant health impacts of 
the development on vulnerable populations living near the proposed site.

Resident Panel Recruitment. As described in Table 1, the model included a panel of 
residents who would be closely affected by the proposal.  Los Angeles Community Action 
Network recruited twelve residents living near the proposed development for the impacted 
residents panel. Recruitment criteria included the following: equal numbers of representa-
tives from surrounding communities; race and gender composition reflecting the impacted 
communities; and resident affiliation with a community-based organization in the impacted 
area that represented a significant stakeholder group (i.e., tenants, bus-riders, day labor-
ers). All meetings used simultaneous translation between English and Spanish. Panel mem-
bers received a small stipend as compensation for their time. 

Determining the HIA Research Focus. During the first meeting, called the scoping 
meeting, the resident panel worked from draft documents assembled by the HIA team, and 
chose to focus on possible impacts the proposed development could have on four social 
determinants of health: housing (including displacement and gentrification), employment, 
public safety, and access to open space. These issues were important to local residents 
and deemed inadequately addressed in existing analyses (e.g., the DEIR) for the proposed 
development project. Figure 1, based on one of multiple diagrams drafted by the HIA team 
and refined by residents, illustrates potential linkages from the proposed development to 
health outcomes via gentrification and housing. 

Subject Matter Expert Panel. After residents determined a research focus, the HIA team 
recruited three subject matter experts from Legal Aid Foundation of Los Angeles; the Univer-
sity of California, Los Angeles; and the University of Southern California to speak one month 
later, during the second set of meetings. At that time, the subject matter experts presented 
to the resident panel relevant research and data about topics including housing policy, gen-
trification and displacement, and policing and criminalization; discussed policy solutions to 
address issues; and had a discussion with members of the panel to address their questions 
and concerns. Some of the same subject matter experts also were present during the resi-
dent panel’s conversation about recommendations, as a resource for answering questions 
and helping to craft feasible recommendations.

Data Collection for Assessment. Also during the four weeks between the two sets of 
meetings, the HIA team collected local existing conditions data related to the four health 
determinants. Data came from a convenience survey codeveloped by the HIA team and im-
pacted residents panel, then administered to over seventy community members by the pan-
el; existing reports by the Los Angeles Housing Department, the California Redevelopment 
Agency, and the DEIR; and health and demographics statistics from the Los Angeles County 
Department of Health and U.S. Census. Data from these sources were used, for example, to 
analyze indicators of gentrification (Kennedy and Leonard 2001; Chapple 2009) based on 
the current housing conditions, as well as demographic trends in the area near the stadium.
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Consensus on Health Impacts and Recommendations. On the first day of the sub-
sequent two-day meeting, called the assessment meeting, the impacted residents panel 
reported on the local survey experience and learned about the existing conditions data 
using a question-and-answer game based on a popular television quiz show. The format ac-
commodated a range of education levels and familiarity with data. Subject matter experts 
then shared relevant research with the impacted residents panel. 

The panel subsequently deliberated and reached consensus about likely impacts the pro-
posed development could have on the four chosen social determinants of health and relat-
ed health outcomes. For example, Table 3 is an excerpt from the HIA report with qualitative 
predictions about impacts on displacement and housing affordability/poverty. 

The panel then met on a second day—called the recommendations meeting—to reach con-
sensus on recommendations to mitigate potential negative health impacts of the project. 
The nineteen final recommendations included actions that either the stadium developer or 
the Los Angeles City Council could implement.

Final Report. A 70-page report developed by the HIA team and reviewed by subject matter 
experts was submitted as a comment on the DEIR and distributed to the City Council to in-
form decisions about the stadium development proposal.19 Residents and project partners 
also cited findings from the report in testimony to City Council and media materials. 

Process-Related Impacts: “As Part of This Process I Feel Em-
powered”
Residents and staff from HIA partner organizations reported that the process was suc-
cessful in engaging and empowering residents. Participants used a 5-point Likert scale 
(strongly agree, agree, neutral, disagree, strongly disagree) to rate agreement with the fol-
lowing statement that assesses community control, one aspect of empowerment: “The HIA 
helped my community have influence over decisions that affect it.” All residents interviewed 
chose either “agree” or “strongly agree,” with comments that included, “As part of this 
process I feel empowered,” and “So, we voiced our opinion with the HIA. We’re still voicing 
our opinion…’Cause our voice is very important.” To assess individual control, a second 
aspect of empowerment, residents were asked to rate their level of agreement with the fol-
lowing statement: “The HIA helped me have control over the decisions that affect my life.” 
Responses included one each of “agree,” “neutral,” “disagree,” and a non-response on the 
same 5-point scale. 

All residents chose “agree” on the same 5-point scale when asked if the HIA process was 
successful. In particular, residents said they appreciated the opportunity to actively ad-
dress community concerns, instead of “sitting around and complaining about problems.” 
Interviewers asked two subject matter experts if the rapid HIA added value to the overall 
process; they chose “strongly agree.” Responses included that the rapid HIA brought “struc-
ture and thoroughness with which resident voices and concerns were brought forward in a 
concise and useful way,” with one expert adding that resident voices would not have been 
included otherwise. 
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One interviewee from a partner organization said, “Clearly [resident] power has grown, in 
comparison to where we were when we started,” and “[The rapid HIA] brought together 
residents from all the neighborhoods who probably would not otherwise have worked on 
this project.” A staff member from another partner organization offered, “In many ways for 
the impacted residents, they were given a better understanding of this particular land use 
process related to the project…and they did get to feel a sense of empowerment related to 
engaging around this particular issue.” 

Findings also included that the process helped meet organizational missions and goals. A 
staff member at one partner organization stated the process was helpful in achieving sever-
al goals, including educating residents, involving experts, increasing the level of substantive 
comments on the decision, and getting invited to the decision-making table. An interviewee 
from a different partner organization said that the process helped achieve parts of their 
organizational mission about helping communities better understand the process and their 
rights, though was less helpful in achieving their goal of using legal grounds to challenge 
the stadium development process.

Outcome-Related Impacts: “It Definitely Changed the Dynamic”
In the August 2012 interviews, respondents described outcome-related impacts. One inter-
viewee said the literature cited in the HIA could be used for future community development 
projects. The respondent also cited benefits related to how resources were used, saying, 
“The HIA really helped to get at some of those broader reach issues without having to be 
out there door-knocking and engaging every individual separately.” The same respondent 
said that HIA helped bring impacted residents to the conversation, saying, “By no means 
were we being called to join the table and now we’re being called by numerous sources…
to join the decision-making table…It definitely changed the dynamic.” Around the time of 
the interviews for this paper, local HIA team members entered negotiations with the project 
developer, but the parties failed to reach agreement. 

On September 28, 2012, after all interviews described above were completed, the Los 
Angeles City Council subsequently approved the proposed stadium plan. Council members 
did not require the project developer to make substantial changes to the project that would 
mitigate the predicted health impacts. 

Following the City Council’s decision, the Play Fair Farmers Field coalition, which included 
the membership-based HIA partner organization Los Angeles Community Action Network, 
filed a lawsuit based on a constitutional challenge to the State law that enabled a severely 
shortened California Environmental Quality Act process for this specific project. The coali-
tion entered negotiations with the developer that this time culminated in a settlement. The 
settlement covered a wide range of community health benefits and measures, including 
$15 million for affordable housing, a commitment to hire local residents for a substantial 
percent of jobs created, and separate funding for a community team to promote health and 
protect tenant rights in the surrounding area. Seven of the developer’s commitments in the 
settlement related to rapid HIA recommendations (Legal Aid Foundation 2012). 
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Discussion

The inherent need for a rapid process due to resource constraints and short timelines can 
conflict with an established core value of HIA: democracy (Quigley et al. 2006; Harris-Roxas 
et al. 2011; Furber et al. 2007; Chilaka 2010). In HIA, democratic practice usually means 
engaging stakeholders and, in particular, vulnerable communities likely to be most impact-
ed by the decision under consideration and least likely to already be participating in the 
decision-making process. Recent literature and guidance documents suggest that all types 
of HIAs must engage and respond to the concerns of impacted communities, while promot-
ing empowerment and leadership within those communities (National Research Council 
2011; European Center for Health Policy 1999). Documents published in the United States 
emphasize the importance of democracy in all HIA processes (Stakeholder Participation 
Working Group 2011; North American HIA Practice Standards Working Group 2010). How-
ever, in practice, this can be difficult when facing acute time and resource constraints.

A key takeaway from this work was that tapping into existing activities and interests of 
impacted communities and community organizations can be particularly advantageous in 
rapid HIAs. The pilot project for this model was integrated into existing work of the Los 
Angeles-based members of the HIA team, which facilitated the project’s rapid timeline. Part-
ner organizations were already spending resources on a related campaign in which the 
HIA brought leverage to a lawsuit that ultimately resulted in a settlement, and already had 
relationships with residents who would be impacted. 

In addition, the process-related findings about engaging and empowering residents and 
achieving organizational goals are important outcomes of HIA practice, though practitioners 
do not always prioritize them. While these outcomes sometimes result from comprehensive 
HIA processes, which may have more time and resources devoted to stakeholder engage-
ment, they are typically not achieved in rapid HIAs. The rapid HIA process described here 
provides a new approach that can be used to achieve these outcomes in a greater number 
of HIAs and under a variety of conditions.

Strengths and Limitations of the Model
The authors achieved a key aim of developing and piloting a model to integrate substantial 
community participation and empowerment into an HIA with an abbreviated timeline and 
limited resources. Residents set the scope of research, conducted a community survey, and 
came to consensus on findings and recommendations. During follow-up interviews, resi-
dents commented on the success, for example saying, “The HIA did a good job and helped 
our voice be heard.” A strength of the rapid HIA model is recognizing that lived experience is 
a type of expertise beyond that of the people traditionally identified as experts—the subject 
matter experts here—who also bring a distinct type of expertise, and one that is not often 
considered by decision-makers.  

This also represents a potential limitation of the model. The goal of lifting the voices of 
people likely to be impacted by public decisions may conflict with decision-maker biases, if 
they exist, that devalue public input. This tension could impede the HIA’s ability to improve 
the health impacts of a decision.
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The model also offered strengths in advancing the goals of organizations on the HIA team, 
informing decision-makers about potential health impacts not previously considered in the 
proposed decision, and building capacity for future work by providing information that can 
be used in other local development processes. The HIA did not substantially impact the final 
City Council decision; however, it succeeded as one part of a larger campaign that through 
negotiations with the developer led to changes in the stadium development proposal, in-
cluding measures to improve health impacts of the plan. 

Future Directions
Based on the experience with the Farmers Field HIA, the following future directions could be 
explored to improve the model or make it more widely applicable.

A goal of the model is to have the voices of impacted people included in decision-making 
processes. Some members of the HIA team agreed that this also was the goal of the sta-
dium HIA. At the end of the process, however, other members of the HIA team questioned 
the final report’s effectiveness in influencing the decision-making process because they 
thought that it did not provide additional evidence from scientific experts to challenge le-
gally required processes. As with any HIA or planning process, it is important for partners to 
clarify the goals of the rapid HIA at the start of the project.

To achieve strong community participation, the rapid HIA required staff time and costs on 
par with a more comprehensive HIA, though the rapid HIA was completed in a very com-
pressed timeline. A substantial amount of time was spent on three days of in-person meet-
ings, engaging stakeholders, preparing materials for the rapid HIA process, research, and 
writing. In all, approximate time spent included 325 hours for Human Impact Partners staff, 
215 hours for partner organizations in LA, 20 to 40 hours each for impacted residents, 
and 10 to 15 hours for each of the subject matter experts. Less time will be required in the 
future, as the process and materials are refined and as improved methods are developed. 
However, strong stakeholder participation and empowerment will always require a commit-
ment of significant resources. Other health analysis tools could be used when the value of 
democracy is less critical to project goals.

 Furthermore, the model will have to be modified for state or federal policy decisions. In the 
pilot project, the primarily impacted populations lived in adjacent neighborhoods surround-
ing the proposed stadium development. In state and federal decisions, greater distances 
and larger numbers of impacted populations, as well as potentially greater diversity among 
those impacted, may hamper success if the same process is used. In these circumstances, 
a panel of representatives of various constituencies can replace the impacted resident 
panel, but direct participation and empowerment of impacted populations is difficult.

Conclusion

The rapid Health Impact Assessment model described here addresses a potential conflict 
practitioners face between conducting an HIA with a short timeline and fully engaging com-
munity stakeholders in the process. A pilot project using the model worked within an ab-
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breviated timeline, met many standards for HIA, engaged and empowered residents, and 
contributed to changes in the stadium proposal that benefit health. Substantial community 
participation, however, still required significant resources. 
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Table 1: Overview of rapid Health Impact Assessment model

Week Activity Participants Specific activities and outcomes

1-3 Screening HIA team The HIA team determines the value a rapid HIA would add 
to the decision-making process, whether completing it is 
feasible, and whether to move forward. The HIA team then 
secures funding, if needed.

4 Form impact-
ed residents 
panel

HIA team The HIA team develops criteria to participate on the im-
pacted residents panel and recruits panel members.

4-6 Scoping 
meeting

HIA team and im-
pacted residents 
panel 

Optional: subject 
matter experts 
and other stake-
holders

A one-day, in-person scoping meeting with the panel 
includes: introduction to HIA; discussion about the value 
of incorporating health into decision-making; review of the 
proposed decision that has been selected for the rapid 
HIA; and timeline for the impacted residents panel activi-
ties. The panel reviews, revises, and prioritizes two sets of 
previously prepared items: health determinants on which 
to focus and pathway diagrams/logic models that link the 
proposed decision to health through the determinants.

7-10 Assessment HIA team 

Optional: im-
pacted residents 
panel

Based on outcomes of the scoping meeting, the HIA team 
collects readily available data. The HIA team and, when 
possible, the impacted residents panel collect primary 
data, such as through a convenience survey or focus 
groups. Using the data, the HIA team begins writing a re-
port and preparing summaries for meeting presentations.

10 Assessment 
meeting

HIA team, im-
pacted residents 
panel, subject 
matter experts 

Optional: other 
stakeholders

A one-day, in-person assessment meeting includes: a brief 
presentation (using popular education tools, if possible) 
about the existing-conditions data collected during the pre-
vious month; brief presentations by subject matter experts 
about the potential impacts of the proposed decision on 
health and health determinants; subject matter experts 
and HIA team answering questions from the impacted 
residents panel; impacted residents panel deliberating 
and building consensus on the likely health impacts of the 
proposed decision and qualitative aspects that include 
the direction, likelihood, magnitude, and severity of the 
impacts.

10 Recom-
mendations 
meeting

HIA team, im-
pacted residents 
panel, subject 
matter experts 

Optional: other 
stakeholders

A one-day, in-person recommendations meeting where the 
impacted residents panel, with input from the subject mat-
ter experts, develops and comes to consensus on recom-
mendations that respond to identified health impacts. The 
panel also discusses how to use the HIA findings and recom-
mendations in the upcoming decision-making process.

11-13 Reporting HIA team and im-
pacted residents 
panel

The HIA team writes a report describing the rapid HIA pro-
cess, decision-making context, existing conditions data, and 
predicted impacts and recommendations identified by the 
impacted residents panel. The HIA team, subject matter ex-
perts, and, if feasible, members of the impacted residents 
panel review and revise the report, and develop communica-
tions materials for the HIA team and impacted residents to 
disseminate to decision-makers.
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Table 2: Comparison of HIA minimum standards and pilot project

Minimum standard for HIA How the rapid HIA pilot project addressed the standard

1. HIA informs a decision-making 
process in advance of a policy, plan, 
program, or project decision.

1. HIA process informed decision-making for the Farmers 
Field stadium proposal before the City Council took its 
final vote and the developer finalized plans.

2.1. HIA includes a scoping phase that 
comprehensively considers potential 
impacts on health outcomes as well as 
social, environmental, and economic 
health determinants, and selects 
potentially significant issues for impact 
analysis.

2.1. HIA team developed the initial scope and the 
impacted residents panel revised it in a daylong meeting. 
After considering potential impacts, the panel prioritized 
several topics on which to focus during the limited HIA 
timeframe.

2.2. HIA solicits and utilizes input from 
stakeholders.

2.2. HIA process incorporated input from the HIA team, 
impacted residents panel, and subject matter experts.

2.3. HIA establishes baseline 
conditions for health, describing 
health outcomes, health determinants, 
affected populations, and vulnerable 
subpopulations.

2.3. HIA team researched baseline conditions between 
the scoping and assessment meetings using the following 
data sources: Draft Environmental Impact Report, Los 
Angeles County Department of Public Health, United 
States Census, reports compiled by the Los Angeles 
Housing Department and the California Redevelopment 
Agency, and a convenience survey of community 
members.

2.4. HIA uses the best available evidence 
to judge the magnitude, likelihood, 
distribution, and permanence of 
potential impacts on human health or 
health determinants.

2.4. Impacted residents panel, with input from the 
HIA team and the subject matter experts, assessed 
the evidence to predict the magnitude, likelihood, and 
distribution of impacts.

2.5. HIA rests conclusions and 
recommendations on a transparent 
and context-specific synthesis of 
evidence, acknowledging sources of 
data, methodological assumptions, 
strengths and limitations of evidence, 
and uncertainties.

2.5. Impacted residents panel drew conclusions 
from existing-conditions data and with input from 
subject matter experts during the assessment and 
recommendations meetings. The panel discussed sources 
of data, assumptions, and strengths and limitations of 
evidence.

3. HIA identifies appropriate 
recommendations, mitigations, and/
or design alternatives to protect and 
promote health.

3. Impacted residents panel developed recommendations 
for the developer and for the City Council to protect health 
based on predicted impacts.

4. HIA proposes a monitoring plan for 
tracking the decision’s implementation 
on health impacts/determinants of 
concern.

4. HIA report described a monitoring plan.

5. HIA includes transparent, publicly 
accessible documentation of the 
process, methods, findings, sponsors, 
funding sources, participants, and their 
respective roles.

5. HIA report is publicly available on websites and was 
disseminated to decision-makers. The report described 
the process, methods, findings, funders, participants, and 
roles.
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Figure 1: Example of rapid HIA pathway diagram: Links between the proposed develop-
ment and health outcomes through housing
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Table 3: Excerpt from the pilot project rapid HIA report

As detailed by the impacted residents panel as well as the data cited [in the body of the report], 
it is likely that the proposed Farmers Field development project, without mitigation, will increase 
displacement and poverty and decrease housing affordability among most groups of local residents. 

Displacement, as well as lack of housing affordability and poverty, will primarily impact Latino and 
Black populations, low-income people, families, young children, and seniors, as well as individuals 
who are permanently disabled, and it will disproportionately impact people living in neighborhoods 
close to the proposed location of the Farmers Field development. 

The experiences of local residents, as well as data and the academic literature, indicate that as a 
result of displacement and lack of available affordable housing, vulnerable populations could experi-
ence the following negative impacts on the following health outcomes:

• Mental health—for example, leading to depression, stress, increased alcohol and drug abuse, 
suicides, Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder;

• Chronic disease—for example, leading to obesity from stress and respiratory illness from poor-
quality housing;

• Infectious diseases and emergency room visits—for example, from increased homelessness; 

• Education-related health outcomes through changes in quality of education and educational at-
tainment—for example, children who change schools frequently will not do as well in school, and 
children who have poor health outcomes will miss school more frequently; educational attainment is 
tied to income and, both through income and separately, to many health outcomes, including risky 
behavior; and

• Social cohesion, as a result of breaking up social networks; by providing mental and financial sup-
port, social cohesion impacts both mental and physical health.
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Eco-Certification of Natural Rubber: 
Demand, Supply, and Potential Implications 
of Private Global Environmental Governance

Sean F. Kennedy, MURP
University of California, Los Angeles

Abstract: In recent years, concern over the environmental impacts of natural rubber culti-
vation has generated considerable interest in eco-certification, a form of private environ-
mental regulation designed to encourage more sustainable land-use practices. This paper 
explores the emergence and potential sovereignty implications of this approach to envi-
ronmental control with an emphasis on the natural rubber industry. I argue that although 
eco-certification is advocated as a form of networked governance representing a range of 
political interests, the way certification programs position themselves as transparent and 
accountable alternatives to state-based regulation potentially serves to delegitimize the 
role of the state in the arena of environmental regulation.

 

The intensification and expansion of natural rubber cultivation over the twentieth century 
has had a profound impact on landscapes and traditional livelihood strategies in South-
east Asia. Rubber cultivation has generated wealth for many smallholders and landowners, 
but comes at the cost of forest conversion, habitat and biodiversity loss, disruption of wa-
tershed functions, increased livelihood vulnerabilities, and in some cases, dispossession 
of land (Fox and Castella 2013). In parts of Sumatra—one of the world’s largest rubber-
producing regions—expanding rubber monoculture production has resulted in a decline of 
both forest cover and traditional rubber agroforests, posing direct threats in terms of carbon 
stock loss and reduced biodiversity (Ekadinata and Vincent 2011). 

In response to these concerns, considerable effort has been devoted in recent years to as-
sessing the potential of agroforestry rubber eco-certification (Bennett et al. 2007; Gouyon 
2003; van den Beemt 2011). Eco-certification aims to promote socially and/or ecologically 
sustainable production practices by securing premium prices for commodities that are pro-
duced in accordance with ecologically and socially responsible private standards. In this 
way, eco-certification can be viewed as a form of private environmental regulation that relies 
on market forces to generate alternative incentives for smallholders to encourage more 
“sustainable” behaviors. Over the past two decades, eco-certification has become an in-
creasingly common approach for promoting the dual goals of reduced environmental degra-
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dation and improved smallholder livelihoods across a range of commodities including forest 
products, coffee, fruits and vegetables, and even clothing. Fair Trade coffee, which guaran-
tees producers a living wage for their commodity, and the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC), 
which certifies wood products that meet socially beneficial and economically prosperous 
management standards, are two notable examples of this rapidly expanding approach to 
environmental regulation and governance(Taylor 2005).

This paper explores the emergence of eco-certification and potential sovereignty implica-
tions of this approach to environmental control using the case of natural rubber. Following 
an overview of the global rubber industry, I present the case of Bungo District, Indonesia, 
which has been the subject of considerable research on the potential for natural rubber 
eco-certification. Here I argue that the preference for eco-certification is a product of two 
factors: (1) an overemphasis on the role of smallholders as drivers of land-use change, 
and (2) a general shift over the past several decades away from public regulation towards 
private global governance. The second part of the paper examines the potential sovereignty 
implications through an exploration of the way private forms of environmental governance 
transcend existing frameworks of public accountability and governmental authority, and 
thus carry potential implications for state sovereignty as it pertains to control over the use 
of natural resources. I argue that although eco-certification is advocated as a form of net-
worked governance capable of accommodating a range of political interests, the way that 
certification programs position themselves as transparent and accountable alternatives to 
state-based regulation potentially serves to delegitimize the role of the state in the arena of 
environmental regulation.

Natural Rubber: A Global Industrial Commodity
Rubber latex, a white liquid obtained through the tapping of the Pará rubber tree Hevea 
brasiliensis, is the primary input for various forms of industrial rubber used in the produc-
tion of tires, tubing, medical gloves, shoe soles, condoms, and rubber bands (Gouyon 2003; 
Tekasakul and Tekasakul 2006). Of these products, the tire industry is the predominant 
user, accounting for approximately two-thirds of global demand (Freedonia Group 2012). 
Natural rubber comprises approximately 47% of global rubber demand, the remainder con-
sisting of synthetic rubber (Fox and Castella 2013). Natural rubber exhibits a much greater 
ability to withstand extremes of heat and cold than its synthetic counterpart, making it a 
superior option for a range of high-stress uses such as jet and truck tires and medical in-
struments (Gouyon 2003). 

Hevea brasiliensis is native to the humid equatorial regions of Amazonia between 10°N and 
10° S, and traditionally grows best at temperatures of 20–28°C with an average annual 
rainfall of 1800–2000 mm (Arokiaraj 2000; Gouyon 2003). After initial efforts to increase 
the scale of rubber production in the Amazon were thwarted by outbreaks of leaf blight, 
the center of global rubber production shifted to Southeast Asia around the turn of the 
twentieth century (Hecht and Cockburn 2010). In recent decades, rapid economic growth 
in China and India has fuelled an equally rapid increase in demand for cars, resulting in a 
direct flow-on effect on demand for natural rubber. Asia currently accounts for almost 70% 
of global demand, driven largely by China (33.5%), India (8.7%), Japan (6.6%), and Malaysia 
(4.6%). Demand from Europe and North America represents a significantly lower share, at 
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13.5% and 10.7%, respectively (FTP Securities 2013). Asia accounted for over 90% of the 
11.4 million tonnes produced globally in 2012, followed by Africa (4-5%) and Latin America 
(2.5-3%)(FTP Securities 2013). Production is concentrated in Thailand, Indonesia, Malay-
sia, and Vietnam, which combined are responsible for 82% of global production and about 
87% of global natural rubber export volume. The majority of natural rubber is produced by 
smallholders, who are responsible for 93% of rubber production in Malaysia, 90% in Thai-
land, 89% in India and 85% in Indonesia (Fox and Castella 2013). 

Since its introduction in the region, production has expanded and intensified at a rapid 
pace. Between 1960 and 2000 the area dedicated to intensified rubber monoculture plan-
tations in Southeast Asia approximately doubled, replacing vast areas of forests, swidden 
cultivation, rubber agroforests, and other forms of subsistence agriculture (Aratrakorn, 
Thunhikorn, and Donald 2006). Over the course of the last century, increasing rubber prices 
and rising demand linked to the expanding market for automobiles have contributed to a 
shift from complex rubber agroforestry systems to intense rubber monoculture plantations 
throughout much of Southeast Asia (Feintrenie and Levang 2011). The conversion of forest 
and complex agroforestry systems to monoculture plantations has resulted in widespread 
habitat and biodiversity loss, disruption of watershed functions, increased livelihood vulner-
abilities, and in some cases, dispossession of land (Fox and Castella 2013). In some areas, 
such as the Indonesian island of Sumatra, concerns over environmetnal degradation have 
given rise to interest from environmental nongovernmental organizations to investigate the 
potential for eco-certification as a means of addressing these impacts. In the next section, I 
examine a number of studies conducted in a particular area of Sumatra to understand why 
eco-certification has emerged as the “policy option of choice” among this particular group 
of researchers.  

‘Only Market Incentives Can Save Agroforests’: the Case of 
Bungo District, Indonesia
Bungo District, located in Jambi Provinceon the island of Sumatra, is one of the most pro-
ductive rubber-producing regions in Indonesia. Jambi was originally covered with natural for-
est, and limited transportation infrastructure meant the region did not experience economic 
development until the end of the twentieth century (Joshi et al. 2002). In the early twenti-
eth century, local farmers began planting Hevea brasiliensis seeds introduced by colonial 
plantations and Chinese and Malay traders in their traditional slash-and-burn rice fields, 
letting them grow with the natural, secondary vegetation (Feintrenie and Levang 2011). This 
approach resulted in a secondary forest with a high concentration of rubber trees known 
as “jungle rubber” or rubber agroforestry, which became the dominant land use for much 
of Sumatra over the course of the twentieth century. In addition to rubber, rubber agrofor-
estry systems produce a range of secondary products including petai, durian, and rattan 
(Lehébel-Péron, Feintrenie, and Levang 2011). In the mid-1900s, however, monoculture 
rubber plantations began to emerge across the landscape, perceived by many smallholders 
as a more profitable land use compared to traditional rubber agroforestry (Feintrenie and 
Levang 2011). In Bungo District, forest cover decreased from 75% to 30% between 1973 
and 2005, while rubber monoculture increased from 0% to 30% and rubber agroforestry 
decreased from 15% to 11% over the same period (Ekadinata and Vincent 2011).
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The extent of land use change in Bungo District has captured the attention of international 
forest research organizations such as the World Agroforestry Centre (ICRAF) and the Centre 
for International Forestry Research (CIFOR). Over the past two decades, ICRAF and CIFOR 
have conducted numerous studies to identify the extent of land use change (Ekadinata 
and Vincent 2011), the drivers of land use change (Feintrenie and Levang 2009), and pro-
posed interventions intended to promote more sustainable land use practices (Leimona et 
al. 2010; Leimona and Joshi 2010).In a number of studies produced by these organizations, 
the narrative of land use change in Bungo has been constructed as one of smallholders 
responding to external economic stimulus in order to generate short-term profit with little re-
gard for environmental or cultural consequences of their actions. Central to this narrative is 
the notion that smallholder economic motivations are the primary driver of land use change 
in the region (Feintrenie and Levang 2009; Gouyon 2003). Rising natural rubber prices, 
a high return to land, and relatively easy commercialization are factors most commonly 
identified as motivating farmers to convert agroforests and other forms of subsistence agri-
culture into clonal rubber plantations (Feintrenie, Schwarze, and Levang 2010; Pensuk and 
Shrestha 2008; Therville, Feintrenie, and Levang 2011). Feintrenie and Levang actively 
reject the notion that smallholders are innocent victims subject to international business 
and government interests, and argue that the majority of smallholders are engaged stake-
holders actively pursuing economic development (Feintrenie and Levang 2011). In general, 
these studies of the region argue that compared to oil palm and improved rubber seedling 
and fertilization techniques, agroforestry does not compete in terms of economic returns, 
and thus smallholders have been forced to expand and intensify areas of cultivation, lead-
ing to increased incidences of environmental degradation (Feintrenie and Levang 2009).

Economic reasons are also attributed to cases in which smallholders have yet to convert to 
more financially lucrative methods of cultivation. Monoculture plantations require capital 
and intensive management, the absence of which are commonly identified obstacles to 
monoculture conversion (Feintrenie, Schwarze, and Levang 2010). While agroforestry is 
acknowledged as possessing a number of technical advantages over monocultures includ-
ing resistance to pests, low labor requirements, a wider variety of products, no seasonality, 
tree cover that protects workers against sun and rain, protection of soil fertility and ero-
sion prevention, and the ability to operate a staggered planting cycle, these features are 
also presented as producing benefits that are ultimately economic in nature (Feintrenie, 
Schwarze, and Levang 2010). Secondary income from fruits such as petai and durian has 
been identified as another, although less prominent, reason for resisting agroforest conver-
sion to monoculture (Lehébel-Péron, Feintrenie, and Levang 2011).

Social, cultural and environmental factors including historical attachment to agroforestry 
methods and biodiversity protection are acknowledged as having a role in land use deci-
sion-making, although to a lesser extent than economic considerations (Feintrenie, Schwar-
ze, and Levang 2010; Feintrenie and Levang 2011; Therville, Feintrenie, and Levang 2011). 
Generally, cultural or sentimental attachment to the forest in terms of inheritance from 
grandparents, staple food production and daily domestic consumption products, attractive 
scenery, and site of usual daily work is not considered sufficient to prevent forest conver-
sion (Feintrenie, Schwarze, and Levang 2010). A study on transition dynamics from agro-
forests to monoculture plantations in Indonesia found the majority of community members 
who supported forest conservation lived in areas that had already been converted, which 
was interpreted as indicating a low preference for conservation among agroforest-based 
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smallholders (Feintrenie, Schwarze, and Levang 2010). Feintrenie and Levang (2009) firmly 
reject the notion that agroforestry has come about due to smallholders' desires to promote 
biodiversity, arguing that the positive correlation between agroforestry and biodiversity has 
come about as an unintended consequence of adaptations to changing economic environ-
ments.

While some studies note the influence of political and historical factors such as failed Dutch 
attempts at conservation and the transmigration program (Transmigrasi) on rubber expan-
sion and intensification (Feintrenie and Levang 2009), these factors are typically viewed as 
footnotes to the primary narrative, which targets smallholders as the root of the problem. 
As an example, an analysis of land use trajectories in Bungo District found a mere 1% of 
rubber agroforest remained intact between 1973 and 2005, and that this area only re-
mained intact as it remained inaccessible (Ekadinata and Vincent 2011). These findings 
led researchers to the conclusion that improved accessibility to local, national, and interna-
tional markets by way of transportation infrastructure is one of the main drivers/enablers 
of conversion to monocultures, and has greater impact on forest clearance than agricultural 
population density (Miyamoto 2006; Therville, Feintrenie, and Levang 2011). Feintrenie, 
Schwarze, and Levang (2010) follow this line of thinking and argue that one of the factors 
that reduces the profitability of rubber agroforests compared to rubber monocultures is that 
rubber agroforests tend to be in more remote locations, whereas monocultures are planted 
along roads and highways. In both studies, however, the politics of infrastructure provision 
and the ways in which political dynamics manifest in land use change are conspicuously 
absent.

Overall, smallholder desires to expand or intensify rubber cultivation are generally attribut-
ed to a profitability discrepancy between agroforestry and alternatives such as monoculture 
cropping systems or oil palm. While some scholars claim that “no specific improvement will 
enable agroforests to compete with the economic and labor performances of monoculture 
plantations” (Therville, Feintrenie, and Levang 2011, 13), other scholars, and ICRAF in par-
ticular, have sought to make agroforests competitive with alternative, more intensive and 
environmentally damaging methods of cultivation (Leimona et al. 2010). In line with efforts 
to improve the profitability of rubber agroforestry, a number of studies have been devoted 
to exploring certification options (Gouyon 2003; van den Beemt 2011; World Agroforestry 
Center [ICRAF] 2011). Such efforts have been indirectly supported by interventions aimed 
at improving the quality of agroforestry rubber in order to make certification more viable 
(Leimona et al. 2010). Echoing the rationale underlying other ICRAF efforts promoting pay-
ment for ecosystem services (PES) programs, certification is viewed as a desirable policy 
option as it offers a means of addressing the profitability gap by securing a price premium 
equal to the margin between the social and private benefits of the agroforestry approach.

In sum, the formulation of land degradation in Bungo as a problem stemming from uncon-
trolled smallholder economic motivations—one which centers on issues of profitability—has 
led to a preference for a policy solution that aims to alter economic incentives at the small-
holder level. This conclusion is explicitly stated by Feintrenie and Levang (2009): “Only mar-
ket incentives can save agroforests” (331). Despite the questionable role the Indonesian 
federal and regional governments have played in the historical and continuing development 
of Indonesia’s forests more generally (Peluso 1993; Peluso 1994), from the analysis pre-
sented above, it is not immediately clear why there is a preference for private governance 
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as a legitimate and viable substitute to improved public regulation. It is to this issue that I 
turn in the following section.

The Rise of Private Global Environmental Governance
The analysis conducted by ICRAF and CIFOR reviewed here, with its emphasis on small-
holder economic motivations as drivers of land use change, largely neglects the complex 
interacting social, cultural, environmental, and political contexts within which land use deci-
sions take place (Robbins 2004). This form of analysis—a typical example of“apolitical ecol-
ogy”—not only overlooks potential drivers of land use change in the region, but also leads 
to policy responses that too are apolitical and ahistorical in their assumptions (Robbins 
2004). Eco-certification, with its grounding in the apolitical and ahistorical “rational actor” 
logic underpinning neoclassical environmental economics, appears as a logical policy re-
sponse when the problem is framed in this way.

Apolitical ecological analysis, however, is not the only cause of the pronounced interest in 
eco-certification. Over the past four decades, governments have increasingly delegated reg-
ulatory authority to private bodies, as evidenced bythe Iran-Contra affair, the emergence of 
private prisons, disaster response to Katrina, and the use of private contractors to provide 
military security in Iraq (Verkuil 2007). In recent years, the delegation of authority to private 
bodies has taken an ever more international character in the form of private regulation of 
financial and product markets (Büthe and Mattli 2011; Büthe 2010a). Within this context a 
range of private environmental regulations has emerged, from individual efforts by compa-
nies to manage their supply chains, to industry-wide codes of conduct, through to efforts by 
multi-stakeholder organizations to regulate and monitor using third-party verification (Auld 
and Gulbrandsen 2013). Payments for environmental services (PES),  another form of pri-
vate environmental governance, has emerged as a major component of sustainable de-
velopment policies, representing an alternative to command-and-control or cap-and-trade 
environmental policy measures (Stringer et al. 2009). PES operates on the principle that by 
providing environmental service providers with a payment in excess of the cost incurred by 
not engaging in activities that contribute to land degradation, land-users will be incentivized 
to adopt sustainable land-use practices. PES refers to a wide range of potential incentives 
made to environmental service providers, ranging from one-off direct payments by service 
beneficiaries to service providers to more complex “market” mechanisms involving offset 
credits traded among many buyers and sellers (Leimona, Joshi, and Noordwijk 2009).

Eco-certification can be viewed as a subset of PES, in that the objective of certification 
is to generate a price premium for rubber that is produced in accordance with ecologi-
cally and socially responsible standards. Notable programs include the Forest Stewardship 
Council (FSC), which emphasizes sustainable forest management, and Fair Trade coffee, 
which guarantees producers a living wage for their commodity (Taylor 2005). Certification 
programs typically issue labels for products that have been certified as adhering to en-
vironmentally and/or socially responsible standards. The labels in turn give consumers 
the option to choose products—usually for a price premium—that have been produced in 
an environmentally and socially responsible manner. Over the past twenty-five years, eco-
certification and eco-labelling have witnessed rapid expansion. Ecolabel Index, “the largest 
global directory of eco-labels,” currently tracks 437 eco-labels in 197 countries, and 25 
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industry sectors (Ecolabel Index 2013). Since its inception in 1992, the Europe-wide volun-
tary environmental scheme EU Ecolabel has awarded more than 1,300 licenses and can 
now be found on more than 17,000 products (European Commission 2013). By the end of 
2011, 7% of wild landings of seafood for human consumption, 9% of the world's produc-
tive forests, and 17% of coffee produced globally were certified (Steering Committee of the 
State-of-Knowledge Assessment of Standards and Certification 2012).

The emergence of private regulation is often attributed to the convergence of two trends.
First, the rapid internationalization of trade and growing complexity of financial instruments 
and markets has made it difficult for public domestic and emerging international regula-
tory bodies to keep pace, thereby creating a regulatory gap in these emerging markets 
(Büthe 2010b). Second, a broader shift toward neoliberal ideology is considered to have 
delegitimized government intervention in the economy, thereby increasing the acceptability 
of private responses to the emerging regulatory void created through increased speed and 
complexity of global trade (ibid.).

In contrast to the notion that private regulation has somewhat recent origins, perhaps going 
as far back as the era of Reagan, Thatcher, and Kohl in the 1980s, Agnew (2005) argues 
that the roots of this trend can be found in the emergence of a “marketplace society” that 
developed in the United States in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Agnew focuses 
on the exertion of “soft” power, which in contrast to the coercive militaristic forms of “hard” 
power, is characterized by the spread of cultural values, tastes, and preferences. Over the 
course of the last half-century, and particularly through the period of the Cold War, the 
U.S. government, corporations, and other institutions exerted a form of soft power to help 
garner acceptance of the American way of doing business (Agnew 2005). In situating neo-
liberal ideology within the history and geography of the American experience, Agnew brings 
a strong geographical element to the otherwise placeless philosophy of neoliberalism. The 
spread and acceptance of American cultural values, tastes, and preferences has in turn 
generated a far-reaching acceptance of American ideals that date back to the drafting of 
the U.S. constitution, including notions that public institutions should be granted limited 
involvement in the economy, and that private actors are best placed to regulate their own 
affairs. In this way, the rise of neoliberalism can be viewed more as a return to a limited 
role of the state as envisaged during the drafting of the U.S. Constitution, and less as a 
completely novel set of ideas.

The rationale for private forms of governance—with its emphasis on a limited role for public 
institutions and a recognition that private actors are bestplaced to regulate their own af-
fairs—shares obvious similarities with these historical American ideals. However, as with 
neoliberalism, the roots of eco-certification are much deeper than the Reagan-era efforts 
to limit regulation and promote free trade and flows of foreign investment. The studies by 
ICRAF and CIFOR cited previously are emblematic of a long history of apolitical ecology, an 
ecology grounded in Malthusian notions of eco-scarcity and perceived failures of technol-
ogy diffusion, appropriate economic valuation, and modernization efforts (Robbins 2004).
Following this reasoning, smallholders are targeted as responsible for land use degradation 
due to their failure to control themselves or change their ways. This failure in turn justi-
fies external policy intervention, regardless of whether such intervention may impinge on 
sovereignty as it pertains to the control over natural resources. The historical ideological 
foundations of ecology can therefore be viewed as having as great, if not greater, contribu-
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tion to the emergence of eco-certification as the broader adoption of neoliberalism since 
the 1980s.

Politics of Eco-Certification
Private regulation raises a number of political questions due to the differing motivations 
that lie at the core of the issue of private provision of regulation. Büthe (2010b) employs a 
threefold distinction among stakeholders of private regulation: those who demand private 
regulation; those who supply private regulation; and those who are the targets of private 
regulation. Each group within this typology consists of a subset of actors. Consumers, for 
example, play an important role in certification, as they are the ones who ultimately provide 
the price premium that allows the system to function. Consumers may be driven by altru-
ism, concern for the environment, health benefits, or a desire to know exactly what it is they 
are buying (Searle, Colby, and Milway 2004). However, consumers are just one group of a 
vast number of stakeholders that influence the stringency of standards and the creation of 
market incentives. For example, while consumers play an important role in promoting certi-
fication uptake, consumer concern generally comes about in response to initial campaign-
ing by environmental nongovernmental organizations, driven by their own political agendas 
(Gouyon 2003). 

In his summary of a special issue of Business and Politics dedicated to private regulation 
in the global economy, Büthe (2010a) raises a number of issues relating to the supply of 
private regulation, which involves the tasks of standard design and implementation, moni-
toring and verifying compliance, as well as aspects of public relations in order to generate 
adequate support. Given the substantial costs involved in these processes, the motivations 
of private regulation suppliers raise a number of questions. In many cases, the costs of 
delivering private regulation are offset by efficiency gains or the provision of public goods 
(Büthe 2010a). Rarely does this occur, however, without some form of political-economic 
gain for the private body, be it increased market share, secure links in the supply chain, or 
preempting government regulation in order to create their own standards before stricter 
and less-flexible regulations are enforced (Searle, Colby, and Milway 2004). In this way, 
firms set standards in order to create the standards that incur the least private cost: a goal 
that by no means guarantees maximum social benefit (McCluskey and Winfree 2009).

Büthe suggests that the need for providers of private regulation to generate some level of 
private benefits jeopardizes the viability of the approach in the long-term. For example, not 
all actors can enjoy increased market share simultaneously (Büthe 2010a). To date, how-
ever, there are no examples of self-funding certification schemes (Searle, Colby, and Milway 
2004). The majority of certification schemes are dependent on grant aid and thus donor-
driven, which subjects program design to the political motivations of funders and potentially 
limits the community’s capacity to undertake sustainable commercial decision-making of 
their own accord (Colchester et al. 2003). So while the long-term viability of eco-certification 
may be a concern, a more pressing issue is the way that private interests exercise political 
power through the funding of these programs in the short-term. 
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Geopolitical Considerations: Power, Accountability, and the Le-
gitimacy of the State

The shift from purely domestic to transnational forms of private regulation gives rise to a 
range of new geopolitical dynamics that potentially serve to alter traditional notions of sov-
ereignty and associated concepts of territorial authority and accountability. Cashore et al. 
(2006) go as far to argue that markets have the ability to sidestep inadequate governments 
and gridlocked international negotiations. So what does this mean for the role of the state 
in terms of control over natural resources?

Considerable attention has been directed at the perceived threat posed by private regula-
tion to traditional state-based forms of regulation. In his Outsourcing Sovereignty, Verkuil 
(2007) addresses the issue of what he sees as national and global privatization gone too 
far. To Verkuil, the privatization of government functions relating to decision-making and 
oversight represents a direct threat to sovereignty, which he defines from a “traditional 
perspective” as the “exercise of power by the state” (14). Verkuil presupposes the existence 
of a once-clear boundary between public and private sectors of society, arguing that it is 
the increasing ambiguity of this distinction that poses the greatest risk to sovereignty, as 
he defines it.

Of particular concern to Verkuil are the inherent differences between the motivations of 
public and private actors. He assigns a certain nobility to the motivations of public actors, 
whereas private actors are viewed as likely to respond to the perverse incentives that arise 
from outsourced government functions to act solely in their own interest, with little regard 
for the consequences for society. He thus cautions against the rampant outsourcing of 
government functions, and emphasizes the need to retain core decision-making capability 
to ensure legitimacy and accountability (Verkuil 2007). The new industry of certification 
professionals means governments can outsource much of the work relating to the devel-
opment and management of certification programs (Steering Committee of the State-of-
Knowledge Assessment of Standards and Certification 2012). For Verkuil, governments 
should limit the potential for situations where the efficiency gains from outsourcing govern-
ment functions to specialists in order to tap into economies of scale are offset by a loss of 
oversight and accountability.

Critics of this somewhat alarmist view caution against confusing the reality of private regu-
lation with the ideal of public regulation when discussing issues around private regulation. 
Adopting a more positive stance, Büthe (2010a) notes that there is no need to think of 
public and private as in opposition to one another, but rather, that there exists significant 
scope for co-regulation, with private and public actors engaged in a symbiotic relationship. 
This theme echoed through much of the literature on the networked governance aspects of 
private regulation. Smith and Fischlein (2010) suggest that “the establishment of private 
sustainability governance can be understood as the emergence of a hybrid form of orga-
nizational field, where network actors draw on reputational and legitimacy resources from 
existing fields and collectivize in an effort to gain control of, and authority over, the emerging 
rules of sustainability governance” (513). Cashore et al. (2006) argue that in some cases 
certification has actually forced disparate stakeholders to come together. LEI, a certifica-
tion program operated by the Indonesian Ecolabel Institute, has contributed significantly to 
public awareness and engaged the interest of certifying bodies, companies under assess-
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ment and assessors, NGOs, local communities around the forest area under certification 
assessment, and other individuals involved in the assessment process and sustainable for-
est management issues (Cashore et al. 2006). In this way, larger, more inclusive networks 
comprised of public and private actors are seen to help disparate actors to appreciate each 
other’s perspectives and work towards compromise, especially when efforts are made to 
integrate all actors into the process (Cashore et al. 2006).

According to Büthe (2010a), private regulation is least likely to pose a threat to public au-
thority when authority is clearly and explicitly delegated, and when the state has adequate 
capacity from the outset. As such, the forms of public authority most likely to be threatened 
by the emergence of private regulation are the ones located in countries characterized by 
weak political and regulatory institutions. At the risk of gross generalization, it could be 
argued therefore that there is a much greater risk posed to public authority in develop-
ing countries than developed countries. This issue is magnified when taking note of the 
geography of certification efforts. Returning to Büthe's (2010b) distinction between those 
who demand private regulation, those who supply private regulation, and those who are 
the targets of private regulation, it appears that the first two groups are overwhelmingly 
concentrated in the global North, while the targets of eco-certification tend to be located 
in the global South (Büthe 2010a). Certification is driven to a large degree by the demands 
Northern consumers for ecologically or socially responsible products, the majority of which 
originate in developing countries such as Indonesia. In this way, certification creates consid-
erable potential to shift power from public institutions in developing countries to the hands 
of consumers in the global North (Taylor 2005). 

One final point concerns the notion of legitimacy. Private governance networks organize 
across multiple heterogeneous organizational fields whereby participation and consensus 
serve as a substitute for traditional democratic legality (Smith and Fischlein 2010). As such, 
the conditions of emerging private environmental governance require actors to access le-
gitimacy and reputation resources beyond a single organization, industry, or advocacy do-
main (Smith and Fischlein 2010). The process of accessing legitimacy across a range of 
sources stands in stark contrast to traditional sources of state-based legitimacy, which has 
historically (at least in a democratic settings) been derived from the collective support of 
a relatively homogeneous population. In this way, networked private global governance po-
tentially changes the rules in the game of legitimacy. No longer is democratically invested 
authority consummate with legitimacy to control and make decisions over the use of a 
country’s natural capital. The powerful role of the end consumer in emerging certification 
programs means that countries no longer seek legitimacy from their own citizens when 
making decisions over resource use and control, but are being forced to derive legitimacy 
from consumers in the global North.   

Conclusion
As private environmental regulation evolves, the complexities of this approach to environ-
mental control are becoming increasingly apparent. In this paper, I have demonstrated that 
although advocated as a form of networked governance capable of accommodating a range 
of political interests, the way that certification programs position themselves as transparent 
and accountable alternatives to state-based regulation potentially serves to delegitimize 
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the role of the state in the arena of environmental regulation. In addition, an understanding 
of the deep roots of private environmental regulation and eco-certification helps to illumi-
nate the underlying assumptions of this approach to environmental control and the possible 
outcomes for those targeted by such interventions. 

Despite considerable research on the topic, industry-level interest in environmental stan-
dards for natural rubber is a relatively recent development, making it too early to predict the 
potential political and ecological outcomes of eco-certification for an area such as Bungo 
District. What has emerged up until now is a somewhat disparate array of certification ef-
forts applied to niche products such as condoms, pillows, and mattresses. These recent 
certification efforts, including the recent development of the Global Organic Latex Standard 
(GOLS), appear to have come in response to industry demands for third-party accredita-
tion in order to meet consumer demands in Europe and the United States, rather than in 
response to concerns raised by environmental research organizations close to the source of 
production (Rathnayake 2013). While organic certification such as GOLS serves to limit the 
use of chemicals and pesticides, such a standard does little to address more serious con-
cerns such as deforestation, biodiversity loss, disruption of watershed function, and poor 
working conditions. Limited consumer awareness of environmental impacts of natural rub-
ber production beyond the realm of what may or may not be “organic” provide little incentive 
for certification bodies to develop comprehensive standards to address these issues. This 
form of eco-certification developed in response to the demand of Western consumers—who 
are often not aware of the complete production process—is unlikely to serve as an effective 
substitute for local, public environmental governance.

This paper has largely been devoted to issues around upstream governance of certification. 
However, in focusing on the upstream governance, policy, and market conditions, there 
is a risk that too little attention will be paid to local needs, local particularities, and com-
munity realities. As noted by Colchester et al. (2003), “thinking globally is no substitute for 
acting locally” (25). Concerns over the geopolitical implications of private environmental 
governance need to be balanced by an understanding of the socio-political and ecological 
specificities of the locations that form the stage for emerging approaches to environmental 
governance. While certification may serve to bring disparate groups together and bypass 
ineffective government institutions, it should not be viewed as a substitute for policy reform 
in the public sphere. ■ 
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Sustainability or Connectivity?
The Neoliberal Logics of Train Station Area 
Development
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Abstract: Addressing conceptual and empirical lacunae in existing work on train station 
(area) development (TSAD), this paper seeks to systematically bring into conversation re-
search on TSAD with literature on neoliberal urbanization. Two major sets of driving factors 
for urban redevelopment have been identified by TSAD research: economic restructuring 
and concerns for sustainability. I argue that this conceptual dichotomy is problematic. Con-
temporary TSAD is overwhelmingly driven by the logics of neoliberalization: political ac-
tors use sustainability discourses to create place-based competitive advantages so as to 
attract business and capital by enhancing network connectivity and revalorizing central 
urban space. Using the mega-project “Stuttgart 21” in Germany as a case study I demon-
strate that it is essentially designed to secure nodal functions of Stuttgart Central Station 
(enhance network connectivity) and upgrade the station and adjacent area (revalorize the 
urban core)—whereas questions of sustainability play a subordinated role at best. 

For some thirty years now we have witnessed large-scale restructuring processes in cities 
trying to adapt to a situation that is commonly referred to as globalization. Urban infra-
structures, especially transportation infrastructures, change their use, become obsolete, 
or need to be newly created. As a result, transport sites such as ports, airports, and railway 
stations are subjected to continuous redevelopment. Rather than treating globalization as 
an abstract concept of external flows of capital, commodities, and people that are driven by 
technological development and economic necessity—as dominant (neoliberal) discourses 
would have it—scholars of critical urban studies have emphasized the functioning of glo-
balization processes through space, depending on physical support structures and produc-
ing and reproducing uneven spatial development patterns (Harvey 1989; Graham 2001; 
Vormann, forthcoming). This perspective directs our attention to the political character of 
globalization processes, i.e., the capitalist restructuring processes that constitute the motor 
of globalization and the politics of neoliberalism that serve as imperfect orientation guide-
lines for these processes to unfold in context-dependent and crisis-prone ways (Peck 2010). 
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Against this background, an increasing number of scholars have dedicated their research 
to the spatial impacts of both immaterial and material global flows and to the infrastruc-
tures that enable these flows. This emergent literature is, however, dominated by research 
on the transformation of (mostly North American) port cities, and harbor and postmodern 
waterfront development (see e.g., Hein 2011; Desfor et al. 2011; Vormann and Schillings 
2013). Despite the fact that the redevelopment of railway stations is a common feature of 
almost every large city in Europe—one that comes with specific infrastructural challenges 
and that tends to be located in very visible city-spaces at that—train station (area) develop-
ment (TSAD)1 remains an under-studied topic (Peters and Novy 2012a; 2012c). This un-
doubtedly has to do with the fact that logistics infrastructures have long been neglected 
in urban studies. But it can also be attributed to the specifics of railways: in contrast to 
deserted inner-city harbors, railway stations are still in use and have a continuing—and even 
increasing—strategic importance in the European transportation system.

The scarce literature on TSAD of the last 20 years dealing with the driving forces of station 
redevelopment mostly lacks a theoretical perspective that embeds these processes within 
larger political-economic context (see for example Bertolini 1996; 1998; Bertolini and Spit 
1998; Bertolini, Curtis, and Renne 2012; Loukaitou-Sideris et al. 2012). Only very recently 
have researchers identified train stations and their surroundings in Europe as key strate-
gic sites of postindustrial urban restructuring under neoliberalism (Peters 2009; Peters 
and Novy 2012a; 2012c). The purpose of this paper is to contribute to this newly emerg-
ing scholarship by discussing TSAD in the context of neoliberalization processes, thereby 
linking TSAD to key concepts of regulation theory and theoretical debates on neoliberal 
urbanization. 

I propose to distill from existing work two sets of driving factors for urban TSAD: the spatial 
dynamics of neoliberalization processes in the city, and the quest for sustainable develop-
ment. I argue that contemporary train station (area) development is overwhelmingly driven 
by the first factor, and that the second factor plays a subordinate role at best—despite public 
rhetorics affirming the opposite. I argue that sustainability often serves as a rhetorical frame 
for project partners to increase the legitimacy of their projects. In this context, entrepreneur-
ial urban governments increasingly deploy TSAD as a means to create place-based competi-
tive advantages to attract (global) business and capital. This is reached mainly through two 
spatial strategies: enhancing network connectivity and revalorizing station-adjacent urban 
space. While environmental sustainability is emphasized in the development plans, the 
project contradicts, above all, the social component of sustainable development: TSAD is 
highly uneven, privileging a few high-profile locations in the trans-European high-speed rail 
network while disconnecting smaller nodes.

The train station mega-project “Stuttgart 21” is one of the largest and most controversial 
infrastructure projects currently underway in Germany and indeed all of Europe. It recently 
1 This phrase has been coined in a special issue of Built Environment, which originated from an interna-
tional symposium, “Rail Station Area Redevelopment Mega-Projects in Europe & Beyond” (Peters and 
Novy 2012b). The authors state that the “new acronym ‘TSAD’ is obviously a nod to the better-known 
acronym ‘TOD,’ or ‘transit-oriented development’” (Peters and Novy 2012c, 12). It is distinct from TOD 
in that TOD is a mostly U.S.-centered planning philosophy focusing on how to achieve sustainable 
settlement patterns beyond car dependency, whereas TSAD, for the authors, serves as a frame for 
the more European-centered debates on the “renaissance of the railways.” However, TSAD is not yet a 
coherent field of study (Peters and Novy 2012c).
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sparked massive protests of local citizens, which received attention on a national scale.2 
Using the case of Stuttgart 21 as an example, I identify objectives of securing nodal func-
tions of Stuttgart Central Station, and upgrading the station and adjacent inner-city areas, 
thereby demonstrating that the project is essentially designed to enhance network connec-
tivity and revalorize the urban core. I show that environmental concerns do not play a driving 
role. Rather, sustainability arguments are employed on a regular basis in the planning dis-
course to reinforce a project that is apparently aiming at strengthening the city’s economic 
performance and competitiveness. 

The Driving Factors of Train Station (Area) Development
Railways and local public transportation have made an impressive return since the end of 
the functionalist planning era and the motor-traffic-oriented city in the 1960s. Since the 
mid-1980s, alongside the expansion of track infrastructure and high-speed rail (Banister 
and Hall 1993), extensive redevelopment of stations across Europe is under way (Bertolini, 
Curtis, and Renne 2012; Peters and Novy 2012c). However, there are only very few stud-
ies investigating the causes of the renaissance of railway stations.3 Initial research in this 
field by Luca Bertolini (1996; 1998) identified a series of interconnected driving factors 
to explain the rebirth of train stations: the expansion and upgrading of regional and high-
speed rail; the deindustrialization of city centers that opened up space for redevelopment 
near train stations; the privatization of railway companies that pushed for marketing railway 
property; policies to increase the attractiveness of city centers and to promote more sus-
tainable transport and land use patterns; real-estate booms caused by white-collar office 
developments; and, finally, metropolitanization in the context of globalization processes 
and European integration, which increased the need for high-speed connectivity.

Although these driving forces point to overarching political-economic changes taking place 
since the 1970s and 1980s, probably best known as the politics and economics of neo-
liberalism, TSAD has only very recently been reviewed in the light of theoretical debates 
on neoliberalization by the German researchers Deike Peters and Johannes Novy (Peters 
2009; Peters and Novy 2012c; Novy and Peters 2012). Their helpful typology of railway sta-
tion mega-projects in Europe is based on extensive empirical data and represents the state 
of the art in the research on TSAD. The set of driving factors of TSAD, which these authors 
list (Peters and Novy 2012a), largely correspond with Bertolini’s findings, but, unfortunately, 
are not tested against their empirical results. 

Besides the lack of theoretical perspectives of most of the literature on TSAD, existing re-
2 This is an interesting side note to the study conducted here as it indicates resistance against neo-
liberal practices. For a treatment of the protests against Stuttgart 21 see Novy and Peters (2012). 
They analyze the events in the light of participation, legitimating, and power issues at stake in current 
mega-project planning and implementation and discuss the wider implications of the protests for future 
urban planning and decision-making in Germany. The main issues of contestation in the case of Stutt-
gart 21 are, according to the authors, cost and economic viability issues, transportation benefits and 
impacts, environmental costs/ecological risks, historic preservation/urban development, and decision-
making/participation.
3 Note that the study of the expansion of rail infrastructure and the high-speed train is distinct from 
the study of railway station redevelopment. For the former see especially Hall and Banister (1993; 
2013).
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search tends to blur actual drivers and the political framing of station development. Various 
scholars speak of “goals” (Loukaitou-Sideris et al. 2012), “frames” (Bertolini, Curtis, and 
Renne 2012), or “perspectives” (Peters and Novy 2012c) of station development without 
systemically analyzing the driving forces.4 Peters and Novy (2012c), for instance, argue that 
there are two different analytical starting points for examining TSAD: an “urban revalori-
zation/restructuring perspective” and a “sustainable transport and land-use perspective.” 
Although these authors are clear in what they mean by “perspective,” they arguably confuse 
perspectives and driving forces in the end. Instead of taking the opportunity to discuss the 
driving factors listed above in the light of their rich empirical findings, they simply state 
that TSAD has to be seen as being equally driven by normative sustainable development 
policy tenets as by urban revalorization/restructuring agendas (Peters and Novy 2012c). 
Moreover, this “conclusion” in no way reflects the empirical results that they present before 
they arrive at the conclusion. Rather, the empirical results suggest that sustainability only 
plays a minor role (or even none at all) while economic development and struggles over 
competitiveness prevail.5 

In boiling the driving factors of train station development down to two components—eco-
nomic restructuring and concerns for sustainability—Peters and Novy (2012c) help us to 
discern the major actors and rationales of redevelopment. However, as I will argue in the 
remainder of this article, this dichotomy prevents us from understanding how both these 
factors are intricately linked: As my empirical findings will show, sustainability discourses 
are appropriated by local actors and project partners to legitimize what are clearly elements 
of an uneven restructuring of urban spaces, which come at the price of much less sustain-
able development patterns. 

4 Loukaitou-Sideris et al. (2012) mention four goals of high-speed rail station development: (1) trans-
portation goals (to solve mobility gridlock), (2) environmental goals (to reduce fuel consumption and 
emissions), (3) economic development goals (to reactivate local economies), and (4) urban develop-
ment/spatial restructuring goals (to trigger desirable patterns of development). However, it is not clear 
whose goals are referred to and if they are used as arguments to push projects or if they can be seen 
as external causes or drivers of project development. Bertolini, Curtis, and Renne (2012) speak of 
three different frames of station development over the last three decades. These are (1) “property 
capitalization,” which seemed to prevail in the 1980s, mostly driven by the privatization of national 
railways; (2) “urban mega-project,” most dominant in the 1990s and primarily driven by the expan-
sion of high-speed rail infrastructure and efforts to boost the attractiveness of cities; and (3) “transit-
oriented development,” predominant since 2000 and largely driven by the expansion of regional rail 
infrastructure and the quest for sustainable development. Again, it is not clear what exactly is framed 
and who frames it.
5 This shows in the descriptions of the four types of TSAD projects they identify (strategic mega-projects, 
station renaissance projects, transport development projects, and urban development projects), which 
often seem to be driven by less benign motivations than project developers’ rhetorics have it, and in 
the finding that contemporary rail development, on a broader geographic scale, is highly uneven. While 
there is considerable investment in stations along important high-speed train routes, Peters and Novy 
(2012c) find that smaller nodes in the network are increasingly neglected or even abandoned. Finally, 
the authors elsewhere address the issue of legitimizing neoliberal projects with sustainability argu-
ments: “These new mega-projects are typically associated with—and legitimized by—a host of policy 
tenets, including the promotion of integrated land-use and transport development and the promotion 
of more environmentally friendly modes of transport. Ultimately, however, these projects remain over-
whelmingly driven by local agendas for urban growth and competitiveness, which are in turn linked to 
general trends of post-Fordist restructuring and globalization” (Novy and Peters 2012, 139f.).
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Neoliberal urbanization and TSAD
Critical urbanism scholars, in line with regulation theory, conceive of neoliberalism as an 
approach to capitalist restructuring: the strategic political response to the declining profit-
ability of Fordist mass production and the crises of the Keynesian welfare state since the 
1970s.6 As a regulatory fix of capitalist crises, neoliberalism consists in the “roll-back” (de-
struction) of redistributive Fordist-Keynesian policies, institutions, and arrangements and 
the “roll-out” (creation) of “more profitable” neoliberal equivalents (Peck and Tickell 2002; 
see also Brenner and Theodore 2002a; cf. Farmer 2011; Hackworth 2007). Generally, neo-
liberal policies are characterized by the privileging of the market mechanism over the state, 
thereby extending market discipline, competition, and commodification throughout all sec-
tors of society. In North Atlantic states over the past four decades, state-controlled indus-
tries have been deregulated, public services have been shrunk and/or privatized and taxes 
on business have been lowered to “liberate” both the state from “inefficiencies” and capital 
from “unprofitable” taxation (Brenner and Theodore 2002a; Farmer 2011). The neoliberal 
cut-back of the state has resulted in a simultaneous upward (to the global scale) and down-
ward (to the local scale) shift of regulatory power formerly owned by the nation-state and 
has produced a multi-scalar regulatory framework where local, national, and global scales 
interact (Brenner 2004; cf. Hackworth 2007). 

Cities have been particularly affected by this reorganization of scales. The dissolution of 
Fordist state-level spatial planning and financing shifted the burden to provide mass in-
frastructure such as housing, transportation, communications, and utilities to urban gov-
ernments. The resulting fiscal troubles led to increased inter-city competition for financial 
resources, forcing cities to adopt entrepreneurial practices (Farmer 2011). It has further-
more resulted in an array of new governance forms to ease financial austerity. This includes 
growing private sector involvement in decision-making, the institutionalization of different 
forms of cooperation between public, private, and non-governmental actors (as for example 
in public-private-partnerships (PPPs) and regional associations), and the reorganization of 
state-owned authorities as (semi-)privatized agencies (such as privatizing railway and port 
authorities) (Peters 2009). In order to guarantee timely and efficient implementation of 
urban development projects, local public participation mechanisms have often been disre-
spected, resulting in the strengthening of elite power and the integration of elite priorities 
into the projects (Swyngedouw, Moulaert, and Rodriguez 2002; Flyvbjerg, Bruzelius, and 
Rothengatter 2003). Contemporary urban governance is therefore characterized by a loss 
of public planning autonomy and the integration of powerful private and elite interests, 
resulting in a bias towards profitability and exclusivity at the expense of public benefits and 
equity.

6 Regulation theory examines how historically specific patterns of capital accumulation are “regular-
ized” or stabilized within the inherent tendencies of recurring crisis of capitalism. The “regime of accu-
mulation,” one of its core concepts, describes the social patterns of capital accumulation in periods of 
prosperity. The “modes of regulation” stabilize the regimes of accumulation by a range of laws, policies, 
institutions etc. (see Lipietz and Jenson 1987). Fordism describes the post-1945 boom until the mid-
1970s in Western national states and was characterized by a system of coupled mass production and 
mass consumption via the linking of rises of national productivity to income rises for industrial workers. 
This is called the Fordist compromise, which was supported by companies, unions, and the government 
(cf. Vormann 2014).
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Building on the notion of “neoliberalizing space,” the literature on neoliberal urbanization 
examines the spatial dynamics of neoliberal urban governance (Brenner and Theodore 
2002c; Peck and Tickell 2002), processes also referred to as postindustrial, post-Fordist, 
postmodern, or neoliberal urban restructuring. Drawing on theories of the “production of 
space” (Lefebvre [1974] 1991), Brenner and Theodore (2002b, 343) conceptualize neolib-
eralization as “a strategy of political-economic restructuring that…uses space as its ‘privi-
leged instrument.’”7 The primary aim of entrepreneurial urban governance is to mobilize 
urban space as a productive force, that is, to create and exploit place-based competitive ad-
vantages in order to attract (global) business and capital (Brenner and Theodore 2002a; cf. 
Farmer 2011). The “entrepreneurial” or “neoliberal city” (Clarke and Gaile 1998; Hall and 
Hubbard 1998; Short and Kim 1999; Hackworth 2007) improves its locational competitive-
ness by, e.g., granting local tax abatements, reducing public subsidies and regulations, and 
privatizing public services. To attract tourists, business, and affluent residents, it launches 
place-marketing campaigns, promotes real estate development, gentrification, and spaces 
of consumption. 

Two major spatial strategies can be observed in contemporary urban restructuring. Theo-
retically they can be explained by the production of new forms of spaces. Castells (2000) 
argues that we are now living in a “network society,” where a new spatial logic emerges: 
Besides the “space of places,” which historically has been the physical expression of soci-
ety, new social practices in the network society are constructing the “space of flows” today. 
The nodal points, i.e., the transport interchanges, of the network are confronted with the 
tension between the space of flows (of global connections) and the space of places (of local 
disconnections) (cf. Bertolini 1996; Albrechts and Coppens 2003). Competitive locational 
strategies therefore try to upgrade the space of places and/or the space of flows of the city. 
I deem them strategies of revalorizing urban space and strategies of enhancing network 
connectivity respectively. 

In the context of the first strategy, a common agenda is captured by what is variously re-
ferred to as “urban renaissance,” “urban revitalization,” or “urban regeneration,” essential-
ly aiming at revalorizing central urban land devalued by deindustrialization (such as unused 
industrial areas and waterfronts) and suburbanization to make urban cores livable and 
entertaining for the middle and upper classes again (Smith 2002). In the context of the 
second strategy, access to the city is improved and the expansion and upgrading of trans-
portation, telecommunications, utility, and logistics infrastructure is promoted to profit from 
interregional and global flows of goods, people, capital, services, and information that cre-
ate value in the “network society” (Castells 2000; Graham 2001; Graham 2010; McFarlane 
and Rutherford 2008). The large-scale (re-)development of urban infrastructure needed in 
both the revalorization and the network connectivity contexts provides the opportunity to 
stage iconic flagship mega-projects to further promote the city image. As a result, the urban 
fabric is being restructured on a massive scale.8 

7 For radical geographers like David Harvey (2001, 23f.), “the production, reproduction and reconfigu-
ration of space have always been central to understanding the political economy of capitalism.” This 
is due to the fact that the process of capital accumulation “necessarily unfolds through the production 
of historically specific patterns of sociospatial organization in which particular territories, places, and 
scales are mobilized as productive forces” (Brenner and Theodore 2002a, 354).
8 The privileging of locales and projects proving competitive at the expense of others and the inte-
gration of powerful interests in urban planning has direct spatial implications. Whereas the Fordist 
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Against this backdrop the massive redevelopment of railway stations across Europe does 
not come as a surprise. Transportation systems lie at the heart of neoliberal urban restruc-
turing to create place-based competitive advantages (Keil and Young 2008; Farmer 2011) 
because, as Farmer (2011, 1156) points out, “transportation represents a fixed, place-
based geographic element where the local and the global interact; where global processes 
shape local geographies and where local politics shape global networks.” The remaking of 
inner-city rail stations and their surroundings offer city officials the chance to stage large-
scale projects to promote the regional and global competitiveness of their city. In fact, train 
stations are a priority focus of urban renaissance agendas exactly because they offer op-
portunities to both revalorize central city space and enhance intra- and inter-urban con-
nectivity. This has to do with the special spatial characteristics of train stations and their 
surroundings: The train station functions as a node within a mobility network while the 
train station area has place qualities within the city (Bertolini 1996; 1998).9 Train station 
area development seeks to maximize both land exploitation and infrastructure flexibility, 
which are the priorities of property development and transport development, respectively 
(Bertolini 1998).

Let us briefly recapitulate the driving factors of TSAD that can be found in the existing work: 
the advent of high-speed rail, the deindustrialization of city centers, the privatization of na-
tional railways, the sustainability paradigm, and the urban restructuring processes as part 
of globalization. I argue that applying the theoretical frameworks of regulation theory and 
neoliberal urbanization allows us to better capture the underlying political and economic 
dynamics of the drivers and assess their individual weights. When revisiting the driving fac-
tors in the light of neoliberalization we realize that all but one are connected to the politico-
economic changes of the last thirty years. The deindustrialization of Western city centers 
is the consequence of a global reorganization of production processes in reaction to the 
decline of the Fordist accumulation regime. Harbors, freight yards, and other industrial sites 
emerge as ruins of the decayed Fordist accumulation infrastructure.10 The marketing of the 
deindustrialized land by city councils and railway companies thereafter can be attributed 
model of urban infrastructure provision of the 1960s and 70s aimed at the production of “standardized 
public infrastructural monopolies” to grant “universal, nation-wide access to standard social services” 
and promote “national sociospatial cohesion and interregional redistribution” (Brenner 2004, 245), 
contemporary post-Fordist, neoliberal urbanization processes produce highly uneven geographical de-
velopment and enormous social inequalities (Harvey 2006). As “the privileges of the rich and the dis-
advantages of the poor are compounded increasingly through geographic means” (Graham and Marvin 
2001, 221), the city becomes spatially partitioned and socially polarized. Neoliberal infrastructure pro-
vision has been associated with infrastructural unbundling and “urban splintering” (Graham and Mar-
vin 2001) and the production of “premium network spaces” (Graham and Marvin 2001) or “premium 
networked infrastructural configurations” whose goal is to “promote particular urban locations as key 
nodes within global and European capital flows and transport networks” (Brenner 2004, 245). This is 
all the more problematic, as urban mega-project realization still heavily relies on the public sector.  The 
high degree of public spending stands in stark contrast to the little benefit the projects generate for 
the overall public and the uneven development of the wider metropolitan area (Swyngedouw, Moulaert, 
and Rodriguez 2002; Graham 2001).
9 Note that the station building itself can function as both a node and a place.
10 Fordist economic geographies concentrated industrial and logistic activities for technical reasons 
in cities. In the context of containerization and the relocation of production steps abroad, production 
processes were globally restructured. The coupling of mass production and consumption was broken 
up in favor of just-in-time production in global production networks. This transformation materializes in 
urban space where industry and harbors lost their functions and became obsolete (Vormann 2014).
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to neoliberal efforts of value extraction from property. The privatization of railways follows 
the neoliberal logic of the superiority of markets. The urban restructuring processes are the 
direct consequence of neoliberal urban governance. 

The boost of high-speed rail, however, has to be examined more closely. It results, first, 
from the Trans-European Transport Network (TEN-T) program, within which the EU priori-
tized fourteen corridors and projects dedicated to the development of high-speed rail lines 
(European Commission 2005; Directorate-General for Mobility and Transport 2010), and 
second, from the “intermodality imperative” of EU transport policy—the goal of integrating 
different modes of transportation (Peters and Novy 2012c). For one thing, intermodality 
ought to encourage transport shifts from road to rail.11 But the EU has also increasingly pro-
moted the integration of airports with high-speed rail (HSR) stations as a means to augment 
Europe’s global competitiveness and economic integration (Directorate-General for Mobility 
and Transport 2010; cf. Graham 2001). Both the European HSR network and the goal of in-
termodality are motivated—according to EU statements—by efforts to enhance competitive-
ness and to contribute to sustainable transport (European Commission 2005; Summaries 
of EU Legislation 2013). The practical experience of European-wide high-speed rail devel-
opment, however, is highly uneven and contradicts the aim of social and environmental 
sustainability. Peters and Novy (2012c) find that while there is considerable investment in 
stations along important high-speed train routes, smaller nodes in the network are increas-
ingly neglected or even abandoned. They also note that the “buzzword of ‘intermodality’” 
is more and more used to promote TSAD projects where transportation goals do not play 
the main role, but where the largest part of redevelopment is dedicated to the surrounding 
urban areas (Peters and Novy 2012c). 

In conclusion, I argue that the advent of high-speed rail in Europe is in large part due to 
neoliberalization as well. This leaves us with one driving factor that cannot directly be linked 
to neoliberalism: the quest for sustainable development. Both neoliberalism and the sus-
tainability paradigm stem from contemporary capitalist crises: neoliberalization is a result 
of the Fordist crisis, and the quest for sustainable development is a result of the “ecological 
crisis” of capitalism, which has been prevailing since major environmental problems of the 
capitalist production mode surfaced.12

I therefore distill two sets of driving factors: “the spatial dynamics of neoliberalization pro-
cesses in the city” and “the quest for sustainable development.” That said, I immediately 
have to nuance my theoretical argument. This is crucial to note because, if we look at train 
station development discourses today, we might tend to forget the actual key goals of TSAD 
as a critically inspired perspective on neoliberalization processes reveals them to us. In 
these discourses, which I will address in more depth shortly, we might even come to think 
that transport and property development are just means to the end of a more sustainable 
urban future—that environmental concerns are increasingly trumping economic instrumen-
11 “The capacity to combine different modes of transport in a flexible way is one of the cornerstones of 
the ‘sustainable mobility’ concept, which underlies European transport policy” (Summaries of EU Legis-
lation 2013). This is especially emphasized in the context of freight transport as a means to encourage 
freight shifts from road to rail, but applies to passenger transport as well.
12 The ecological crises is dealt with in the context of ecological Marxism, which analyzes the inherent 
socio-ecological contradictions of the capitalist production mode (Dietz and Wissen 2009), and in the 
context of regulation theory as part of the concept “regulation of the ecological crises” (see for example 
Brand and Wissen 2011).
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talities. I argue that this conceptual dichotomy between economic and ecological factors is 
problematic. It prevents us from understanding how both rationales are intricately linked 
and how environmental arguments are frequently appropriated by actors with less benign 
motivations. While contemporary TSAD is often legitimized by the growing relevance of rail-
way transportation for sustainable mobility, it is in fact overwhelmingly driven by the log-
ics of neoliberalization: political actors use sustainability discourses to create place-based 
competitive advantages so as to attract business and capital. 

And why is this problematic? Because neoliberalization processes are not a simple devel-
opment towards the pacification of nature and urban life, but a set of class-based uneven 
development processes from which some benefit and some lose. The problem with sus-
tainability discourses, then, is that they obfuscate and depoliticize these highly political 
decisions over the future of the city. I argue that in the context of the spatial dynamics of 
neoliberalization there are two major spatial strategies to improve competitiveness that are 
specifically relevant to train stations and their surrounding areas due to their specific spatial 
characteristics as both nodes and places: first, “enhancing connectivity” of the city within 
regional and supra-regional networks, and second “revalorizing urban space” targeted to-
wards the extraction of value from property.

The case of Stuttgart 21 is a perfect example to empirically illustrate and undergird my theo-
retical argument: Stuttgart 21 is essentially designed to secure nodal functions of Stuttgart 
Central Station (enhance network connectivity) and upgrade the station and adjacent area 
(revalorize the urban core). It is therefore predominantly driven by the spatial dynamics of 
neoliberalization whereas questions of sustainability play a subordinated role at best.

A Case of Neoliberal Train Station (Area) Development:  
The Mega-Project “Stuttgart 21”
The origins of Stuttgart 21 lie in a considerable reorientation of the German federal spatial 
development and transportation policy in reaction to German reunification and the pro-
cess of European integration in the late 1980s and early 1990s. Besides the objective of 
strengthening the transport links between East and West, the national policy emphasized 
the creation of “European Metropolitan Regions” (EMRs) and a German high-speed rail 
network to contribute to an emerging European-wide rail network that later became part of 
the Trans-European Transport Network (TEN-T) (Wolfram 2003). The EMR concept has to be 
understood as the German “answer to the challenge of globalization” (Wolfram 2003, 160). 
As “motors of growth,” the seven German EMRs are intended to maintain and enhance the 
economic performance and competitiveness of Germany and Europe. 

Stuttgart, the 600,000-inhabitant capital of the southwestern state of Baden-Wurttemberg, 
was designated to become the center of an EMR. The 1992 Federal Transport Infrastruc-
ture Plan (FTIP; Bundesverkehrswegeplan) included an extension of the existing high-speed 
track between Mannheim and Stuttgart to Munich via Ulm. Originally, the old line between 
Stuttgart and Ulm was meant to be upgraded and service a new HSR station which was to 
be built a few kilometers away from the center because, with its location in a caldera and its 
terminus, the Stuttgart rail node presented a transportation bottleneck (Reuter 2001). How-
ever, city officials were not enthusiastic about bypassing the city center because they feared 
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losing business, which is why a Stuttgart transportation expert proposed to construct a new 
line along the autobahn and build tunnels and an underground through station to let the 
route pass through the center. In April 1994, a preliminary project sketch named “Stuttgart 
21” was presented to the public. It had been agreed upon by the public-private partnership 
of the newly privatized13 national railway company (DB, short for Deutsche Bahn AG); the 
federal government; the state (Land) of Baden-Wurttemberg; the city of Stuttgart; and the 
association of the Stuttgart region (VRS, short for Verband Region Stuttgart). 

Founded in 1994, the VRS has to be seen as the effective institutional operationalization 
of the EMR framework (Wolfram 2003).14 The project plan now envisaged the conversion 
of the above-ground central terminal into an underground through station to accommodate 
the new HSR track and all other local and mid-range rail, and a second HSR station at the 
airport to connect the airport and the likewise proposed new trade fair with the HSR track, 
both located in proximity to each other on the outskirts of the city. The relocation of the cen-
tral station by 90 degrees, including its entry and leaving lines, would give way to the rede-
velopment of a more than 100-hectare area covered with rail tracks rendered useless (see 
figure 1). Very importantly, the revenues from the sales of the freed-up railway land which 
belonged to DB were expected to cover the costs for the transport infrastructure construc-
tions (Wolfram 2003; Reuter 2001). Stuttgart 21 was therefore celebrated as the “synergy 
concept” that would combine the necessary overhaul of the rail transportation system with 
the possibility for profitable restructuring of the city center (Wolfram 2003; Reuter 2001). 
The DM 5 billion (about €2.5 billion or US$3.4 billion) project could now undergo the usual 
steps in German planning procedures.

13 In January 1994, the Eastern and Western public railway companies were fused and legally priva-
tized, but with the federal state as the owner (Wolfram 2003).
14 To effectively tackle the new responsibilities for regional infrastructure provision that came with the 
designation of Stuttgart as EMR, the Land initiated the institutional framework of the VRS (Wolfram 
2003). The VRS is not an additional government level, but rather shifts competencies and budgets 
towards the urban region level. It decides on regional development, landscape, and transport plans; is 
the S-Bahn authority; and can take initiative in the fields of sports, culture, congress, and trade fair at 
the scale of the urban region. It has agencies for tourism, marketing, and economic promotion, which 
closely cooperate with the chamber of commerce (Wolfram 2003).
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Figure 1. Location of the new central station, turned by 90°. Photograph: Manfred Storck. Source: 
bahnprojekt-stuttgart-ulm.de

However, since 1999 the project development has stagnated for several reasons. Changes 
in the DB executive board and the federal transportation ministry resulted in the recalcula-
tion of the financing concept, casting doubt on the economic feasibility of the project. Fur-
thermore, DB experienced financial deficits after the reorganization of German railroading 
and admitted that it had miscalculated with respect to other large-scale projects planned 
at that time. Moreover, the station-adjacent real estate did not sell well. Therefore DB post-
poned the final decision about the project several times between 1999 and 2000 (Wolfram 
2003; Reuter 2001). It was only through massive intervention of the city, the region (VRS), 
and the Land that Stuttgart 21 persevered. In 2001, the city purchased almost all of the 
land dedicated to conversion from DB at well over market price (Novy and Peters 2012). 
Simultaneously, the Land entered into a long-term concession for regional rail (S-Bahn) 
operation, with DB very favorable for the latter (thereby undermining EU competition law) 
and bought additional rolling stock from DB in order to bolster its case (Wolfram 2003). Also 
the VRS indicated that it was willing to financially contribute if costs for S-Bahn or regional 
transport increased (Wolfram 2003). 

The fate of Stuttgart 21 remained unclear for the next years. The insecurity could only be 
lifted when the then-prime minister of Baden-Wurttemberg approached the federal govern-
ment responsible for HSR development, offering to cofinance the Stuttgart-Ulm high-speed 
track. In July 2007, all actors involved—federal and state governments, city and regional 
councils, and DB—signed a memorandum of understanding. In December 2007, the city 
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council refused to hold a public referendum on legal grounds despite the fact that more 
than enough signatures supporting the request had been collected. This marked the start 
of mass demonstrations against the project. In April 2010, a revised financing agreement 
was concluded, with costs now amounting to € 4.1 billion (US$5.6 billion), and in August 
2010 construction began, followed by large-scale protests with up to around 100,000 peo-
ple (Lösch et al. 2011; Novy and Peters 2012; Spiegel Online 2010). 

The financing conflict and enormous cost increase of Stuttgart 21 exemplify the uneven-
ness of train station area development and its inherent dynamics of creative destruction in 
neoliberal times. When it became apparent that federal transport funds were meager and 
DB had miscalculated, the lower government levels had to see to financing (more of) the 
project themselves if they wanted it to be realized according to their time frame (Wolfram 
2003) —at the expense of neglecting investments elsewhere: Stuttgart 21 will channel state 
transportation funds for a period of fifteen to twenty years to the capital’s mega-project 
and the HSR line Stuttgart-Ulm. Especially in the Land’s other big metropolitan area, the 
Rhine-Neckar region, necessary developments will be postponed and important develop-
ments regarding regional rail (Südbahn, Rheintalbahn, and Bodensee-S-Bahn) are at risk 
(Lösch et al. 2011). Moreover, the privileging of Stuttgart 21 in state planning consider-
ations already has resulted in the shut-down of other long-distance rail lines in the state of 
Baden-Wurttemberg, such as the connections between Stuttgart and Wurzburg, Stuttgart 
and Nuremberg, and Stuttgart and Zurich (Kopfbahnhof 21 2013b). 

Enhancing Network Connectivity and Revalorizing Urban Space 
The transport infrastructure component of Stuttgart 21 envisages a major reorganization 
of the Stuttgart rail node. It involves converting the terminus station into an underground 
through station (including digging more than thirty km of tunnels), building an additional un-
derground HSR station at the airport and tradefair as well as an S-Bahn station in one of the 
emerging new quarters, and constructing part of the new HSR line between Stuttgart and 
Munich (Stuttgart–Ulm; see figure 2). The improved transportation situation in Stuttgart is 
projected to increase the number of trains and passengers processed per day, reduce stop 
and transfer times (Bahnprojekt Stuttgart–Ulm 2013a), and reduce travelling hours to ma-
jor German and European cities. In addition to that, travel time to the airport and the new 
trade fair will be reduced to an eight-minute non-stop ride compared to the current half-hour 
journey with at least one transfer (Reuter 2001).
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Figure 2. The Stuttgart rail node before and after Stuttgart 21. Source: bahnprojekt-stuttgart-ulm.de

The HSR line Stuttgart–Munich proposed by the 1992 Federal Transport Infrastructure Plan 
forms part of two major rail transport corridors prioritized by a European infrastructure 
master plan of the International Union of Railways (UIC) in 1989, which later served as 
a framework for EU rail development policy, particularly the TEN-T. The construction of a 
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new intercity rail station outside the center of Stuttgart would have undoubtedly meant 
disconnecting Stuttgart Central Station from the emerging trans-European high-speed rail 
network and the German network of European Metropolitan Regions, and dissolving its 
nodal function of interconnecting local, regional, and long-distance rail services. The city 
and the region feared that the “bypass” of the city center would result in a loss of competi-
tive location advantage and have negative consequences for the urban economy (Wolfram 
2003), which, like every other region in Germany and Western Europe, had been negatively 
affected by deindustrialization and the effects of global market integration (Basten 2011). 
Maintaining the network connection of the Stuttgart inner-city rail node was deemed es-
sential for the future growth of the city. In this context, the Stuttgart 21 transport concept 
provided the city, the region, and the state of Baden-Wurttemberg with several advantages. 
It promised not only to keep Stuttgart Central Station in the network, but also to solve the 
bottleneck situation that has prevailed for many decades, and to effectively connect the 
emerging central quarters to local transportation and long-distance rail. 

DB and the federal government initially were not concerned about bypassing the city center, 
in contrast to the priorities of the city, the region, and the Land. A second Stuttgart station 
servicing the intercity traffic would have provided a solution for extending the Mannheim-
Stuttgart track to Munich just as well. However, the “synergy concept” of Stuttgart 21 even-
tually convinced DB for several reasons. Stuttgart 21 would provide the railway company 
with the opportunity to accelerate travel times, overhaul old infrastructure, and enhance 
infrastructural capacity, and prove its adaptive capacity in engineering and design issues 
with a new flagship station (Reuter 2001). Moreover, the newly privatized company was 
eagerly searching for ways to extract value from its land properties (Novy and Peters 2012). 
Stuttgart 21 presented the ideal possibility of combining these goals and by the same token 
avoiding any costs for the construction of the new infrastructure by cross-financing it with 
the revenues from its inner-city property holdings (Reuter 2001). 

However, the actual capacity of Stuttgart 21 can be questioned. Opponents emphasize that 
it is important to evaluate the two main components of the project, the new HSR line and 
the through station, independently. The travel time reductions on key intercity journeys do 
not arise from the through station, but from the new HSR line between Stuttgart and Ulm 
(BUND and VCD 2007). The new line has, conversely, only advantages for passenger traffic 
as it will be too steep for freight trains (Kopfbahnhof 21 2011). Whereas the new line seems 
to at least provoke some passenger shifts to rail, the central station mega-project—accord-
ing to opponents—does not make any difference for a sustainable transport concept. On the 
contrary, it has destructive effects for local and regional rail transportation. For geological 
and financial reasons, the new station will have only half as many tracks as the old one. 
The problems of this concept (no backup capacity in case of disruption, high probability of 
delays because two trains stop at one platform) will far outweigh the comparably low time 
savings of the through station (BUND and VCD 2007). Moreover, although the underground 
station is projected to increase average capacity by 30 percent, it can process fewer trains 
in peak hours—which cuts sustainable commuting opportunities—and does not permit ex 
post extension (Palmer 2010). Very importantly, with half the amount of tracks, Stuttgart 
Central Station cannot serve as a hub for the statewide integrated regular timetable any-
more, which means serious disadvantages for local and regional rail transportation (Kopf-
bahnhof 21 2011). Critics therefore have argued that the two main components of the 
project are purposely linked to obfuscate the dispensability of the expensive mega-station. 
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Early on, they elaborated an alternative proposal that combined the positive effects of a 
refurbished inner-city terminus for the regional rail network with the time savings of the new 
HSR line (Architektur-Forum Baden-Württemberg and Umkehr Stuttgart 2013; BUND and 
VCD 2006; BUND and VCD 2007). The capacity of this concept has been repeatedly scien-
tifically confirmed (BUND and VCD 2007). However, although the capacity of the through 
station was seriously challenged and project developers were presented with an inner-city 
alternative, they never really considered the proposal. This suggests that they had other 
reasons to cling to Stuttgart 21.

Against the geographic and economic background of Stuttgart, it becomes apparent why 
city officials were so enthusiastic about Stuttgart 21. As Stuttgart is situated in a rather nar-
row caldera it has had to cope with a scarcity of land ever since the industrial boom resulted 
in expanding growth. In addition, since the completion of the existing terminus station in 
1928, an extensive railroad embankment of entry lines has consumed central space and 
divided the urban core in the valley. This situation did not promise to change for a long time, 
which is why the city center, unable to renew itself and expand, lost its attractiveness to 
many powerful taxpayers of the region. They began to suburbanize and direct their invest-
ments towards outer growth poles (Reuter 2001). In the beginning of the 1990s, Stuttgart 
experienced major economic problems. The once-booming industrial region had to deal 
with the reorientation of important local firms towards other business locations and the 
cut-back of jobs. Its image as a strong industrial city became endangered and Stuttgart was 
increasingly challenged by intercity competition with Munich and Frankfurt and the smaller 
growth poles in the wider metropolitan area (Reuter 2001; Basten 2011).

The urban development component of Stuttgart 21 seems to be the all-in-one solution for 
the manifold problems of the city—a one-time chance to facilitate the revitalization and 
growth of the city. The redevelopment site makes up the very core of the city, comprising 
over 100 hectares of centrally located land. The master plan envisages the creation of 
two new urban quarters, one named “Europaviertel” and one called “Rosensteinviertel” 
(see figure 3). The former will be located in ultimate proximity to the main station and all 
important administrative functions of the capital. It is designed to accommodate office and 
retail space, hotels, restaurants, public squares, and some housing. The latter connects the 
to-date separated northern and eastern parts of the center and is devoted to a mixture of 
living and working. 
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Figure 3. Aerial view of the redevelopment site. Photograph: Manfred Storck. Source: bahnprojekt-
stuttgart-ulm.de

The resulting open area would help resolve the issue of land scarcity without needing to 
expand into suburbia. Condensing the core at the expense of geographical expansion would 
meanwhile present a sustainable form of city growth. At the same time, the remaking of 
the urban core would improve the city’s image by increasing its attractiveness. The division 
of the core would be resolved. The newly emerging quarters, with their valuable location 
in proximity to the central business district, central parks, and other recreation areas and 
their excellent future transportation connections, could possibly convince outward-oriented 
taxpayers to stay in town and buy a flat or an office in the center. The main station flagship 
project would create additional supraregional attention and improve the city image. Along 
the way, the realization of the project would boost the urban economy by creating several 
thousand new jobs during the construction period and resulting in supply effects for local 
and regional firms (Reuter 2001). 

The findings of this case study underscore that the driving factors of Stuttgart 21 and plan-
ners’ motivations had little to do with sustainability and that Stuttgart 21 essentially is an 
“urban development project in disguise of a transport infrastructure project” (Kopfbahnhof 
21 2013a). The decision to undertake major rail transport infrastructure modifications in 
Stuttgart was triggered mainly by two spatial development concepts envisaged in the 1992 
Federal Transport Infrastructure Plan: first, the UIC program of a European HSR network, 
particularly the designation of priority trans-European HSR corridors, two of which should 
cross the Stuttgart region, and second, the German EMR program with its designation of 
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Stuttgart as a metropolitan region of “European rank.” From the federal government’s per-
spective, the construction of HSR facilities in the Stuttgart region was essential in terms of 
enhancing the competitiveness of the Stuttgart EMR, and was therefore put on the agenda 
via the Federal Transport Infrastructure Plan. HSR integration would ensure inter-EMR ac-
cessibility and the connection with the trans-European HSR network and international air-
ports (Wolfram 2003). However, the “synergy concept” of Stuttgart 21, as opposed to the 
federal government’s plan to construct a new peripheral HSR station, was the idea of local 
officials and was aimed at both keeping inner-city locales connected and revalorizing the ur-
ban core. In thinking about how to avoid the “feared bypass,” they began considering mov-
ing the station and tracks underground, which was precisely when the enormous opportuni-
ties of urban redevelopment appeared. The idea of a renaissance of Stuttgart captivated 
the city administration henceforward. Also, DB’s approval of the synergy project is clearly 
rooted in the neoliberal restructuring of the German railway system, i.e., the privatization 
of the company. The possibility of commercially exploiting its extensive inner-city property 
holdings and overhauling its infrastructure without any additional costs naturally appealed 
to those advocating the new entrepreneurial course. 

When in the end of the 1990s it became apparent that the dream of the self-financing 
project would not come true, DB quickly withdrew, as it had no strategic interest in rebuild-
ing Stuttgart Central Station. For the same reasons, support from the federal government 
faded. They both could do with a much less expensive long-distance rail station outside the 
center. The great efforts of the urban, regional, and eventually also the state government 
to secure the project in its proposed formulation indicate that, for them, Stuttgart 21 is a 
much-needed and wanted program to boost the urban economy and a means to attract 
public and private capital. Meanwhile, an opponents’ proposal to connect Stuttgart to the 
European HSR network by keeping the terminus station has existed since 1998. This would 
have sufficed to integrate the high-speed train as proposed in the FTIP and keep key inner-
city locales connected to emerging networks. It also challenged the capacity of the new 
through station and showed that the refurbishment of the terminus was a cheaper and 
more capable alternative. However, the city never showed interest in alternative redevelop-
ment concepts. In fact, Wolfram (2003, 181) shows that “in the elaboration of the space-
functional programme the HST [high-speed train, E.B.] actually does not [original emphasis] 
play the dominant role that it is attributed for the support of the project as a whole.” This 
corresponds with findings of Peters and Novy (2012c), who emphasize that “intermodality” 
or transportation infrastructure needs are often only rhetoric to push large-scale urban 
development projects. In the case of Stuttgart 21, the underground through station, which 
was needed to give way to the valuable redevelopment area, could only be pushed because 
it was discursively linked to the new rail line and so could claim the benefits of the latter for 
the project as a whole. 

Planning Discourse and the Sustainability Paradigm
Discourses around sustainability seem to have become one-size-fits-all rhetorical strate-
gies for TSAD and urban development more broadly. In his discourse analytical study of 
the integration of the high-speed train in four European cities, Marc Wolfram (2003) finds 
that the planning discourse of Stuttgart 21 shows a remarkable convergence of arguments 
of all actors involved. He attributes this to a coincidence of the policy orientations of the 
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federal, state, regional, and local governments and the rationalization strategy of DB. The 
common points of reference were the two programs “European Metropolitan Regions” and 
“Trans-European Networks.” Within these frameworks the arguments upon which all project 
partners drew were “competitiveness,” “economic development,” and “environmental ben-
efits,” frequently aligned in the term “sustainable development.” Furthermore, the objective 
of “network connection” or “accessibility” played an important role, particularly in relation 
to the location of the HSR station (Wolfram 2003). 

The aim of “sustainable spatial development,” which made its way into German spatial 
planning policies over the 1990s, strengthened the concepts of the trans-European HSR 
network and the EMRs, emphasizing their environmental aspects. It has to be mentioned 
that in Germany the EMR concept generally is considered a form of “sustainable develop-
ment or growth” and an intact environment is seen as an important location factor. By this, 
Wolfram (2003, 180) finds, “the dualism of economy and ecology is rhetorically resolved in 
statements of ‘mutual conditioning’ and the denial of inherent contradictions.” 

As shown, the station redevelopment in Stuttgart was neither triggered by environmental 
concerns, nor can a considerable improvement of the local and regional rail transportation 
be expected, which has been pointed to by opponents all along. Nevertheless, environmen-
tal arguments, such as the beneficial effects of transport shifts for emission reductions and 
conversion of inner-city land for relieving outward city growth pressure, were employed on 
a regular basis by all project proponents (Wolfram 2003). This can be witnessed from early 
documents like the synergy concept (Deutsche Bahn AG 1995) to an extensive section on 
the environmental benefits of the project on its promotional website and even a promotional 
video dedicated solely to “Stuttgart 21 and ecology” (Bahnprojekt Stuttgart-Ulm 2013b; 
2014). With respect to the argument of modal shifts to the railways, DB definitely employed 
its figures manipulatively (Wolfram 2003). Wolfram concludes for the case of Stuttgart 21: 

Therefore the “environmental bonus” of the railways seems to impede a discussion of more 
global effects of the different projects. Though reduced transport emissions or land con-
sumption are only hypotheses difficult to prove or refute, especially in a future perspective, 
their apparent logic tends to convince. Thus, all actors coincide in arguing that the HST net-
work and the project Stuttgart 21 support a “sustainable (urban) development.” (Wolfram 
2003, 180)

This suggests that sustainability is not one of the major motivations of the project partners. 
It is rather a means to reinforce and justify their proposals, which are overwhelmingly driven 
by economic concerns. These main objectives are the enhancement of network connectivity 
and the revalorization of urban space—firmly rooted in neoliberal development rationales, 
and much less sustainable than these discourses suggest. Stuttgart 21, then, provides an 
excellent example of how urban sustainability discourses have been appropriated and co-
opted by local actors, planners, and city-branders, to sugarcoat processes of prestigious 
and overpriced urban renewal with highly disputable benefits for the overall public.
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Conclusion
The aim of this paper was to fill a research gap concerning the driving forces of contemporary 
train station (area) development and to contribute to newly emerging scholarship that links 
TSAD in Europe with postindustrial urban restructuring. I have discussed empirical evidence 
on TSAD projects in the light of theoretical debates on neoliberal urbanization in order to 
distill from existing research the two driving factors identified in such projects: the spatial 
dynamics of neoliberalization processes in the city and the quest for sustainable develop-
ment. In contrast to existing work, I have argued that contemporary TSAD is predominantly 
driven by the spatial dynamics of neoliberalization processes in the city while the quest for 
sustainable development plays only a minor role. This conceptual dichotomy employed by 
other researchers in the field distracts our attention from the fact that sustainability is often 
used to legitimize neoliberal TSAD projects. Moreover, I have argued that two spatial strate-
gies to enhance cities’ competitiveness particularly apply to TSAD due to the specific spatial 
characteristics of train stations as both nodes and places: enhancing nodal functions and 
the network connectivity of the station, and revalorizing station-adjacent places.   

The case study of Stuttgart 21 confirms these hypotheses. The project was triggered by two 
sets of policies, the trans-European high-speed rail network and the German project of “Eu-
ropean Metropolitan Regions.” Whereas both of these policies are said to have the goals of 
enhancing competitiveness of the EU and Germany and to contribute to sustainable trans-
port and settlement patterns, the planning process shows that the quest for sustainability 
plays a significantly less important role in driving the project than the spatial dynamics of 
neoliberalization: the project outline is designed to keep key inner-city locales connected 
and revalorize the urban core while actually lacking a capable concept for sustainably in-
tegrating local, regional, and high-speed rail. In fact, the analysis suggests that the sus-
tainability paradigm is appropriated by neoliberal agendas as the environmental benefits 
aspect of the TEN and EMR frameworks give project partners the opportunity to mobilize 
the environment as a place-based and economic advantage.

Akin to similar developments in other neoliberal urban development projects, the planning 
process of Stuttgart 21 is characterized by a lack of democratic participation and legitima-
cy. Local opposition has been largely ignored since its inception. When the local population 
took to the streets in a major outbreak of dissatisfaction following the beginning of con-
struction, the city witnessed political violence unprecedented in its history (Freudenreich 
2010). However, the massive protests Stuttgart 21 has sparked give reason to believe that 
large-scale neoliberal infrastructure projects will have to deal with public contestation in 
the future. The transfer of the city’s property holdings in the Rosenstein area to a municipal 
enterprise and the management of the area’s development by a public trust that includes 
the ideas of citizens are the result of a mediation process between proponents and op-
ponents and demonstrate that a more equal and integrated urban planning might become 
possible. ■

I deeply thank Boris Vormann for his continuous advice and support in writing this paper, and Alena 
Kern for her valuable comments.
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Costa Del Sol:
Living Between the Lines

Chema Segovia Collado & Jesus Quintanilla Azzarelli
La Ciudad Construida (Valencia, Spain)

An Audiovisual Construction of a City
In the early 1960s, with mass tourism springing up as a global phenomenon, Costa del Sol1 
underwent one of the most radical urban transformations seen in Spain. This transforma-
tion drove Costa del Sol from being a marginal area in the already feeble production system 
of the south of the country to becoming a main destination for international tourism. How-
ever, this transformation did not take into consideration the idiosyncrasies or traditions of 
the area, but rather sought to address the weaknesses of the place through the application 
of foreign models of urban development. Overnight, a new era took over this peripheral 
coast of Spain with the promise of an everlasting future.

The lack of urban, economic, and political development of the area could put up little resis-
tance to this change, and instead allowed it to accelerate. However, it was the complete lack 
of urban regulations or governance models that opened up the gate for private investment, 
which arrived en masse and rapidly took the helm of urban development. The incoming 
flows of capital proved irresistible to the public administration, and allowed it to enter the 
region unfettered. As a result, Costa del Sol was built on the run, based on immature and 
uncoordinated municipal plans.

Due to the lack of an integral urban plan, the N-340—a highway that stretches lengthways 
across the whole coast—became the exemplary element of the contemporary Costa del Sol. 
Winding along the tight space between the sea and the mountains of Malaga, the highway 
is the principal actor of its urban and social landscape.

The inordinate emphasis placed on the road fed a whole new urban narrative at a time of 
1 Costa del Sol Occidental (commonly known as Costa del Sol) is a Spanish region located in Southern 
Malaga, a Spanish province that belongs to the Autonomous Region of Andalucía. It comprises a thin 
strip 10 km wide and 150 km long, and serves as the natural border between Europe and the African 
continent. Costa del Sol is composed of nine independent townships whose population amounts to 
half a million inhabitants. According to estimates (“Plan de Ordenación del Territorio de la Costa del 
Sol Occidental” Junta de Andalucía, 2006), the territory is also used by an additional floating popula-
tion of 8,500,000.
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economic stagnation. In the beginning of the twenty-first century, the loss of competitive-
ness in tourism revealed the limitations of the speculative model of urban development 
and a new blueprint was needed. The government modernized the urban discourse with 
its depiction of a great Linear City, which aspired to compete in the global market and 
would reintroduce Costa del Sol as a great metropolis. Transforming Costa del Sol into this 
Linear City took precedence over necessary infrastructural developments. As a result, the 
government imposed rigid guidelines, unaware of the social complexity of the area that had 
emerged since the 1960s.

Today, Costa del Sol is forced to pay for the abuses of private speculation and the political 
corruption that backed it. The media’s narrative on this transitional period has depicted 
Costa del Sol as a submissive society that sold its soul to the devil and consented—care-
lessly, even eagerly—to be laid to waste by private interests. To complete this partial portrait, 
we must add the feeling of nostalgia for the old Costa del Sol, the one that embraced the 
era of tourism with optimism and joyful vitality. Contained in summer postcards and family 
photos, that memory is hard to locate today, worsening the sense of pessimism and failure.

How might we escape this problem of forgetting? This is our proposal: if we are capable of 
tracking the inheritance of that nostalgia, we might be able to retrieve some of the creative 
spirit that characterized the area not so long ago. It is not about divorcing the present from 
the past, but recognizing the past in our present.

The speculative logics that determined the construction of the modern Costa del Sol make it 
an ideal site for examining the tension between the city government’s strategy (centralized 
planning and enforcement) and the city’s urban reality (a spontaneous and casual process). 
Our investigation introduces an alternative interpretation of the history of development in 
Costa del Sol and unveils trenches of resistance in a territory subject to global capitalism. 
In doing so, we emphasize the rich potential of the area by turning the spotlight on the at-
titudes and values of the citizenry. Their narratives demonstrate the plurality of Costa de 
Sol, a place that is bound to the free interpretation of individuals.

Our research has culminated in an experimental documentary that takes a close look at 
Costa del Sol and its voices. The film denies the linearity of the N-340 and depicts it as a 
cloud of vaguely located points, perceived and experienced by the area’s inhabitants. The 
film is divided into twelve episodes, apparently unrelated, that depict a divergent social 
landscape whose coherence is achieved through the collective sense of belonging. This 
urban imaginary brings to light a pronounced and invigorating diversity, a Costa del Sol that 
constructs itself according to the ways in which citizens relate with their environment.

The film can be seen in its entirety at: http://vimeo.com/84060889. Below, we offer a brief 
description of four of the twelve episodes, along with a photo essay of stills from the film:

36°30’03”N 5°01’36 “W
Surrounding the many golf courses along Costa del Sol, there exists a curious informal net-
work of golf ball vendors. They usually operate from their cars, parked on the side of slightly 
hidden places. The balls they sell are those that were lost from previous golfers. Gardeners 

http://vimeo.com/84060889
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and security guards collect the lost golf balls in order to supply the vendors. Everybody 
knows each other and collaborates in a friendly way; even the police turn a blind eye to it.

Street vendors prefer not to attract too much attention, and thus they are wary of our crew’s 
videocameras. Although they are locals of the area, they speak fluent English and are as 
knowledgeable about golf as professional players. Many grew up working as caddies for 
the visiting Americans who came to play golf in the early 1970s. “We earned good money, 
more than working,” says one street vendor. For him, “working” refers to those jobs many 
had before the arrival of golf courses to the area: cultivating the fields on which the courses 
now stand. “Golf gave life to the area. Before, this was just crops. There was nothing here.”

6°30’07”N 5°00’09”W
On the side of the road that leads to the town of Ronda, there is a row of fourteen houses 
of irregular shapes. One resident tells us that these houses were self-built by his parents, 
who came to the coast from the interior of the province when tourism first sprang up, hoping 
to find a job in the growing industry. At the beginning there was no water nor power supply. 
Over time, each family enlarged its house according to its needs, with no regard to building 
permits or the expertise of architects. Although the legal situation of the houses has since 
been regulated, their owners grew accustomed to living on the margins of the law.

These houses are located on the boundary between two townships, Marbella and Benaha-
vis. With the formalization of urban planning, a dispute arose between the two local govern-
ments over land ownership. The resident explains that, while the township boundaries have 
moved several times in recent history, a couple of years ago they were finally fixed, dividing 
this small group of houses in two. “My home is split in half. My bedroom is in Marbella and 
my toilet in Benahavis. But here we don’t give a damn about Marbella or Benahavis. We all 
belong to the neighborhood.”
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36°36’37”N 4°30’22”W
At the entrance to the city of Torremolinos, there is a building in the shape of a boat on high-
way N-340. “Bazaar Aladino” was established in 1953 by Rodolfo Prado, a salesman from 
Malaga who came back from a journey to London mesmerized by modernity. According to 
his granddaughter, “he was the first to bring refrigerators and musical records to Malaga.” 
The building naively mixes the aeronautical references of European Rationalism with the joy 
of the American way of life. It reflects the uninhibited spirit of Costa del Sol during the 60s, 
which is also portrayed in many of the postcards of that time.

“Bazaar Aladino” was a souvenir gift shop until the owners sold it to a real estate agency, 
which then turned it into an office. In 1993, the Prado family got together and bought the 
building again. Now it acts as an education center where the members of the family teach 
Spanish, English, French, and German, as well as painting, music, computing, and graphic 
design. With the Prado family back, “Aladino” maintains the happy and messy atmosphere 
that first characterized the shop when it was still a place where you could find beach ap-
parel, postcards, photo cameras, and sunblock.
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36°34’01.0”N 4°35’52.1”W
The urbanization of Los Boliches is a result of the hard urban development that flooded the 
coast during the 1980s. The N-340 weaves among apartment buildings perched high up on 
the hill, revealing pieces of the sea here and there. What were once summer apartments 
have now become primary dwellings, if not empty or for sale. Offseason, the place gives a 
close sense of intimacy and of a lost luster.

An Irish resident—one of many foreigners who have retired in Costa del Sol after decades 
of summer vacations—complains about the environmental degradation of the area. He has 
seen the whole transformation of Costa del Sol and blames the inability of the Spanish gov-
ernment to handle the situation. “They were not educated enough to control this economy.” 
Paradoxically, this man, one of the primary beneficiaries of the tourism industry’s exploita-
tion of the area, reacts to its development with a sense of NIMBYism and even colonialism. 
“All the big buildings they have and all the grandeur… that should never have happened to 
Spain. I can remember this coast with nothing. That wasn’t there, that wasn’t there [point-
ing at different buildings]. You could drive along and it was wide open. And then you would 
see a little village, where you could stop and have a drink, not caring about the world.” ■
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In the Crosshairs:
The Role of the Local State in a 
Contemporary Process of Neighborhood 
Redevelopment in Central Illinois

Scott Humphrey, MUP
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

This essay seeks to locate the role of the local state in the redevelopment of an African 
American neighborhood in Central Illinois during a time of broad neoliberal urban restruc-
turing. By critically engaging emergent discursive practices, housing policy shifts and 
changes to state power at multiple levels, we interpret the ongoing importance of private 
capital in advancing racialized dispossession.

Residents of the low-income Bristol Place neighborhood in north Champaign, Illinois face 
the proposition of city-funded demolition of their homes in the next twelve months. Amidst 
official pronouncements of “blight remediation,” “crime reduction,” “mixed-income oppor-
tunity,” and “environmental sustainability,” they will be evicted from their homes in advance 
of the bulldozer. For them, the consequences of urban restructuring and state-sponsored 
redevelopment are very real and material. Urban land pressure has put them in the cross-
hairs of redevelopment. What I hope to do with this essay is to place what is happening at 
Bristol Place in the context of a more generalizable devolution of urban policy in the last six 
decades. Redevelopment in a particular context does not occur in a vacuum; local social 
forces and political opportunities shape the specific form it takes in a given place. Uncover-
ing these conditions of constraint and opportunity and placing them in a broader picture is 
the task of the critical observer. The reasons why so many poor, African American families 
continue to be “most decisively marginalize[d]” (Wilson 2009, abstract) by urban restruc-
turing, despite the ostensible gains of struggles for minority recognition and participation, 
demand our attention. 

This essay sets out to discuss three principal issues, the first being an examination of how 
we conceptualize the state's role in urban renewal and redevelopment. Throughout the last 
sixty years, the cyclical nature of disinvestment and reinvestment—with attendant displace-
ment—remains a constant feature of urban areas in advanced, industrial societies. How-
ever, our framework for interpreting the state's role tends to divide the twentieth century 
into the liberal and neoliberal eras (Newman and Aston 2004). It is widely recognized that 
before the late 1970s, the role of government in preparing urban land for capital was much 
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more direct and overt. The priorities that guide urban governance have shifted much more 
explicitly toward “extracting value from the city” (Weber 2002) rather than providing social 
services and welfare. As a result, the innovation of particular tools reflects a reliance on 
private-public partnership and the devolution of state functions, guided by a conservative 
political-economic discourse. This neoliberalization of urban policy affects both the percep-
tion and real capacity of the state, though as I will argue in this paper, it ensures the con-
tinuation of previous eras of dispossession. 

The second issue I consider is how effectively macro-analyses explain an individual case of 
urban redevelopment in the twenty-first century. Scholars of urban policy agree that the fed-
eral government occupies a very different role in terms of local policy than it did forty years 
ago (Fainstein and Fainstein 1989; Mollenkopf 1983). As HUD's allocation has shrank since 
the late 1970s, the share of municipal revenue from the federal government has dwindled, 
entailing a “devolution” of responsibility to the local level (Eisenger 1995). What this means 
for a city like Champaign in central Illinois is not clear until we examine the ways city and 
county government adapt to devolving urban governance. 

Recent scholarship (Weber 2002; Jessop 2002; Erie et al. 2010) describes the intense 
pressures on cities, faced with devolution, to empower private actors more centrally in ur-
ban governance. Integral to both the discursive and policymaking practices of cities, an em-
phasis on the efficiency of private actors comes to the fore in debates about urban policy. 
Weber (2002, abstract) focuses on the importance of policies and practices that “depend 
on discursive practices that stigmatize properties targeted for demolition and redevelop-
ment.” She notes that these practices have become “increasingly neoliberalized.” For We-
ber, those “long-turnover” parts of the city where needs are greatest are also the spaces 
least likely to receive infusions of capital. 

The case of Champaign, Illinois, however, illustrates these strategies in action on a “long-
turnover” part of the city where an opportunity for redevelopment has been carved out. 
Although not the necessary or inevitably the consequence of devolved urban governance 
responsibility, the momentum toward neoliberal policymaking is shaped by a legacy of ra-
cialized disinvestment and political disempowerment. I take the case of the ongoing rede-
velopment project of Bristol Place in north Champaign to gather insight into what neoliberal-
ization means in a specific local context. What I show (following Logan and Molotch 1987) is 
that local governments—working in a context of limited central state legitimacy and reduced 
federal financial support—face pressure to govern in coalition with private banking and real 
estate interests to prepare urban land for capital intensification. These “growth coalitions” 
covet land that has seen its value depressed through social stigmatization and is primed 
to be cleared of its inhabitants by public police powers. Racial and class-based prejudice 
figure prominently into the stigmatization of urban land; however, the most successful proj-
ects, in a neoliberal context of displacement and revalorization, are those that avoid the 
appearance of overt racial injustice. The case of Bristol Place's redevelopment shows the 
ways in which a “participatory planning process” can accommodate calls for procedural 
justice, including those of racial minorities, without addressing structural inequalities that 
ensure substantively unjust outcomes.

Finally, I consider what the case of Bristol Place in a context of neoliberal urbanization sug-
gests about future directions for urban policy. To gain insight into current redevelopment 
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processes, like the one taking place in north Champaign at Bristol Place, it serves us to 
interweave historical perspectives on urban policy and dispossession. By grappling with 
key historical developments, we are better able to position the form of contemporary urban 
renewal. Although vast transformations in the appearance and composition of state policy-
making apparatuses have marked the last four decades, a familiar pattern of racial stigma-
tization and dispossession of those most disadvantaged continues. What does the evolving 
structure of local government and its role in urban redevelopment tell us about the potential 
for equity-based outcomes in the near future? How have the demands of civil-rights-era 
reformers for political recognition and participation been coopted, undercut and usurped 
by growth coalitions acting on behalf of private capital in the late twentieth century? How 
do new discursive approaches, including those prioritizing mixed-income and ecologically 
sustainable communities, come to serve the spatial imperatives of real estate and finance 
capital through the mechanisms of contemporary urban policy? It is my aim with this essay 
to begin to outline a framework for answering these questions.

Neoliberal Urban Policy 

Historical perspectives on urban governance 

When the last building at Pruitt-Igoe in St. Louis was demolished in 1976, many perceived it 
to be the end of one era of urban policy. Obituaries were written on the welfare state and the 
era of urban renewal (Lawson 2007); indeed, no more public housing projects of the high-
rise style would be constructed again. Similarly, we assume that urban renewal projects on 
the scale of Chavez Ravine in Los Angeles are no longer within the realm of possibility. How-
ever, what these conclusions about one era, that of the Federal Bulldozer (Anderson 1964), 
threaten to overlook is the persistent and ongoing role of the state in providing financial, 
administrative, and political support for large-scale urban redevelopment projects that stig-
matize land using racialized discourse and prepare it for revalorization. Understanding the 
form of urban redevelopment in the contemporary era demands that we shift our perspec-
tive to accommodate the significant challenges and opportunities of a neoliberal context. 
First, we must grapple with the formulations of gentrification and racialized dispossession 
before moving to an analysis of the state's role in enabling these processes in service of 
private capital. As we will see, race has been and continues to be crucial to these outcomes 
despite varying forms of opposition and accommodation. By placing capital and elite-led 
policy at the fore, we gain a much more precise lens for interpreting the ways racialized poli-
cies and practices are used to prepare urban land for capital. 

In a constant search for spatial “fixes,” capital has ventured into, out of, and back into 
the city over the last sixty years (Harvey 1985). Issues of racial and socioeconomic justice 
were brought to the fore in debates over the nature of urban disinvestment and redevelop-
ment, including those evinced by the construction and demolition of large public housing 
complexes from the late 1940s to the mid-2000s. Often understated amidst these debates 
was the long-range process, in motion since 1950, of governmental complicity in the project 
to revalorize urban land (Fainstein 2010). Despite the prevalence of “gentrification” as an 
explaination for post-1960s reinvestment, scholars began to show by the early 1980s that 
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cities are never transformed solely on the whims of consumer choice or the perseverance 
of individual developers (London and Palen 1984). What drove urban renewal in the early 
1950s and 1960s and what has continued to make the urban landscape “safe for capital” 
(Friedmann and Wolff 1982, 309-344) into the twenty-first century has been the state, at 
each level.  What's more, and what the case of renewal in north Champaign helps illustrate, 
is the extent to which “race is pivotal to this process [of urban restructuring] in the US” (Lip-
man 2008, 121). 

By the late twentieth century, the formulation of urban policy was shaped by at least three 
important factors: deindustrialization (Beauregard 2003); rising political neoliberalism 
(Leitner et al. 2007; Weber 2002); and the restructuring of the state at each level (Eisenger 
1995). Eroding economic power for cities as a result of deindustrialization and popular 
discontent with large urban projects created a “vacuum left by the end of liberal urban 
policy” (Newman and Ashton 2004, 1154). In other words, a great deal of uncertainty was 
left in the wake of a highly racialized and paternalistic urban policy that succumbed to 
broad-based critiques after the mid-1960s. For two decades following the Second World 
War, urban land use had been structured by the political economy of postwar America, 
in what Susan Fainstein (2010) calls the “directive era.” One component of the postwar 
configuration was the ascendancy of “protective welfare” (Bockman 2012, 313) as a condi-
tion of state legitimacy. In terms of urban policy, this entailed a more direct, paternalistic 
role for the central state in addressing urban inequality (Weber 2002, 531). The Housing 
Acts of 1949 and 1954 illustrated this approach to State intervention. Responding to the 
deplorable conditions of urban tenements as well as the still-inchoate Civil Rights move-
ment, lawmakers crafted a policy that seemingly responded to the demands of housing 
advocates in a “separate-but-equal” framework, while simultaneously expanding the area 
“safe” for capital investment through the expansion of urban renewal powers (Hirsch 2000;  
2006). This pattern of racialized containment and central city displacement was guided by 
the prejudiced practices of real estate professionals who dominated the making of housing 
and urban policy in the New Deal and postwar decades (ibid. 2006). In an interventionist 
framework with unprecedented authority and legitimacy, though always constrained by the 
parochial social structures of regional alignments, the federal government underwrote a 
massive pattern of racialized redevelopment throughout the liberal era (ibid.).     

Although the federal government directly funded much of the central city redevelopment 
and new housing projects, it did so in concert with private real estate capital. Rachel Weber 
(2002, 531) characterizes this nexus of public authority and private investment as “munici-
pal Keynesianism.” Reflecting the conventional wisdom of policymakers in the postwar era 
(1946-1964), urban land was evaluated within a state capitalist framework that enabled 
intense administrative and financial involvement from the federal government. David Har-
vey (1989) describes the postwar decades as a period of municipal “managerialism” when 
cities counted on a framework of federal financial and legal legitimacy to pursue large ur-
ban redevelopment projects not otherwise possible. In that era, partnerships were formed 
under the aegis of strong public agencies that wrought extensive control over the urban 
landscape, guiding investment to preferred areas (Eisenger 1995). Private capital took ad-
vantage of state bureaucratic legitimacy to garner the benefits of large-scale projects. As 
the welfare state began to show contradictions that would ultimately spell the demise of the 
postwar bargain between labor and capital, cities were divested of their liberal, Keynesian 
authority. Harvey (1989) characterizes this trajectory from “managerialism to entrepreneur-
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ialism” as a fundamental feature of urban governance in late capitalism. The retrenchment 
of federal funding and authority has entailed not only increasing reliance on local property 
tax revenue, but has also elevated local growth coalitions that capitalize on neoconserva-
tive political discourse to stigmatize minority space and dispossess urban dwellers (Smith 
2002). 

Restructuring cities and neoliberalism
The predominance of rational bureaucratic legitimacy began to reveal its irreconcilable 
faults in the later part of the 1950s; Susain Fainstein (2010) marks 1964 as the defini-
tive end of the “directive period” of urban redevelopment. What replaced this era of state 
intervention in urban areas is a realm of contradiction and continuity: although “significant 
changes in administrative form, funding, scale, justifications, content, public participation, 
and the composition of redevelopment coalitions” are apparent,  “at the same time, howev-
er, the separation of physical and social components of redevelopment efforts has changed 
little, and the distribution of benefits has largely favored developers and business interests 
regardless of the alleged claims of the program” (150).

In a context of neoliberal governance, the state finds new sources of legitimacy, but does not 
relinquish its central role in preparing space for capital. Neoliberalization, in broad terms 
can be understood as the transition from the form of managerialism that defined the era 
of municipal Keynesianism to entrepreneurialism that rewards public-private partnerships 
and marketized transactions (Harvey 1989; Brenner and Theodore 2002; Weber 2002; 
Lester 2013). Less direct forms of state intervention become desirable amidst attacks from 
both progressives and conservatives on the symbols of postwar interventionism, includ-
ing public housing and the inner city, sites that have become “icon[s] of vilified Keynesian 
welfare state politics” (Lipman 2008, 121). This may suggest a chronological bifurcation 
between direct and passive forms of state intervention that is not the case; rather we see 
a marked continuity of a particular policy threat amidst uneven and unpredictable urban 
restructuring: racialization (Wilson 2004). 

Despite the seemingly irrevocable changes that local power configurations underwent as a 
result of urban restructuring and struggles for minority liberation, urban “growth machines” 
(Logan and Molotch 1987) command municipal power and continue to extend their pri-
orities across urban space. Urban regimes, acting within a capitalist superstructure, must 
“form partnerships with private business in order to gain a capacity to act and empower 
themselves” (Bernt 2009, 757). No longer able to draw as heavily from sources of direct 
federal funding, growth coalitions of banking and real estate interests advance (their in-
terpretation of) the “public interest” by revalorizing urban land in search of new property 
tax revenue to fund services. Politically, they are served by the perception of inter-urban 
competition (Harvey 1989) over limited federal dollars and increasingly footloose private 
capital (Wilson 2007). 

These conditions create “new opportunities for local regimes to imagine and pursue devel-
opment strategies previously beyond their capacities” (Newman and Ashton 2004, 1169). 
The stigmatization of racialized property is one such opportunity that enables local regimes 
to “enforce a pattern of development in an appropriate manner” (1170) to their political-
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economic goals. Through a Marxian lens we see the priorities of capital manifest in the 
repurposing of devalued urban land for “accumulation by dispossession” (Harvey 2007)—
the conveyance of disinvested, stigmatized land to middle- or upper-class consumers. This 
era of “inter-urban competition and urban entrepreneurialism conditions [ultimately] bears 
capitalist social relations across space” (Harvey 1989, 6-7) as the least advantaged are 
asked to shoulder the burdens of the competitive era.  

Civil rights and participation 
Responding to the critiques of Civil Rights reformers as well as the “New Right” of the late 
1970s and 1980s (Bennett 1988), contemporary urban regimes are thought to accom-
modate more democratic decision-making processes and, in turn, create more egalitarian 
outcomes (Beaumont and Nicholls 2008). Thus, the devolution of urban policymaking to lo-
cal regimes might have entailed an opening up of decision-making to those directly affected 
by redevelopment projects. These structural changes to more decentralized policy created 
openings for Civil Rights demands for recognition and participation in political processes 
(including the much-maligned comprehensive renewal projects). That these democratic as-
pirations have not been brought to bear in the form advocates imagined indicates a political 
nexus between urban elites of previous and contemporary eras (Smith 2002). Rather than 
a revolutionary transition to a new pluralist order, “neoliberalism [emerges] as the result of 
elites integrating critiques of capitalism into capitalism itself as sources of renewal” (Bock-
man 2012, 312 [emphasis in original]).  Civic boosters representing local banking and real 
estate interests have seized popular antagonism toward central state functions (viewed as 
overreaches of authority) extended from the New Deal through the Great Society to advance 
an agenda of private accumulation shrouded in populist discourse. In doing so, they con-
tinue a pattern of racialized dispossession inherited from their forerunners in the New Deal 
and postwar eras (Hirsch 2000; 2006), who directed central state authority to advance de 
jure discrimination in housing policy. 

The actual content of these projects of racialized dispossession may retain much of what 
marked previous eras of urban policy, though the form is undoubtedly different.  Although 
central state intervention in urban redevelopment is no longer feasible in the directive man-
ner of the postwar decades, local partnerships continue to “pattern” the landscape (Schein 
2006) with racialized dispossession. To understand how private-public partnerships oper-
ate to advance the interests of capital, we must examine a local context and specific regime. 
In the next section I will turn to the case of Bristol Place in Champaign, Illinois. 
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Dynamic Redevelopment in Place: The Case of Bristol 
Place

The Local Context
Bristol Place lies at the northern edge of Champaign's urban network of neighborhoods (Fig-
ure 1). Just south of I-74, the 12 acres comprise about 60 households and 200 residents. 
Of those residents, more than three-quarters are African American, with the balance an 
even mix of Latinos and Whites (Phillips 2013, 23).  Of the total housing stock, more than 
10 percent are vacant and only 30 percent are owner-occupied. The neighborhood consists 
of some of the poorest and least advantaged residents of Champaign. 

Figure 1. Bristol Place in Champaign, Illinois

 

The city's interest in Bristol Place is not new; more than twenty-two years elapsed from the 
time the city first identified the neighborhood as a high priority for “restoration” (Phillips 
2013). In the intervening two decades, the city engaged the neighborhood in two principle 
ways: through “demolition” and “policing.” The city has permitted two instances of infill de-
velopment, both for Habitat for Humanity properties; a larger-scale investment by a neigh-
borhood-based Community Development Corporation, the Metanoia Center, was denied in 
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the 1990s (League of Women Voters 2013). An apartment complex—viewed as a haven of 
prostitution and drug trade—was demolished, and select thoroughfares were converted to 
one-way to reduce the opportunities for criminal drug trade or drive-by shootings. Property 
values fell to the lowest in the city, with 93 percent of properties below $60,000 compared 
to the citywide median home value of $136,000 (Phillips 2013). 

Recent planning attention 
Plans prepared by the city in the early 1990s and again in 2011 recommended the restora-
tion and revitalization of the neighborhood. When residents were asked what they wanted 
in surveys and at meetings, they produced a vision of infill reinvestment and the rehabilita-
tion of deteriorated properties (City of Champaign 2011). According to Kevin Jackson, the 
Director of Neighborhood Services, infill development was not feasible, and after a process 
of internal vetting and community outreach, they determined that only total redevelopment 
through the clearing of all properties and the consolidation of land holdings into a single 
parcel could achieve revitalization (League of Women Voters 2013). Jackson clarified that 
local financial institutions regarded the neighborhood as unsuitable for investment, leaving 
the city with narrow options short of total redevelopment. 

Stigmatized Redevelopment

What does it mean for contemporary urban policy if regional banking interests are calling 
the shots behind a sophisticated array of public agencies and participatory meetings? It 
suggests that we should expect continuity in outcome when the priorities of the powerful 
interests remain the same. As with the federal interventions of the New Deal and postwar 
eras (Hirsch 2000; 2006), the priorities of private real estate capital tend to override com-
peting interests in the formulation of urban plans. What is different today is that earlier eras 
of reform helped put in place ostensibly neighborhood-driven processes for plan-making, 
often supported by a city department dedicated to that purpose. That these elaborations 
mean little in terms of the ultimate outcome of urban redevelopment underscores that 
their intention is more about pacification than supporting substantively different outcomes. 
Neighborhood Services, to be clear, has an important role to play to prepare the territory for 
clearance and revalorization. In performing its integral duties, Neighborhood Services, act-
ing as an arm of civic boosters and the growth coalition, manages the process to minimize 
opposition and cloak dispossession behind a veil of legitimacy. 

At the helm of the city's redevelopment plans for Bristol Place, the Neighborhood Services 
Department relies on the politics of minority representation, procedural management, and 
resident disempowerment to advance the project. The politics of minority representation 
entails vesting responsibility for managing the process in the hands of minority city staff, 
which in my view suppresses the ability of opponents to advance claims of racial injustice. 
Bound up in the city's presentation of an ostensibly minority-led neighborhood services de-
partment is a predetermined vision for how the redevelopment process will unfold. The cen-
tral goals of dispossessing the current residents and conveying the devalued property to a 
private developer guides the nature of the planning process to ensure minimal interference. 
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The contradictory relationship between public participation and 
planning
Scholars of postmodern urban governance stress the importance of participatory and plu-
ralist forms of planning in the contemporary politics of urban space (Beaumont & Nicholls 
2008), suggesting the capacity for decentralized urban policy to accommodate more demo-
cratic decision-making. The redevelopment of Bristol Place reveals how unevenly these pro-
cesses tend to unfold. Public participation in a contemporary urban redevelopment process 
plays a seemingly contradictory role; the city both needs a baseline of resident support 
and actively disrupts the potential for organized opposition. Cities pursuing redevelopment 
must toe the line between disruptive opposition and resident leadership (avoiding both) by 
managing the redevelopment process in careful ways. 

One administrative achievement is the use of appointed advisory boards, which function 
as sources of control and legitimacy for cities. Paulina Lipman (2008), researching the 
Chicago Housing Authority's demolition process, identified one component of “the state's 
superficial solicitation of community input, [in] its creation of appointed advisory boards, 
[along with] the exclusion of ... residents from genuine participation in decisions” (124). 
She suggests that the accumulation of these practices “reflect the 'democratic deficits' of 
neoliberal regimes” (124). To help manage the perception of Bristol Place's redevelopment 
without yielding any decision-making authority, the city created the Bristol Park Steering 
Committee, appointed experts in housing and neighborhood development, and wrote its 
bylaws to ensure its subordinate status to municipal government actors.  

Despite the expectation that redevelopment would be the ultimate outcome of the process, 
forcing the relocation of the almost 200 current residents, no residential committee was 
formed or invited to the steering committee (Phillips 2013). The city ensured that in public 
settings residents always spoke as individuals; their strategy has been to ask residents to 
contact them after public meetings for any relocation-oriented questions. Public meetings, 
ostensibly for the purpose of hashing out key details in the process, were highly orches-
trated and heavily managed by the city. In the five meetings I have attended, Kevin Jackson 
or another staff member of Neighborhood Services would typically launch into a presenta-
tion, suppressing the potential for any dialogue. Those who had a pointed question about 
redevelopment probably would not have felt comfortable raising it in that setting. 

This approach to managing resident participation matched Lipman's experience in Chicago 
where in the view of the “city and CHA [Chicago Housing Authority], effective dialogue with 
PH [Public Housing] residents appears to be consultation in which the residents, at the 
outset and throughout the process, agree to premises advanced by the city and PH of-
ficials” (Lipman 2008, 124). This management of expectations and assumptions is crucial 
to the redevelopment process happening in a way, and on a timeline, that local elites have 
structured. 

Temporal imperatives to redevelopment
The dependence of private capital on public authority in pursuing large-scale redevelop-
ment projects is illustrated in the temporal dimension of these projects. In order to attract 
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capital, the public process is tailored to reduce uncertainty for investors subject to volatile 
interest rates and bond markets. Whereas a meaningful dialogue into the systemic and 
structural dimensions of urban poverty would certainly offer alternatives to demolition and 
relocation, processes operating under the temporal constraints of speculative investors 
preempt this potential. Weber (2002), shows both the continuity and transition from previ-
ous eras of urban intervention that are evident in this theme:  

Whereas cities were beholden to the temporal pressures of the federal government 
during urban renewal, they are now dependent on the short-term horizons of REITs 
[Real Estate Investment Trusts] and those institutional investors who purchase mu-
nicipal bonds. The contract state operates through decentralized partnerships with 
real-estate capitalists, and what remains of the local state structure has been re-
fashioned to resemble the private sector, with an emphasis on customer service, 
speed, and entrepreneurialism. Indeed, the narrative of entrepreneurialism has un-
derpinned city management practices since the late 1980s, as local governments 
attempt to project modern self-images and embrace innovative tactics to remake old 
spaces in the face of global competition. (531)

An entrepreneurial city, working to serve its citizens by capturing footloose capital in a com-
petitive global economy, does not wait on the vagaries of urban problems to be resolved 
(Wilson 2007). After representatives of Busey Bank and institutional actors agreed on the 
necessity for wholesale redevelopment to spur investment in Bristol Place, the planning pro-
cess (and its ostensibly participatory components) were designed to eliminate potentially 
disruptive elements. 

Kaza and Hopkins (2008) provide a useful framework for understanding why an ostensibly 
public process in fact privileges the a priori median position; I employ this framework in 
my analysis of Bristol Place. The City of Champaign initiated the public components of the 
Bristol Place process when its official documents (though mostly internal at the time—early 
2012) already concluded that the neighborhood would have to be razed. The neighbors, 
when engaged throughout 2008-2011 in a process that asked them about their vision for 
the neighborhood, had not recommended that their homes to be torn down. What the city 
has described throughout the subsequent two years as the only possible course of action 
(total redevelopment) was actually the preference of a select group of powerful nonresi-
dents—city staff and local bankers. Thus, the a priori median position was one that passed 
the test of local lending authorities and the internal priorities of the city's government re-
gardless of what competing—and potentially credible—visions might emerge from an orga-
nized group of residents. The city then used public meetings to impose the “tyranny of col-
lective will” (ibid., 499), which blunted meaningful dialogue among residents and reinforced 
the elite view. The planning process, accommodating the ethical guidelines of previous re-
form eras, ensured a calculated degree of procedural and substantive justice that in no way 
threatened the already decided priorities of the city. 

Discursively, the city relies on an external perception of the neighborhood steeped in racism 
and classism to advance a regressive policy of dispossession. The city links deterioration in 
the built environment directly with moral dissolution and criminality while never releasing 
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empirical evidence of actual criminal incidences. Lipman (2008), in the context of Chicago 
but applicable more broadly, shows that “black urban communities are viewed simply as 
sites of capital accumulation (investment and real estate) emptied of their meanings as 
spaces of identity, solidarity, cultural and political resistance and material survival” (124). 
The cornerstone of stigmatization that produces such injustice is a shared understanding 
among institutional actors, external residents and even among the marginalized residents 
themselves that poor black communities are without any redeemable value. They exist be-
cause of a deficiency in the system and have no right to the space they occupy, particularly 
in an era of competitive globalization (Wilson 2007; 2009). As soon as possible, they should 
be eradicated from the urban landscape, as reflected in the form of urban redevelopment 
projects and their participatory elements, subject to local opposition. 

Eliminating opposition 
Urban renewal projects met intense opposition from affected communities that ultimately 
spelled the emergence of a two-front assault on welfare state policy. Not only were support-
ers of a noninterventionist state suspicious of calls by policymakers for development for the 
poor; after the first round of urban renewal, even the supposed beneficiaries saw the racist 
organization of the projects (Hirsch 2000). In large part, the current configuration of urban 
regimes responds to this dual critique of central state interventionism. However, local re-
gimes continue to advance the interests of private capital and do so according to the social 
configurations in a given context (Bernt 2009). In the case of relocation and redevelopment 
in an African American neighborhood in 2013, the strategies of stigmatization and resident 
disorganization pursued by Champaign's growth coalition point to a dynamic and collabora-
tive arrangement of power. The interests of real estate and lending institutions find their 
expression through the curtailment of resident power in the redevelopment of Bristol Place. 

One way of preempting opposition is by giving a place on the steering committee to would-
be equity advocates while leaving those unsupportive or opposed with no seat at the table.  
Also important to the success of the project is the city's presentation of total redevelopment 
as fait accompli wrapped in an inclusive process (Phillips 2013). This sends a message 
to those external to the process that affected residents are on board with the project and 
ready for implementation. The longer-term stigmatization of the neighborhood that relies 
on shared conclusions regarding the impossibility of value in urban black communities 
structures the way the disenfranchised bargain for their rights. They are without effectual 
representation in formal political channels, they lack clout with other institutional actors, 
and they tend to be disengaged from civil society (Lipman 2008).  Apathetic renters face 
a deeper level of stigmatization, as they are often scapegoated for community problems 
and tend to receive the least amount of public support (Newman and Ashton 2004, 1170). 
Disengaged property owners are eager to receive what may be the only pay-out possible 
to escape the beleaguered neighborhood, which they see as unlikely to be revived after 
decades of disinvestment and local state neglect. All of these responses are encouraged 
by the city, as its goal of consolidating property is greatly eased when it can avoid eminent 
domain through voluntary buyouts.
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Neoliberal Housing Policy: Dispersing the Urban Poor

What the unfolding redevelopment of Bristol Place reveals is the continued dominance of 
capital in urban policy, despite the transformative potential of reform movements and at-
tendant policy shifts in the second half of the twentieth century. As I have outlined, proce-
dural shifts to decentralize the implementation of redevelopment plans (accommodating 
conservative and progressive demands) are an important source of legitimacy for entre-
preneurial city growth coalitions. Housing choice vouchers appear to go a step further by 
acknowledging the calls for substantive justice by reformists who view concentrated poverty 
as an obstacle to social change. For a city like Champaign, housing choice vouchers in fact 
present an opportunity to disperse the urban poor from municipal boundaries. Because 
the city does not require its landlords to accept Section 8, while Urbana does, it effectively 
makes the “hardest to house” someone else's problem (Aber 2007).

Also converging to shape the political economy of housing policy in Champaign is the role 
of the Housing Authority and its neoliberal transformation in recent years. In the context 
of shifting public priorities at the federal level, innovative housing authorities (responsible 
for distributing housing choice vouchers) are able to apply for special status as “Moving 
to Work” (MTW) agencies. This status offers more flexibility to “project-base” their federal 
budget and put more resources into the hands of private developers (“Moving to Work” hud.
gov). Taking advantage of the Champaign Housing Authority's status as MTW, the city has 
brokered an inter-governmental agreement to use more than $1 million for Bristol Place's 
redevelopment. The city has the flexibility to use the money in its voucher form or as a 
grant to the developer who wins the bid. At the Housing Authority's meeting in September 
of 2012, Kevin Jackson of NSD implored the body to approve the inter-governmental agree-
ment, implying that the “market-driven” process still depended on public money (Housing 
Authority Board of Commissioners 2012).

Undergirding the dispersal of the urban poor is the ascendant discourse of mixed-income 
communities and the support it has garnered from a variety of sources (Lipman 2008). 
In response to the destitute conditions of the urban poor, particularly residents of public 
housing, mixed-income strategies based on dispersal and renewal have grown increasingly 
dominant since the 1970s. This has made pools of federal funds previously restricted to 
only the most poor available to subsidize mixed-income development (Joseph 2006). In 
the context of Bristol Place, the project’s financing hinged on the city's ability to articulate 
it in terms of socioeconomic parity. This allows for a revalorization of urban land steeped 
in discourse of equality and opportunity. For Fainstein (2010), however, little has changed 
from previous eras of urban redevelopment: “Mixed-income is tacit approval for evicting 
unwanted urban dwellers—this marks continuity in outcomes of previous and contemporary 
urban redevelopment projects” (162). What should we make of mixed-income strategies, 
and does the ongoing Bristol Place project offer any answers? Based upon my account of 
the process and its likely outcomes for current residents, I draw the same conclusions as 
Lipman (2008), who wrote:

Mixed-income strategies part of the neoliberal restructuring of cities which has at its 
nexus capital accumulation and racial containment and exclusion through gentrifica-
tion, de-democratization and privatization of public institutions and displacement of 
low-income people of color. (Abstract)
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Although “mixed-income policies seem, on the surface, to be common-sense and egali-
tarian solutions to intractable... social problems” (Lipman 2008, 119), they fail to deliver 
their purported goals. In the final analysis, mixed-income development institutionalizes and 
further codifies social separation and stigma. For residents of Bristol Place, their lack of 
income and wealth puts them in an inferior bargaining position from which they are readily 
displaced in favor of a more socioeconomically-diverse gentry. The same cannot be said 
for wealthy neighborhoods of socioeconomic homogeneity, who never fear for their spatial 
claim on account of their lack of income parity. Clearly, the costs of implementing mixed-
income development fall uniquely on those already most disadvantaged. In treating struc-
tural problems of inequality with spatial remedies and by placing all burdens on the poor, 
mixed-income strategies fail to deliver their egalitarian aims.

New directions in neoliberal urban policy: sustainability discourse 
An emerging preference for those advancing the priorities of capital in urban settings is to 
couch redevelopment in terms of environmental stewardship. Aidan While, Andrew Jonas, 
and David Gibbs (2004) suggest looking at the application of a “sustainability fix” in the 
neoliberalization of urban policy. They argue that environmental policies, while addressing 
real ecological and public health concerns, “have also been important in opening up actual 
urban spaces for new waves of investment and bringing back the middle classes in the 
city or stabilizing working-class communities” (550). The criteria under which policies and 
practices that amount to large changes in the urban landscape include the energy footprint 
of buildings, street layout – whether alternatives to automobiles exist – and watershed 
management. Urban communities found to be lacking in these areas open themselves to 
a further round of stigmatization, safely distanced from overt language that evokes social 
or racial categories. This allows urban entrepreneurial practices, particularly those with 
contentious outcomes to avoid “collapsing under [their] own contradictions” (ibid., 551). 

The sustainability fix in action 
On March 28, 2013, the city of Champaign began to invest a considerable share of its 
justification for the project in this discourse: Neighborhood Services held a symposium on 
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design – Neighborhood Design (LEED-ND). The 
meeting consisted of a “sales pitch” (Phillips 2013) for LEED-ND that was devoid of any 
meaning for the redevelopment of Bristol Place. A spokesperson for the city of Normal, Il-
linois described the projects undertaken in her city to use tax-increment financing to create 
a series of LEED-certified public buildings downtown. Those in attendance were left puzzled 
as to how the projects related to the process of redeveloping Bristol Place beyond the evolv-
ing theme of private development's dependence on infusions of public capital.  

However, when paired with a remark made by a city official, how LEED certification fits into 
the plans becomes clearer. Community Development Specialist Gregg Skaggs suggested 
at a public meeting in January that a LEED-ND-redeveloped Bristol Place could become a 
“magazine cover community” (STAR Leadership Institute 2013) with sparkling amenities 
and people to match. For Skaggs, a neighborhood with no redeemable value could adorn 
the cover of a planning magazine and help position the city competitively for federal grants. 
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The most recent large public meeting (Bristol Place LEED-ND Master Plan Public Meeting 
2013) once again focused on LEED-ND, which suggests that the city will pursue this as the 
favored discursive strategy going forward. It allows for a triumph of positivist, solutions-
oriented planning, and the exclusion of those opposed to redevelopment, with appeals to 
both class-based egalitarianism (through mixed-income opportunity) and environmentalism 
(through LEED-ND certification). 

Conclusion

With each round of displacement and redevelopment—from tenement clearing and public 
housing in the mid-twentieth century to partnership-based redevelopment in more recent 
decades—capital works in concert with state power. Inseparable from these projects, the 
state has and continues to provide the legitimate means that enable the desired ends of 
real-estate and banking interests. This, as in the past, relies on a project steeped in racial 
and class-based prejudice to revalorize stigmatized space. The breadth and pace of urban 
redevelopment is not constant across time and space; public powers are continuously chal-
lenged and rearticulated in the political economy of a given context.

I have shown with this essay an example of stigmatized space in 2013 and the manner in 
which the politics of entrepreneurial interventionism unfold. The constant of urban redevel-
opment over the last century is the imperative of capital's spatial priorities. The intersection 
of these processes with race is in the tendency of capital to exploit local social formations in 
its drive toward controlling more productive means and intensifying land use. Just as black 
migrants during each of the booms of wartime production found themselves restricted to 
cordoned sections of industrial Midwestern and Northeastern cities, the changes wrought 
by subsequent waves of deindustrialization and the neoliberalization of urban policy have 
provided policymakers with opportunities to reorient investment and spatial priorities to 
advance urban equality. The dominant theme of American urban history is that patterns of 
segregation and marginalization are resilient to seemingly irrevocable sociopolitical trans-
formations. 

I caution against the seductiveness of neoliberalism as explainer for everything unjust in 
American cities manifest over the last forty years. As with previous eras, there exists po-
tential for change in today's political economy for those able to take advantage of oppor-
tunities in a more decentralized regime of urban policymaking. However, those pursuing 
redistribution and political recognition from the system contend with the dominant trajec-
tory toward solidifying social inequality that capital continues to structure. Communities of 
socioeconomic diversity and environmental sustainability are worthwhile aspirations, as 
are planning processes steeped in procedural justice that help bring them to fruition. What 
the redevelopment of Bristol Place makes clear, however, is the tendency toward perpetual 
racial and class-based injustice in urban restructuring. Despite remarkable changes to our 
built environment, political system, and economy, capital continues to rearticulate existing 
deep and dense social inequalities in ways that further fragment urban landscapes. ■
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In Spring 2014, a group of fourteen students from UCLA’s Luskin School of Public Affairs 
spent spring break in Detroit, the epicenter of the nation’s most pressing urban planning 
problems. As planning and policy students focused on social justice, this group sought to 
bridge the classroom and the real world and to contextualize urban planning issues in this 
canonical, distressed city. Particularly conscious to avoid a “tour of poverty,” students met 
with nonprofit leaders, agency heads, and city officials, including Mayor Mike Duggan.

Detroit has faced massive population loss over the last forty years and suffered from strik-
ing racial segregation in the region. Yet its rich history and resilient people offer powerful 
lessons about urban governance and civic participation, and hold real potential to rebuild 
this iconic city. Based on their experiences, the students compiled a series of articles, photo 
essays, and infographics detailing their findings. The following two pieces represent a por-
tion of this work. 

STUDENT PARTICIPANTS

Precy Agtarap   MURP '15
Phoebe Brauer   MURP '14
Lucia Fischer  MURP '14
Naria Kiani  MURP '15
Jen Kim   MURP '15
Jeremiah LaRose  MURP '15
Ross Lenihan  MPP '15
Alyssa Netto  MURP '15
Lilly O'Brien-Kovari MURP '15
Aaron Ordower  MURP '15
Maria Patino  MURP '15
Marysol Smith  MURP '15
Ana Tapia  MURP '15
Trevor Thomas  PhD Candidate

Luskin in Detroit

UCLA Luskin Students
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Transit Access and Regional 
Coordination in Metropolitan Detroit

Jeremiah LaRose, MURP '15
Alyssa Netto, MURP '15
Trevor Thomas, PhD Candidate '15
University of California, Los Angeles

Since peaking at 1.85 million residents in around 1950, Detroit’s population has declined 
to less than three-quarters of a million in 2010.1 Detroit has effectively traded population 
with its suburbs, with the regional population holding steady despite a rapid outflow of peo-
ple from Detroit proper (see Figure 1). A trip to Detroit in March 2014 brought UCLA Urban 
Planning and Policy students face to face with the challenging environment Detroit citizens 
cope with. While the mostly low-income population that remains in Detroit requires ad-
equate public transportation for job access and basic mobility, transit competes with all city 
services for extremely scarce resources. Furthermore, the city’s mismanagement, coupled 
with a lack of regional integration, has catalyzed the deterioration of transit provisions. In 
addition to funding and management problems, Detroit area transit has two disjointed and 
dysfunctional systems, one for the city (DDOT) and one for the suburbs (SMART). Meaning-
fully improving the transit access of city residents will require a true regional transit opera-
tor, in turn requiring that Detroit and its suburbs learn to live and work together. Reflecting 
on our weeklong exploration of city neighborhoods, we evaluate the poor coordination be-
tween transit agencies in the Detroit region, and use census data and a city-to-suburb com-
muting example to illustrate the barriers transit users face in the current system.

Current State of Public Transit in Southeast Michigan
A long history of regional division is one of the most significant and frequently cited chal-
lenges facing Detroit as the city tries to get back on its feet. Almost everyone we spoke to 
on our trip—including local politicians, community organizers, and academics—cited public 
transportation as one of the city’s biggest problems. Whether they directly acknowledged it 
or not, their complaints related to regional governance and the inability of transit agencies 
in Southeast Michigan to coordinate. Besides unreliable buses, these people spoke of the 
plight of Detroiters who were unable to reach jobs because of the two uncoordinated transit

1 Detroit, City of. Comprehensive Annual Financial Report for the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 2012. 
http://www.detroitmi.gov/Portals/0/docs/finance/CAFR/Final%202012%20Detroit%20Financial%20
Statements.pdf

http://www.detroitmi.gov/Portals/0/docs/finance/CAFR/Final%202012%20Detroit%20Financial%20Statements.pdfhttp://
http://www.detroitmi.gov/Portals/0/docs/finance/CAFR/Final%202012%20Detroit%20Financial%20Statements.pdfhttp://
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providers. Many employment opportunities were perceived to be lost because, as goes the 
saying, “you can’t get there from here” in Detroit. 

Figure 1. Southeast Michigan population statistics 1900-2010 (U.S. Census Bureau, 2014)

Two separate and mostly uncoordinated agencies provide public transportation in the De-
troit area. The Detroit Department of Transportation (DDOT), the largest agency, provides 
service chiefly within the city itself. Funding challenges for DDOT have led to poorly main-
tained buses and service cuts at near-crisis levels in recent years, reducing the reliability of 
the bus system tremendously. This is well documented in the local news,2 and we observed 
firsthand numerous bus stops with dozens of passengers waiting for buses in the cold for 
long-delayed routes. Another agency, the Suburban Mobility Authority for Regional Transpor-
tation (SMART) serves almost exclusively suburban commuters with jobs downtown. The 
refusal to serve local stops in Detroit frustrates passengers who would benefit from the 
opportunities that integrated regional service would provide.

Meanwhile a third agency, the Regional Transportation Authority (RTA) was created in 2012 
after years of failed political attempts and a nudge from the Federal Transit Administration 
(FTA).3 One of the RTA’s tasks is to coordinate DDOT and SMART for truly regional service 
delivery. But why was it necessary to create a third agency to solve this problem rather than 
legislate and mandate for coordination? Despite SMART’s general manager being hired 
to serve as the chief executive officer for the RTA, the new leader resigned after just five 
months to return to SMART. By our visit in late March 2014, the RTA had been without a 

2 Huffpost Detroit. “Detroit Bus Service Cuts Take Effect, Frustrated Riders Voice Concerns.” March 5, 
2012. http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/03/02/detroit-bus-service-riders_n_1317218.html
3 Detroit Free Press. “John Hertel to Leave Regional Transit Authority CEO Post, Stick with SMART.” 
January 14, 2014. http://www.freep.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=2014301140044

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/03/02/detroit-bus-service-riders_n_1317218.html
http://www.freep.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=2014301140044
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leader for months and had thus far failed to accomplish any sort of coordination. In concept, 
the RTA could be exactly what the region needs for transit solutions. In practice, the RTA has 
shown little progress in mending the rift between city and suburbs.

Perhaps the greatest challenge Detroit faces in repairing its transportation system is estab-
lishing a political incentive for organizations to overcome the massive financial gap between 
city and suburbs. In the absence of political pressure, the SMART system has a strong fiscal 
interest in avoiding costly service provision to a central city that cannot provide much ad-
ditional revenue. While Detroit’s recently elected Mayor Mike Duggan can be expected to 
champion Detroiters dependent on DDOT, what do the suburbs gain from unifying transit 
service? 

Measurable Impacts of Deficient Regional Transit
The split between central city and suburban transit in Detroit is more than an abstract 
failure of regional unity. Given the ever-growing gap in economic prosperity between city 
and suburbs, as well as the widespread lack of car access within the city, the absence 
of a true regional transit system imposes enormous transportation burdens on the city’s 
residents. Focusing on transit access to jobs, we can readily see the time costs that the 
disjointed transit system creates. Of the estimated 200,188 workers that lived in the city 
proper in 2012, over half (51%) traveled out of the city to reach their jobs. Despite high rates 
of carlessness (26% of Detroit’s households didn’t have access to a car), only 9% of total 
workers and 7% of workers commuting to suburban counties commuted via public transit. 
It should be no surprise, then, to see that transit commuters in Detroit face vast time bar-
riers to reach their jobs, especially those with jobs in the suburbs. Among all Detroit transit 
commuters (both those staying within the city and those traveling elsewhere), the mean 
one-way travel time was 55 minutes, and about half of all transit commuters experienced 
times in excess of an hour.4

To make the challenges of reaching jobs through transit more concrete, we looked at the 
places where people work in the Osborn neighborhood in Detroit’s east side, one area in 
which we interacted with community organizations (see the map in Figure 2). While the 
greatest spatial concentrations of employment are within Detroit proper—in the city’s Down-
town and Midtown neighborhoods, respectively—jobs held by neighborhood residents are 
scattered throughout the region. To assess how the split transit systems actually impede ac-
cess to these jobs, we focused on four particularly dense suburban job centers—three malls 
and one business corridor—and examined transit schedule data between each of these job 
hotspots and an Osborn community center.

4 All figures from 2012 5-year American Community Survey.
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Figure 2. Employment density locations for residents of Detroit’s Osborn neighborhood [(LODES v7.0, 
U.S. Census Bureau, 2013 (http://lehd.ces.census.gov/data/)]

As shown in Table 1, bus travel to even the most commonly accessed suburban work loca-
tions is exceedingly burdensome for Osborn residents. With the exception of a mall in the 
inner-ring suburb of Southfield, all of the examined work trips require at least two transfers 
(i.e. three buses are required to make the trip), often with substantial waits. Additionally, 
each of the tested morning commutes takes over an hour, with trips to the densest subur-
ban job cluster—the Somerset Mall in Troy—taking an hour and 41 minutes there and an 
hour and 55 minutes back.  Finally, it is important to note that these trip times are based on 
route schedules—i.e., trips where all buses are running according to plan. With high num-
bers of transfers and relatively infrequent service, travelers are at great risk for experienc-
ing unexpected delays. In the context of wage work, such unpredictable service may mean 
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the difference between holding a job and not. If Osborn is to be a viable neighborhood to 
which community leaders encourage Detroiters to relocate, it must have better transit ac-
cess to existing job opportunities that are not dependent solely on Downtown and Midtown.

Destination

Morning 
Commute 

Time
Morning # of 

Transfers

Evening 
Commute 

Time
Evening # of 

Transfers

Somerset Mall, Troy 1h 41 min 2 1 h 55 min 2

Northwood Shopping 
Center, Royal Oak 1h 24 min 2 1 h 26 min 2

Northland Center Mall, 
Southfield 1h 7 min 1 1 h 14 min 1

Van Dyke Business 
Corridor, Center Line 1h 9 min 2 45 min 2

Table 1. Transit trip characteristics between Osborn community center and designated suburban em-
ployment centers [Google Maps transit travel directions (https://www.google.com/maps/)] 

Destination
Earliest Morning 

Arrival
Latest Evening 

Departure
Standard Drive 
Distance/Time

Somerset Mall, Troy 6:56 AM 9:29 PM 18.8 mi / 26 min

Northwood Shopping 
Center, Royal Oak 7:52 AM 10:54 PM 14.8 mi / 25 min

Northland Center Mall, 
Southfield 5:43 AM 10:31 PM 13.0 mi / 22 min

Van Dyke Business 
Corridor, Center Line 7:37 AM 10:15 PM 6.1 mi / 12 min

Table 1 (cont'd). Transit trip characteristics between Osborn community center and designated sub-
urban employment centers [Google Maps transit travel directions (https://www.google.com/maps/)] 
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Potential Ways to Improve Transit Access in Detroit
There are obvious ways to improve transit access in the Detroit region, such as coordinating 
DDOT and SMART routes and schedules, but these may remain pipe dreams without cogent 
and consistent leadership. Superficial coordination efforts exist, such as an interagency 
fare agreement, but these do nothing to resolve service segregation or poor quality. Mean-
while, placing a third agency (RTA) in the mix seems a less efficient approach than revisit-
ing the legislation that separated the agencies decades ago. While agency coordination 
requires more than a state-level mandate to be effective, an agency tasked with providing 
regional transportation (rather than the current agencies’ politically segmented service ar-
eas) would be a step in the right direction. 

However, given Detroit’s critical lack of resources and the city’s increasingly sparse popu-
lation, the best transit agency still could not possibly serve all users and destinations ef-
ficiently. A successful RTA should play a role in coordinating regional vanpools and other job 
access strategies to link Detroit residents with job centers both within the city and in the 
surrounding communities. Informal transit opportunities should be fostered among com-
munity organizations such as the Osborn Neighborhood Alliance. A strong network of para-
transit service—coordinated with hospitals and health centers, retirement communities, 
schools, and other groups—could provide critical links to promote both physical and mental 
health. Nongovernmental, pop-up services like the Detroit Bus Company,5 which provides 
free transportation to and from after-school programs, are likewise valuable, but they would 
need to be scaled up dramatically to meaningfully fill gaps in transportation needs.

Above all else, the issues of regionalism and segregation need real resolution. A catalyst for 
regional coordination is necessary to make any progress in that arena. The city of Detroit 
itself is on the right path; getting streetlights back on, basic services restored, major streets 
paved, and buses on schedule will improve the city’s reputation among its neighbors. Still, 
getting the suburbs interested in better coordination will be a far greater challenge, given 
decades of growing separation. With effort and advocacy from affected groups on both 
sides of Detroit’s borders, and a great deal of patience, a regional transit system can help 
put everyone back on the path towards economic stability. ■

5 Brasuell, James. 2014. DIY bus company delivers badly needed transit service in Detroit. Planetizen, 
May 22. http://www.planetizen.com/node/68922

http://www.planetizen.com/node/68922
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The Scramble for the Amazon and 
the "Lost Paradise" of Euclides da 
Cunha by Susanna Hecht

BOOK REVIEW

Lee Mackey, Doctoral Candidate
University of California, Los Angeles

“It seems in Amazonia that the magnitude of the questions implies a certain languid dis-
course: inductions favor flights of fancy. Truths are hidden in hyperbole.” So wrote Euclides 
da Cunha, one of Brazil’s greatest writers, at the beginning of the twentieth century as he 
dissected leading works of naturalist explorers from the United States and Europe who had 
traveled to the Amazon. In The Scramble for the Amazon, Susanna Hecht reconstructs da 
Cunha’s unwritten treatise on the Amazon from his texts and maps as a hired surveyor while 
a global rubber boom sent this region into the throes of rubber extraction and imperial con-
tests. Meticulous research and elegant translations from the original Portuguese help read-
ers to understand the full force of da Cunha’s argument, which reinterpreted settlement in 
Brazil, inverted colonial narratives, and placed everyday peoples as the agents of nation 
formation.1 Hecht’s deft touch with the multiple pens of da Cunha—as a “fact-checker of 
empire,” an empathetic voice for social justice, a scientist, a nationalist, and a fallen man—
helps to reveal the complexity and evolution of his interpretations. Hecht places da Cunha’s 
Amazonia at the center of complex global processes of imperial claims on the tropics, and 
in so doing boldly restructures paradigms of scholarship in the field. 

As he traveled up the Purus River in a region where naturalist explorers from the United 
States and Europe had mostly seen empty wilderness, da Cunha’s eyes focused acutely on 
people. He saw a network of human-made shortcuts that connected pristine rivers, waves 
of inter-regional migration that spread amidst the forest canopy, and relations of debt peon-
age that tied rubber-tappers to their own trees. 

For da Cunha, this represented the struggles, and promise, of a nation under construction 
in nature. It is Hecht’s breadth of intellectual synthesis, as well as her own ability to mark 
shortcuts for the reader between disparate intellectual streams, that engages da Cunha’s 
work in broader social and environmental theories of the Amazon. With Hecht as a guide, 
political ecologies explain da Cunha’s comparisons of rubber extraction, Foucauldian logics 
interpret the voluntary entrapment of rubber tappers, climatic disaster and runaway slaves 

1 Analysts should first jump to the concluding “Note on the Text,” which contains a succinct but valu-
able methodological discussion of translation, texts, and interpretation.
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shape migrations, and competing tropicalisms illuminate da Cunha’s territorial maneuvers. 
At 600 pages in length, this book is rich in empirical detail and expansive in theoretical 
argument but always marked by enjoyable prose.  In his writings, da Cunha declared that he 
would restore to this region the history that it had been denied. In Scramble for the Amazon, 
Hecht transports da Cunha’s Amazonia, as only such a skillful specialist can, from a forgot-
ten resource periphery to the center of our greatest socioenvironmental debates over the 
global tropics. ■

REFERENCES

Hecht, Susanna. The Scramble for the Amazon and the Lost Paradise of Euclides da Cunha. Chicago, 
IL: University of Chicago Press, 2013. 632 pp. ISBN: 978-0-226322-81-0
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Keys to the City:

BOOK REVIEW

How Economics, Institutions, Social 
Interaction, and Politics Shape Development 
by Michael Storper

Marcia Rosalie Hale, Doctoral Candidate
University of California, Los Angeles

In his book Keys to the City: How Economics, Institutions, Social Interaction, and Politics 
Shape Development, Michael Storper explains why cities grow. The growth of city-regions is 
important to policymakers, urban planners, and industry leaders, among others, who have 
an interest in developing metropolitan areas that are competitive in national and interna-
tional economies. However, early on in the book, Storper contextualizes his work within a 
social justice framework, asserting that at its foundation, Keys to the City is about change, 
and  “change and its causes are what matter most to human welfare” (4).

Before concluding the book through a justice analysis, Storper moves the reader through 
four analytical contexts for explaining metropolitan growth. These four “keys” to under-
standing why city-regions grow are economic, institutional, innovational, and political. What 
makes these four contexts all the more interesting is the triad of perspectives employed, 
including economics, economic geography, and economic sociology. 

Throughout the book, Storper makes claims that re-position central arguments within each 
of these fields. For example, he takes on a core debate within urban economics that asks 
whether people follow jobs or jobs follow people into city-regions. The first key to the city 
Storper offers is that regional growth is led by the development of firms and industries, 
rather than by firms following people. 

Of course, related questions about where firms develop are addressed at length, answered 
by the other keys. For instance, institutions are redefined as social networks, rather than 
formal governments or organizations. Storper contends that it is social networks, rather 
than formal institutions, that generate solutions to economic transition problems by facili-
tating new organizational forms. The human dimension of regional growth is further illumi-
nated by the need for face-to-face contact for social evaluations, maintaining relationships, 
and making deals. 

However, planning scholars concerned with social justice will be most stimulated by the 
thread of concern for inequality and justice that runs through these pages. In the final chap-
ter, Storper addresses the topic head on, asserting that economics is “inherently concerned 
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with justice,” and is a perpetual balancing act between justice and efficiency (204). And 
development over time poses deep challenges to this balancing act, for organizing the many 
complexities involved in a city-region to reflect a balance between justice and efficiency 
today does not guarantee or even necessarily involve planning for the maintenance of that 
balance tomorrow. 

While Storper provides an overview of leading theories of justice, he ultimately lands in the 
space of social choice as the best answer to the problem of creating city-regions with sus-
tainable justice. Essentially, this means cultivating societies that have the ability to make 
better choices, which in turn boils down to providing better information, framing better ques-
tions, and facilitating more nuanced social engagement, specifically national dialogues 
that focus on justice and the urban system. Here the book practices what it preaches by 
concluding with a report to policymakers. This brief section breaks down the incredible 
complexity of the book into language that is accessible to those outside of the technical or 
scholarly field. In doing this, Storper invites scholars into a new paradigm, in which our role 
is not necessarily to generate solutions, but to provide better questions to the public, so 
that society can engage in a continuous conversation, the very existence of which is a map 
for social equality. ■

REFERENCES

Storper, Michael. Keys to the City: How Economics, Institutions, Social Interaction, and Politics Shape 
Development Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2013. 288 pp. ISBN: 978-0-691143-11-0.
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My Los Angeles:

BOOK REVIEW

From Economic Restructuring to Regional 
Urbanization by Edward W. Soja

Brady Collins
University of California, Los Angeles

Beginning with the title, it is clear that Edward Soja’s latest work, My Los Angeles: From 
Urban Restructuring to Regional Urbanization, is his most personal. In it, the renowned 
geographer-planner and cofounder of the “LA School” of urbanism invites readers to fol-
low him on a journey through the utopic and dystopic landscape of the Southern California 
region. In doing so, he carries us through a summarized version of much—if not all—of his 
previous scholarship. In this sense, My Los Angeles is both a road map of Los Angeles and 
of the mind of its author. 

Those familiar with Soja’s work may be discouraged to find that there is not much new 
research presented here. The chapters unfold as a kind of CliffsNotes to many of the theo-
ries and insights for which he is most well known, and Soja rather heavily cites the books, 
articles, and even videos he has authored or contributed to should readers want a more 
in-depth explanation. In some cases, he has even reprinted portions of chapters from his 
previous books. 

That said, the success of My Los Angeles is its ability to reify and clarify the complex theo-
retical underpinnings of Soja’s major bodies of work. Indeed, one of the biggest criticisms 
of the author’s publications—if not among academics, certainly among students—has been 
that the density of his material and occasionally daunting language renders them unap-
proachable. Reading My Los Angeles is like having Soja explain, thoroughly and carefully, 
what he has tried to accomplish throughout his career. In some instances, he even offers 
his own reflection on his writing: “In a way, I felt trapped in part 3 of Postmetropolis. How 
could I possibly meet the ambitious objectives of an unbounded and almost infinitely com-
plex thirdspace approach?” In My Los Angeles, we are not so much reading Soja, as Soja 
is reading to us. 

For those new to Soja, it is worth knowing that he is an avid contributor to “new regional-
ism,” which emphasizes studying urban phenomena at the regional level, or, as Soja says, 
“between the local and the global, the macro and the micro, endogenous and exogenous 
forces.” This in-between area of inquiry focuses on the big picture. Thus, in My Los Angeles 
we are carried around the urban landscape of Southern California as if flying a helicopter, 
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touching down only briefly here and there to view what Soja feels is most important to “tak-
ing apart” Los Angeles: the Bonaventure Hotel, Orange County, the San Fernando Valley, 
and Occupy LA, among others. This is not to say that My Los Angeles only gives us a glimpse 
of the surface. The depth of social and historical context Soja provides is extraordinary. As 
is evident from his detailed accounts of local social movements and political battles, Soja’s 
roots run deep in his city.  

Throughout Soja’s work is his insistence that what has happened to Los Angeles—with re-
gards to urban restructuring and regional urbanization—is crucial, because the same is 
likely to occur in cities around the world. He is quite adamant on this, calling Los Angeles 
one of the most “evocative, representative, and trendsetting urban regions in the world.” If 
you are unfamiliar with the “LA School” of urbanism, or if your perceptions of LA are limited 
to sunny beaches and Hollywood Boulevard, it may take more than just My Los Angeles 
to convince you. However, if you approach this book and, as is intended, take the time to 
explore the plethora of references (which include film, literature, news media, as well as 
academic research), then Soja’s likening of LA to Jorge Luis Borges’s Aleph becomes clear, 
as a “space that contains all other spaces.” ■
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